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Nez Perce National Historical Park for the next 15 to 20 years. It contains strategies for cooperation with

local interests, agencies, and tribes, as well as plans for interpretation, visitor experience, and park op-

erations. The park consists of 38 sites in Idaho, Oregon, Washington, and Montana. Only five sites are

owned by the National Park Service; the rest will be managed as units of the park through cooperative

agreements or other arrangements between the National Park Service and the landowners. This plan

was prepared by an interdisciplinary team of people from the National Park Service; the Forest Service;

the Nez Perce, Colville, and Umatilla Tribes; and state historic preservation offices.

Parkwide and site-specific information is presented on three management alternatives and their effects

on individual sites and on the park as a whole. Many overall actions would be designed to unify park

sites, upgrade interpretation, and help visitors recognize the connection between the park's individual

sites. Alternative 1, the no-action alternative, would accomplish goals and protect resources through

partnerships arranged through various types of formal and informal cooperative agreements or memo-
randums of understanding. Alternative 2, the minimum requirements alternative and the proposed ac-

tion for overall park management, would retain the general management direction of the park, but

appropriate individual management techniques would be applied in certain cases. Alternative 3 would
involve more facility development and a greater capital investment to add new visitor facilities or add

personnel in some locations. Proposed actions for each site are detailed in the "Site-Specific Informa-

tion" part of the document.

The environmental consequences of the proposed action and the alternatives are also evaluated in the

document. No adverse cumulative impacts would be expected from the proposed action. The visitor

experience would improve at various sites of the park, resulting in beneficial cumulative effects. No
unavoidable adverse impacts would be expected to result from the proposed action. In a practical sense,

financial resources committed to implementing the actions would be irreversible.
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SUMMARY

This Draft General Management Plan / Environ-

mental Impact Statement: Nez Perce National His-

torical Park and Big Hole National Battlefield is

needed to address problems and management

concerns related to resource protection and to

guide the management of natural and cultural

resources, general development, and park ad-

ministration for the next 15 to 20 years. Four-

teen sites were added to the park in 1992, and

there is a need for renewed focus and direc-

tion. The plan contains strategies for coopera-

tion with local interests, agencies, and tribes,

as well as plans for interpretation, visitor ex-

perience, and park operations.

Nez Perce National Historical Park consists

of 38 separate sites spread across Idaho, Or-

egon, Washington, and Montana. Only five of

the sites are federally owned and managed by
the National Park Service; the rest are, or will

be, managed as units of the park through

cooperative agreements or other arrange-

ments between the National Park Service and

the owning or managing agency or individual.

This plan was prepared by an interdiscipli-

nary team of people from the National Park

Service; the Forest Service; the Nez Perce,

Colville, and Umatilla Tribes; and various

state historic preservation offices.

The law that established Nez Perce National

Historical Park specified that the park is to

"facilitate protection and provide interpreta-

tion of sites in the Nez Perce Country of Idaho

that have exceptional value in commemorat-
ing the history of the Nation." Specifically

mentioned are sites relating to early Nez Perce

culture, the Lewis and Clark expedition

through the area, the fur trade, missionaries,

gold mining, logging, the Nez Perce War of

1877, and "such other sites as will depict the

role of the Nez Perce country in the westward

expansion of the United States."

The park contains burial sites and sacred sites

and is a focal point for current Nez Perce cul-

ture. It preserves a continuum of at least 11,000

years of Nez Perce culture. Its archeological

record, museum collection, cultural land-

scapes, and structures are of national signifi-

cance. It contains historical and cultural land-

marks that are of legendary significance to the

Nez Perce people. The park includes parts of

the Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail,

the Nez Perce (Nee-Me-Poo) National Historic

Trail, and the Lolo Trail. The Nez Perce cul-

ture was shaped by the geography and the

rich and varied resources of the Nez Perce

homeland. Nez Perce National Historical Park

offers a unique opportunity for visitors to

understand present-day Nez Perce culture

and to learn about important events of the

past.

This document is divided into two major

parts, "Parkwide Information" and "Site-Spe-

cific Information." The first contains informa-

tion that applies to the entire park: a descrip-

tion, information on the park's significance,

desired future, issues and concerns, and al-

ternatives for its overall management. The
second contains a description of each site,

along with alternatives for its management
and an analysis of the impacts of each alter-

native on that site.

Three alternatives for the management of the

park are presented. Alternative 1, the no-ac-

tion alternative, would involve the continua-

tion of existing conditions. Under this alterna-

tive the accomplishment of many of the park's

goals and objectives would continue to hinge

on partnership through various types of for-

mal and informal agreements, and viewsheds

and cultural resources would be protected

through cooperative agreements, memoran-
dums of understanding, scenic easements, or

purchase on a willing-seller basis.

Alternative 2, the minimum requirements al-

ternative, is the proposed action for the over-

all management of the park. This alternative

would retain unchanged the general manage-

ment direction of the park, but appropriate

management techniques based on individual

circumstances would be applied in certain

cases. Incremental steps would be taken to

fulfill requirements and standards for land

and resource protection, visitor services, and

operations. More cooperative agreements and

other partnership mechanisms would be de-

veloped as needed to protect and interpret
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resources and to include Nez Perce people in

park management. Studies would be con-

ducted to amplify and correct the interpretive

story and to identify and protect natural and

cultural resources. The existing facilities

would be rehabilitated or expanded under

alternative 2, and modest developments
would be added at some sites to meet opera-

tional and visitor use requirements. Some new
visitor facilities would be built and others re-

habilitated, and several overlooks and pull-

outs would be constructed or relocated. Some
historic structures would be adaptively used.

These actions would be accomplished in part-

nership with other agencies and organiza-

tions.

Alternative 3, which includes actions beyond
minimum requirements, would involve more
facility development and a greater capital in-

vestment to develop new visitor facilities or

add personnel for certain locations.

This document includes analysis of the envi-

ronmental consequences of implementing the

proposed action and each of the alternatives.

Although alternative 2 is the parkwide pro-

posed action, the proposed actions for indi-

vidual sites vary according to the needs of

each site. Individual tables in the "Site-Spe-

cific Information" part of the document show
the proposed action for each site and the en-

vironmental consequences for that site. The

information from the individual tables is also

presented in tables comparing alternatives

and consequences, which can be found at the

end of the "Alternatives" chapter.

Some actions would be taken parkwide re-

gardless of the alternative selected. Many ac-

tions related to interpretation and visitor use

would be designed to unify the park sites and

story and to help visitors recognize that indi-

vidual sites in Nez Perce National Historical

Park are part of the larger park. Interpretive

information would be upgraded and cor-

rected. Site-specific interpretive information

would refer to the park as a whole so that visi-

tors could appreciate the entire story. Interpre-

tation would be aimed at helping visitors un-

derstand the interrelationship of the Nez Perce

people and their homeland. The park would

try not to intrude on contemporary Nez Perce

lifeways. Cultural information would be used

with sensitivity to Nez Perce cultural conven-

tions.

Surveys and studies would be conducted as

needed to identify and protect cultural and

natural resources and to amplify and correct

interpretation. Studies also would be con-

ducted to identify possible additions to the

park. Possible additions could include sites in

Oklahoma and Kansas, where Chief Joseph's

band were sent after their surrender at Bear

Paw Battlefield. Additional legislation would
be required to add to the park any sites out-

side the five states where sites are already

authorized. Plans would be developed for

managing resources to meet legislated and

partnership requirements such as the Native

American Graves Protection and Repatriation

Act and traditional uses. Plans also would be

developed to manage vegetation, eliminate

exotic and noxious plants, and reintroduce

native species.

The management and operation of Nez Perce

National Historical Park would continue to

rely heavily on partnerships with agencies,

organizations, and individuals. The park staff

would continue working with local groups to

increase local appreciation of park sites and

to encourage local people's feelings of "own-
ership" of the park and its resources. The Na-

tional Park Service also would continue to

work with local governments on planning or

development issues that could affect park re-

sources. The Nez Perce people would be en-

couraged to participate in decision-making

regarding park planning, management, and

operation. The National Park Service would
furnish adequate site protection and security

through cooperative agreements, contracts

with local law enforcement agencies, and

other mechanisms.

In general, alternative 1 potentially would re-

sult in adverse impacts on cultural resources

because this alternative would provide little

additional protection for these resources.

However, the cultural resources at some sites

are already adequately protected. At some
sites provisions would be made under all al-

ternatives to improve the information given

to visitors regarding the importance of the cul-

tural resources. At others, efforts would be

made to establish agreements with landown-

ers regarding the protection of cultural re-

sources. At most sites, alternative 1 would

cause few or no impacts on natural resources.

In a few locations, some surface disturbance

could result from moving signs or trails. Any
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potential impacts on riparian areas or crucial

habitat or on threatened or endangered plant

or animal species would be mitigated. Inter-

pretive information for visitors would be im-

proved under alternative 1 at most sites. In

addition, the visitor experience would be en-

hanced because the interconnection of the

various park sites would be made clear.

Additional expenditures for capital improve-

ments would be required to implement some

of the provisions of alternative 1. For example,

interpretive programs would be improved at

a number of sites, and viewsheds and cultural

resources would be protected through

cooperative agreements, memorandums of

understanding, scenic easements, or purchase

on a willing-seller basis. Expenditures also

would be necessary for the development or

construction of several visitor contact facili-

ties and interpretive trails and the adaptive

use of some historic structures.

In general, alternative 2 would result in bet-

ter protection of cultural resources through

more staff attention to protection; however,

increased visitation at some sites could lead

to disturbance. In addition, construction or

moving of facilities at a few sites could dis-

turb unknown buried cultural resources. Like

alternative 1, alternative 2 would cause few

or no impacts on natural resources at most

sites. In a few locations, surface disturbance

could result from increased visitation or the

moving or construction of facilities. Any po-

tential impacts on riparian areas, crucial habi-

tat, or threatened or endangered plant or ani-

mal species would be mitigated. In general,

alternative 2 also would result in improved

interpretive information for visitors and an

enhanced visitor experience because the in-

terconnection of the various park sites would
be made clear. Improved interpretive media

and the presence of interpretive personnel at

some sites would further enhance the visitor

experience.

Capital improvement expenditures would
increase under alternative 2 because of the

construction or rehabilitation of visitor facili-

ties at several sites, the addition of several

overlooks and pullouts, and the development

of minor visitor facilities at a variety of sites.

Short-term positive economic benefits would
be greater than in alternative 1 because there

would be more federal expenditures for con-

struction and development, leading to some

temporary jobs in the construction industry

and some additional temporary demand for

locally provided goods and services. The ad-

dition of a few seasonal or permanent employ-

ees would bring a slight long-term increase

in federal expenditures in the local areas. Tour-

ism and the concomitant spending by visitors

might also increase slightly in the affected

towns.

In places where the National Park Service

would protect park resources by acquiring

scenic or conservation easements from private

landowners, federal monies would be placed

into the private sector, but the land would re-

main in private ownership. Therefore, there

would be no adverse effects on owners of pri-

vate property, and property would remain on

local tax rolls. If a fee simple purchase was
involved, the seller would receive compensa-

tion at fair market value. In these instances,

local jurisdictions probable would experience

some reduction in local tax revenues. This

would be largely offset by federal payments

in lieu of taxes to local governments.

In most cases the effects on cultural and natu-

ral resources and on the visitor experience

under alternative 3 would be similar to those

described for alternative 2. At a few sites visi-

tation would increase more under alternative

3, and in a few cases interpretation would be

improved through the addition of more park

personnel or their presence for more months
each year. In areas of increased visitation, soil

erosion could increase. More construction at

some sites could increase the likelihood of

disturbing unknown buried cultural re-

sources.

Alternative 3 would involve more capital im-

provement expenditures for the construction

of several new visitor centers, a cultural cen-

ter, and an interpretive facility, the conversion

of a building to a visitor contact facility, the

re-creation or rehabilitation of several struc-

tures and historic buildings, and the devel-

opment and several other minor visitor facili-

ties. This alternative would result in the most

short-term positive economic benefits because

it would involve the most federal expen-

ditures for construction and development. It

would provide some temporary jobs in the

construction industry and create some addi-
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tional temporary demand for locally provided

goods and services.

The direct and indirect economic benefits

would probably be significant for a few busi-

nesses and individuals, and it would be

greater for the towns near the major visitor

facility construction sites. However, compared

to the size of the local economy, the number
of new jobs created and the additional expen-

ditures would be relatively insignificant and

would have little overall impact on the local

economy. There would be a slight long-term

increase in federal expenditures in the local

areas because additional seasonal or perma-

nent employees would be added. Tourism and

the concomitant spending by visitors might

also increase slightly in some towns as a re-

sult of the new or enhanced visitor facilities.

The effects of NPS acquisition of scenic ease-

ments or other interests in land from private

owners would be similar to those described

for alternative 2.

No adverse cumulative impacts would be ex-

pected from the proposed action. The visitor

experience would improve at various sites of

the park, resulting in beneficial cumulative

effects. No unavoidable adverse impacts

would be expected to result from the proposed

action. In a practical sense, financial resources

committed to implementing the actions would

be irreversible.
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parkwide^
information!

This part of the document contains informa-

tion that applies to the entire park. Along with

a Location map, the following information is

included:

PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE
PLAN

Brief Description of the Park

Park Purpose

Park Significance

Primary Interpretive Themes

Desired Future

Issues and Concerns

Relationship to Other Planning Efforts

ALTERNATIVES FOR PARK
MANAGEMENT

Description of the Alternatives

Actions Common to All Alternatives

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Cultural Resources

Natural Resources

Visitor Experience and Interpretation

Carrying Capacity

Socioeconomic Resources

Management Zoning
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PURPOSE OF AND
NEED FOR THE PLAN

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this federal action is to adopt

a general management plan for Nez Perce

National Historical Park. A plan is needed to

address problems and management concerns

related to resource protection, visitor experi-

ence, and park operations and to guide the

management of natural and cultural re-

sources, general development, and park ad-

ministration for the next 15 to 20 years. The

plan is being revised at this time because 14

sites were added to the park in 1992 and be-

cause there is a need for renewed focus and

direction.

This Draft General Management Plan / Environ-

mental Impact Statement: Nez Perce National His-

torical Park and Big Hole National Battlefield in-

cludes interrelated strategies for the protec-

tion and management of resources and for

cooperation with local interests, agencies, and

tribes. It also contains plans for interpretation

and visitor use and for park operations. This

is the lead planning document for the park.

Studies and implementation proposals must

support this document and be consistent with

it. The plan must also be consistent with all

applicable federal laws, regulations, and poli-

cies, including the National Park Service

(NPS) organic act and the park enabling

legislation (appendix A).

This Draft General Management Plan / Environ-

mental Impact Statement was prepared by an

interdisciplinary team consisting of people

from the National Park Service, U.S. Depart-

ment of the Interior; the Forest Service, U.S.

Department of Agriculture (FS); representa-

tives of the Nez Perce, Colville, and Umatilla

Tribes; and various state historic preservation

officers. The plan presents a proposed action

and two alternatives for the management of

the park, including a no-action alternative.

The proposal and alternatives recommend
actions that could be taken to achieve better

protection of the resources and serve visitors.

The document also includes analysis of the

environmental consequences of implementing

the proposed action and each of the alterna-

tives.

This document is divided into two major

parts. This first part, "Parkwide Information,"

contains information that applies to the en-

tire park, including a description of the park

and information on its significance, desired

future, issues and concerns, and alternatives

for its overall management. The "Site-Specific

Information" part contains a description of

each site, along with alternatives for its man-
agement and an analysis of the impacts of each

alternative on that site.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PARK

Nez Perce National Historical Park consists

of 38 separate established or authorized sites

spread across Idaho, Oregon, Washington, and

Montana (see Location map). Legislation also

provides for sites in Wyoming, but none have

been specifically designated. One of the 38

sites is Big Hole National Battlefield in Mon-
tana, which is administered by Nez Perce Na-

tional Historical Park.

The boundaries ofNez Perce National Histori-

cal Park are difficult to describe because of the

high number of separate sites and because this

number is subject to change without further

legislation. At present, only five of the estab-

lished sites are federally owned and managed
by the National Park Service: Spalding, Ca-

noe Camp, East Kamiah, White Bird Battle-

field, and Big Hole National Battlefield. The
remaining 33 sites are, or will be, managed as

units of the park through cooperative agree-

ments or other arrangements between the

National Park Service and the owning or man-
aging agency or individual. Specific bound-

aries have been established for only five sites

of Nez Perce National Historical Park. Bound-

aries will be established for the remaining sites

in the record of decision, which will be pub-

lished after the completion of a final general

management plan and environmental impact

statement.

Buffalo Eddy, Idaho and Washington.

m m
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Nez Perce National

Historical Park

offers for all

Americans an

important

perspective about

our history as a

people.

It is not the view

from the Gateway

Arch looking west;

it is a viewfrom a

homeland looking

out, witnessing the

march of history

and change, yet

continuing today

and tomorrow to

commemorate and

celebrate Nez Perce

culture and

traditions.

It is a park about a

people, for all

people.

4
Parkwide Information

PARK PURPOSE

Nez Perce National Historical Park was estab-

lished as a unit of the national park system

on May 15, 1965, by Public Law 89-19. The law

specified the park is to "facilitate protection

and provide interpretation of sites in the Nez
Perce Country of Idaho that have exceptional

value in commemorating the history of the

Nation." Specifically mentioned are sites re-

lating to early Nez Perce culture, the Lewis

and Clark expedition through the area, the fur

trade, missionaries, gold mining, logging, the

Nez Perce War of 1877, and "such other sites

as will depict the role of the Nez Perce coun-

try in the westward expansion of the United

States." Sites include historic buildings, battle-

fields, missions, landscapes, cemeteries, trails,

archeological sites, and geologic formations

important to the Nez Perce people. A total of

24 sites were established in 1965.

Public Law 102-576 of October 30, 1992, al-

lowed sites to be designated in Oregon,

Washington, Montana, and Wyoming. It speci-

fied that 14 sites in Idaho, Oregon, Washing-

ton, and Montana should be included in the

park.

On the basis of provisions in the enabling leg-

islation, the purposes of Nez Perce National

Historical Park are to

facilitate protection and offer interpre-

tation of Nez Perce sites in Idaho, Or-

egon, Washington, Montana, and Wyo-

ming that have exceptional value in

commemorating the history of the

United States

preserve and protect tangible resources

that document the history of the Nez

Perce peoples and the significant role of

the Nez Perce in North American his-

tory

interpret the culture and history of the

Nez Perce peoples and promote docume

ntation to enhance that interpretation

The legislation provides for certain ways to

support the purpose of the park, as follows:

The National Park Service will consult

with the Nez Perce people concerning

the interpretation of the park and its

history.

Achieving the protection and interpre-

tation of Nez Perce National Historical

Park sites can be furthered through a

broad range of partnerships and coop-

erative arrangements with states, fed-

eral agencies, tribes, and local and pri-

vate entities.

PARK SIGNIFICANCE

The following statement was generated dur-

ing the course of the planning team meetings.

It was accepted by members of all groups in-

volved as an expression of the sentiment be-

hind the purpose and significance of the park.

Nez Perce National Historical Park offers for

all Americans an important perspective about

our history as a people. It is not the view from

the Gateway Arch looking west; it is a view

from a homeland looking out, witnessing the

march of history and change, yet continuing

today and tomorrow to commemorate and

celebrate Nez Perce culture and traditions. It

is a park about a people, for all people.

Present-Day Nez Perce Culture

The park contains burial sites and sacred sites;

it is also a focal point for current Nez Perce

culture and allows for the continued tradi-

tional use of resources. The park honors the

rights retained in the 1855 and 1863 treaties

as they apply to park sites, and will fully ap-

ply all applicable laws, executive orders, poli-

cies, and treaties related to the protection of

cultural properties and sacred sites.

Nez Perce Culture in the Past

The park preserves a continuum of at least

11,000 years of Nez Perce culture. Its

archeological record, museum collection, cul-

tural landscapes, and structures are of national

significance. The park contains historical and

cultural landmarks that are of legendary sig-

nificance to the Nez Perce people. The Nez
Perce (Nee-Me-Poo) National Historic Trail

commemorates a significant event in the his-

tory of the Nez Perce people.
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The Relationship of the Nez Perce to

Other Cultures

The park includes parts of the Lewis and Clark

National Historic Trail and the Lolo Trail, both

of which were used by other cultures. The Nez
Perce country, Nez Perce National Historical

Park sites, and other Native American cultures

overlap but also differ in many ways.

Euro-American culture and the United

States government.

The treaty of 1855, the treaty of 1863,

and the war of 1877 had severe conse-

quences for the Nez Perce people, and

they illustrate the difficult historical

relationships between the United States

and the indigenous cultures of North

America.

The Nez Perce Homeland

Past and present Nez Perce culture were

shaped by the geography and the rich and

varied resources of the Nez Perce homeland.

Visitors to the Park

Nez Perce National Historical Park offers a

unique opportunity for visitors to gain an un-

derstanding of present-day Nez Perce culture

within and outside the Nez Perce homeland

and to learn about important events of the

past.

PRIMARY INTERPRETIVE THEMES

Interpretation is a process of education that is

designed to stimulate curiosity and convey

messages to the visiting public. The primary

interpretive themes are overview statements

that tell visitors about the significance of the

park and cover information that is basic to

visitor understanding of the park. All inter-

pretive efforts, both media and personal ser-

vices, should relate to one or more of the

themes, and each should be addressed by
some part of the overall program.

The following three primary interpretive

themes have been identified for Nez Perce

National Historical Park. Numerous sub-

themes and topics will be identified as the

planning process continues.

• The Nez Perce people developed a dis-

tinct culture through more than 11,000

years of interaction with the environ-

ment and landscape of their traditional

homeland.

• The Nez Perce people and their culture

have undergone and continue to under-

go many changes as a direct result of

their cooperation and conflict with

DESIRED FUTURE

The following "desired future" statements are

based on the information gathered from the

public scoping meetings and written com-

ments. This is a series of basic assumptions

that was used as the foundation for develop-

ing alternatives. In essence, the desired future

presents the vision for Nez Perce National

Historical Park, and the alternatives present

a range of options to achieve that vision.

Relationship of the Park to

Contemporary Nez Perce Culture

The National Park Service and the Nez Perce

people, working together and in partnership

with others toward common goals, manage
Nez Perce National Historical Park as a place

to commemorate and celebrate the continuum

of the Nez Perce culture.

Operations, Management, and
Partnerships

The management and operation of the park

maximize the benefits available through
cooperative partnerships. Partners are fully

integrated into park management functions,

and they share resources. The management of

the park and Nez Perce (Nee-Me-Poo) Na-
tional Historic Trail are closely tied together.

A well-staffed, properly trained, well-equipped

park management team is in place, supporting a

decentralized, sustainable approach to the man-
agement of park resources and the visitor experi-

ence. The team achieves a well-coordinated man-

agement structure that fosters communication and

cooperation with communities and the Nez Perce

people. The park's scattered sites are united

through interpretation, communications, and part-

nerships.
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Land and Resource Protection

Key elements and sites that are important to

the Nez Perce people and the nation's history

are preserved for present and future genera-

tions. Resources associated with the continu-

ation of Nez Perce traditional uses and Nez
Perce culture are preserved. Additional sig-

nificant sites are being studied for inclusion

in the park. Resource programs are coopera-

tive and synergistic. The Nez Perce people are

increasingly involved in resource manage-
ment. An extension program provides tech-

nical assistance in the protection of resources

and land for parties outside the National Park

Service.

Buffalo Eddy, Washington and Idaho. Interpretation and Visitor Experience

The Nez Perce story is told from the Nez Perce

perspective. It stresses the complex dynamics

in the Nez Perce cultural continuum, as re-

flected in today's Nez Perce communities and

by conflicts between traditional resource use

and modern-day conditions (for example,

fishing versus dams).

The interpretation of the events of 1877 seeks

a balanced view, but the story is told primar-

ily from the Nez Perce perspective. It is pre-

sented within the context of the entire con-

tinuum of Nez Perce culture, including pre-

war and postwar events and present-day im-

plications. It includes insight into how the

events fit within the spectrum of the Indian

Wars and the nation's history.

The interpretation is sensitive to Nez Perce

cultural needs. People-to-people experiences

are on Nez Perce terms. Information that

should not be shared is kept confidential. Visi-

tation is controlled to avoid intrusion on cul-

tural sensitivities and the degradation of re-

sources.

Visitors come away from each site understanding

how it fits into the overall history. They experi-

ence the integrity of the site through interpretive

media where necessary and appropriate. Visitors

receive enough information to be able to treat each

site with respect.

ISSUES AND CONCERNS

The concerns that were expressed by the pub-

lic during scoping meetings are summarized
in the following paragraphs.

The Story of the Nez Perce People

Since Nez Perce National Historical Park is

based on ideas and concepts as much as on
actual sites, interpretation and visitor use are

critical considerations in the planning process.

Approximately half of the comments were
related to this topic, and although there were

some differences reflecting cultural and geo-

graphic diversity, public comment was gen-

erally very consistent. The public expressed

concern about what stories the park tells and

how and where those stories are told.

People said it is very important that all infor-

mation be presented accurately, within its his-

torical context, and with sensitivity to the Nez
Perce people. Much interest was expressed

that the continuum of Nez Perce cultural his-

tory be told, not just the events of the 1877

war. People expressed opinions that visitors

should be given insight into the Nez Perce cul-

ture— how it functioned in the past and how
it functions today. The story of the 1877 war
should include the events leading up to the

war, the immediate aftermath, the exile story,

and the continuing impacts of these events on

the Nez Perce people.

Many ways of telling these stories were dis-

cussed. Live interpretation by Nez Perce

people was preferred. Cultural demonstra-

tions, oral history, and costumed interpreta-

tion were some of the techniques suggested.

Audio tapes and compact discs were dis-
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cussed as ways to make interpretation avail-

able for people touring park sites in their cars.

Books, videos, and other publications were

also mentioned. The guiding principle for all

interpretation was that it should be sensitive

to the Nez Perce people and their culture.

Interpretive Facilities

Because the park covers a broad area and it is

sometimes difficult to connect the individual

sites and their stories to the park as a whole,

many people expressed an opinion that cen-

trally located interpretive facilities are needed.

At their most basic level these facilities were

described as visitor centers where visitors

would (a) receive basic orientation to the

park's resources and sites (b) be introduced

to past and present Nez Perce culture, and (c)

be made aware of other opportunities to learn

more about the Nez Perce people.

Some commenters saw a need for fully devel-

oped "cultural centers" that not only would

offer interpretation to the public but also

would be repositories focusing on cultural

preservation. These centers might house arti-

fact collections, archives, or oral history col-

lections, and they could serve as locations for

the study and preservation of the Nez Perce

language.

Cultural Resource Protection

There was a clear desire for the study and pres-

ervation of the cultural resources in the park,

with interpretation for visitors as an impor-

tant element. Comments showed interest in

the "real thing," the "actual site," and the de-

sire to know accurately where events took

place. The sacred character of certain sites, par-

ticularly where there are burials, was stressed,

and a number of people stressed the need for

interpretation of the different viewpoints of

the Nez Perce people and that of other cul-

tures regarding the treatment and use of these

sites. Easier access to the collections and ar-

chives for research is desirable. Commenters
generally seemed to believe that collections

and archives should be retained locally rather

than be taken away to museums or universi-

ties.

Because of the likelihood for vandalism at

unprotected sites, opinions were expressed

that sometimes it may be better not to mark

actual sites, but to place interpretive media at

a distance. Visitor facilities such as interpre-

tive shelters might also attract vandalism and

other inappropriate behavior and disrupt the

lives of neighboring residents.

The Nez Perce Legacy

The Nez Perce people feel particular owner-

ship of the materials and information related

to their culture, and they want to be sure these

elements are treated sensitively and correctly.

They expressed a strong desire to preserve the

Nez Perce culture for inheritance by the Nez
Perce children. This was shown in wishes to

preserve the language, to collect oral histories,

to collect legends and place names related to

geological features and other locations, and

to demonstrate traditional activities such as

digging and preparing camas. Some
commenters suggested that there should be

more exhibits of cultural materials and activi-

ties.

In some cases, resources that were part of the

events related to the story were not included

inside the site boundaries. In these cases, new
strategies for protection are needed. It was
suggested that other sites should also be in-

cluded in the park, especially sites in Kansas,

Oklahoma, and Canada — places where Nez
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Perce people went after the surrender of the

Chief Joseph band at Bear Paw.

Landscape Management

People who attended the meetings expressed

a desire to get rid of exotic species and nox-

ious weeds, returning the land to native or

historic vegetation. People expressed interest

in having studies done of edible and medici-

nal plants, learning how the Nez Perce used

plants, and knowing which plants are "cul-

turally sensitive." There was interest in the

preservation and interpretation of wildlife

habitat and in watchable wildlife programs.

The National Park Service was encouraged to

preserve the aesthetic qualities and the historic

scene and character, to avoid encroachment,

and to keep sites "natural" and open. The
possible commercialization of surrounding

areas was a concern. Because boundaries have

been established only for the five sites owned
in fee by the National Park Service, it will be

difficult to manage the significant resources

of the other 33 sites.

Some people advocated land protection

through purchase in fee or by obtaining sce-

nic easements, but there also was much con-

cern that the park not take away the rights of

citizens or their lifestyle.

impression that the Nez Perce people, for

which all these federal areas are named, con-

trol the national historical park. These mat-

ters need to be clarified as a part of this pro-

cess.

There was support for hiring Nez Perce people

whenever possible. It was suggested that the

NPS staff be augmented by volunteers and
through commercial interpretation services

such as tour companies.

Most comments related to facilities were as-

sociated with visitor use, but at Spalding there

were site-specific operational issues related to

access and circulation, fire protection, and
road conditions.

Partnerships

The National Park Service was encouraged to

have more "friends" groups like the Friends

of Canyon Creek in Montana. Numerous ideas

were presented about grants for interpretive

facilities, cultural centers, and research.

People at the scoping meetings indicated they

recognized that partnerships and cooperation

are keystones to the success of Nez Perce Na-
tional Historical Park and to finding a way to

preserve this important heritage without ex-

pecting tax support in these times of limited

resources.

National Park Service Management
and Operations

There was a misperception that the National

Park Service would manage the Dug Bar site

in Hells Canyon National Recreation Area and

would prohibit some current activities such

as vehicle access and hunting. Concern was
also expressed that visitation at certain sites

might interfere with local agricultural and

residential traffic.

Organizational identity needs clarification. A
baffling similarity of names has led to public

confusion about the division of responsibility

and authority over similarly named loca-

tions — Nez Perce National Historical Park is

administered by the National Park Service, but

the Forest Service controls the Nez Perce (Nee-

Me-Poo) National Historic Trail and the Nez
Perce National Forest. Some people have the

Other Issues

People expressed a desire that the park serve

the wants and needs of the Nez Perce but that

it also be recognized that non-Indians want

to retain their rights and cultural attributes.

The potential for economic development as-

sociated with sites of the national park sys-

tem was noted. Nez Perce National Histori-

cal Park is also seen as a potential platform

for broader cooperation and for park-oriented

partnerships.
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RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER
PLANNING EFFORTS

This Draft General Management Plan presents

the overarching management direction for the

park; other studies and projects that were

completed recently, are underway, or are

planned also have a bearing on the manage-

ment of the park. The planning team has con-

sidered the proposals that were developed for

the other plans and projects and accommo-

dated them wherever feasible. Future plans

and projects must be consistent with this Gen-

eral Management Plan.

• The statement for management contains

an up-to-date inventory of the park's

condition and an analysis of its prob-

lems. The current "Statement for

Management" for Nez Perce National

Historical Park was prepared in March

1993; the one for Big Hole National

Battlefield was completed in February

1994. These were used for initial man-

agement scoping for this General Man-

agement Plan.

• The Nez Perce Country Cooperative Strat-

egy Initiative was created in October 1993

to set forth the common goals of the Nez

Perce Tribe, the National Park Service,

and five other Federal agencies. Repre-

sentatives of these entities took part in

a workshop at that time to build a col-

lective vision, expressed as desired fu-

tures regarding research, management,

the tribe's programs, education, tour-

ism, interpretation, relationships, and

historic trails. The General Management

Plan will work toward realizing the

common goals set forth in the initiative.

• An interpretive prospectus for the park

is being developed. It will be based on

the proposals developed for the General

Management Plan and will guide the

development of specific techniques for

informing and educating visitors.

• The Land Protection Plan for the park

was first approved in 1984 and has been

updated biennially through 1990. The

plan must be completely revised be-

cause it contains detailed information

only on the previously established sites

and not on the sites authorized in 1992.

Only 5 of the 38 sites designated for in-

clusion in Nez Perce National Histori-

cal Park are in NPS ownership and have

established boundaries. This plan iden-

tifies significant resources that should

be protected and designates boundaries

based on resource values. The upcom-

ing revision of the Land Protection Plan

will develop strategies for protecting

and managing resources that are in di-

verse ownership.

• Tolo Lake is one of the newly authorized

sites added to the park in 1992. During

the summer of 1994, while dredging the

lake to improve fishing, the Idaho Fish

and Game Department encountered a

significant deposit of mammoth bones.

Cooperative efforts are underway to

determine the appropriate interpre-

tation and preservation of these re-

mains. These efforts are being made in

tandem with planning for the General

Management Plan.

• A local interest group, the Friends of

Canyon Creek, was formed in 1990 to

support legislation that would add Can-

yon Creek to Nez Perce National His-

torical Park, and the Canyon Creek Skir-

mish Site was one of the 1992 additions.

The group obtained highway enhance-

ment funding from the Montana
Department of Transportation to build

an interpretive shelter, access, and park-

ing. These funds must be obligated by

December 1996. Proposals in this plan

would accommodate the interpretive

planning conducted by both the Friends

of Canyon Creek and the Laurel, Mon-

tana, Chamber of Commerce.

• A traditional Nez Perce campsite, the

traditional summer homesite of the Jo-

seph Band is on private land at the con-

fluence of the Wallowa and Lostine Riv-

ers in Wallowa County, Oregon. This

site was authorized for addition to the

park in 1992. A citizens' coalition

formed in Wallowa County is moving

toward development of an interpretive/

cultural center, which will be funded by

the Oregon Trail Coordinating Council.

The anticipated date of the required

obligation is December, 1996. Proposals

in this plan accommodate the planning

conducted by the citizens' coalition.

• Planning for the Nez Perce (Nee-Me-

Poo) National Historic Trail was under-
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taken jointly by the National Park Ser-

vice, the Bureau of Land Management,

and the Forest Service, which admin-

isters this trail, in cooperation with other

affected federal, state, and local govern-

mental agencies, private corporations,

interest groups, and individuals. The

resulting Nez Perce (Nee-Me-Poo) Na-

tional Historic Trail Comprehensive Plan

(FS 1990) recommended development

only of specific parts of the trail on fed-

eral lands or lands managed by the

states. The plan also identified approxi-

mately 319 miles as "high potential

route segments." The proposals in this

General Management Plan are consistent

with proposals in the comprehensive

plan for the trail and also encourage

further future interagency cooperation

in resource protection, interpretation,

and management of the Nez Perce (Nee-

Me-Poo) National Historic Trail.

The 1994 Nez Perce National Historical

Park Resources Management Plan outlines

the programs necessary to address re-

source management issues and to pro-

vide for long-term protection of both

cultural and natural resources. The

management of natural and cultural re-

sources will be guided by the recom-

mendations in the Resources Management

Plan, which is reviewed annually. The

resource management issues identified

in that plan were considered during the

planning process for this Draft General

Management Plan.

The Collections Management Plan of

March 1994 guides the park staff in the

management and care of museum ob-

jects and archival and manuscript

collections. The needs identified in that

plan were considered in development

planning for this Draft General Manage-

ment Plan.

The Forest Service is revising plans for

the Clearwater and Wallowa-Whitman

National Forests and Hells Canyon Na-

tional Recreation Area, and manage-

ment planning by the National Park

Service must be compatible with those

plans.

Viewfrom the visitor center at Spalding.
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INTRODUCTION

Good planning demands that a range of al-

ternatives be considered in the decision-mak-

ing process. A range of alternatives is a vari-

ety of feasible approaches for achieving the

desired futures and resolving problems or is-

sues. The general types of alternatives than

can be considered are as follows:

A no-action alternative, which would involve

the continuation of existing conditions, must

always be evaluated in an environmental im-

pact statement. A no-action alternative would

not involve dropping present park planning

and management activities; instead, it would
involve the assumption that the National Park

Service would respond to future needs and

problems without major actions or changes in

course. A no-action alternative serves as a

basis for comparing the impacts of other ("ac-

tion") alternatives.

Aminimum requirements alternative focuses

on meeting the minimum requirements for

resource protection, interpretation, adminis-

tration, and maintenance. A minimum
requirements alternative would not involve

major changes in park management, but it

could involve proposing substantial expendi-

tures on programs and infrastructure to bring

them up to legal and regulatory codes.

Alternatives that suggest actions beyond mini-

mum requirements may introduce new con-

cepts or directions to park management or

may suggest a higher level of development of

visitor facilities and operational infrastructure.

The full planning team made a scoping trip

in June 1994. The team then developed the

purpose, significance, and interpretive themes

for the management of Nez Perce National

Historical Park on the basis of park legisla-

tion and the scoping trip. Then a newsletter

was distributed, and 22 scoping meetings

were conducted in January and February 1995

to elicit public input on purpose, significance,

themes, and issues.

ALTERNATIVES FOR
PARK MANAGEMENT

information collected during public meetings

and written responses to the newsletter. The

team also identified issues and a desired fu-

ture for each site. A small group of planners

took this information and developed prelimi-

nary alternative actions for each site within

the parkwide planning framework. The pro-

duction team visited each site to determine if

there were additional feasible actions that

would better respond to the problems or is-

sues for that site and to ensure that goals for

resource protection, visitor use, and interpre-

tation would be met.

In a workshop at which the alternatives for

each site were explored, the full planning

team clarified this information. The alterna-

tives were distributed to the public in April

1996 in a publication called Alternatives

Newsbook. The outcome of the team workshop
and the mailbacks from the public led to the

identification of a proposed action for the

entire park and a proposed action for each

site.

Paralleling the development of preliminary

alternatives was an evaluation by the plan-

ning team of alternative management mod-
els for the park. The purpose of the evalua-

tion was to determine if there could be a bet-

ter way to manage the park efficiently and

effectively in maximal partnership with geo-

graphically and culturally diverse groups and

individuals.

Although the way a park is organized is not

ordinarily subject to public review,the plan-

ning team decided it would be useful to de-

termine if there was a strong preference

among the public for a particular manage-
ment structure. Several alternative ways to

manage Nez Perce National Historical Park

were evaluated, and three were presented to

the public in the Alternatives Newsbook: a no-

action alternative, a minimum requirements

alternative that would enhance the existing

unit management structure, and a third alter-

native that would establish a park board and
executive director.

The full planning team developed the "de- The few comments that were received sup-

sired future" statements on the basis of ported the minimum requirements alterna-
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tive, or enhancement of the current decentral-

ized park management structure. Therefore,

other management options were dropped,

and enhanced unit management is presented

as part of the "Actions Common to All Alter-

natives," below.

SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES

The planning team formulated three alterna-

tives for consideration, as described in the fol-

lowing paragraphs. A proposed action nor-

mally is included in the discussion of alterna-

tives, but because there are 38 sites in this park,

each with different conditions and issues,

different alternatives are preferred for the dif-

ferent sites. The proposed action for each site

is highlighted in table 1 and detailed in the

"Site-Specific Information" part of this docu-

ment.

Alternative 1: No Action

eral management direction of Nez Perce Na-
tional Historical Park would remain un-

changed, but it would be enhanced by apply-

ing the appropriate management techniques

selected on the basis of individual circum-

stances to optimize partnership and opera-

tional opportunities. Incremental steps would
be taken to fulfill requirements and standards

for land and resource protection, visitor ser-

vices, and operations. More cooperative agree-

ments and other partnership mechanisms
would be developed and tended in a focused

fashion. Such arrangements are needed to pro-

tect and interpret resources and to include Nez
Perce people in park management.

Studies would be conducted to amplify and
correct the interpretive story and to identify

and protect natural and cultural resources.

These studies would be based on clearly

thought-out plans and priorities. The manage-
ment and operation of the park would be more
proactive because adequate personnel and fis-

cal resources would be available.

Under alternative 1, the no-action alternative,

the park would continue to work toward ful-

filling resource protection and visitor use re-

quirements with the present level of legisla-

tive authority, program support, and devel-

opment. Interpretive programs would be im-

proved at a number of park sites.

The accomplishment of many of the park's

goals and objectives would continue to hinge

on partnership through various types of for-

mal and informal agreements, and viewsheds

and cultural resources would be protected

through cooperative agreements, memoran-
dums of understanding, scenic easements, or

purchase on a willing seller basis. Although

boundaries for land protection would be es-

tablished, the ability to implement strategies

to influence what happens within those

boundaries would remain limited. Legislated

and agency standards for resource protection,

visitor services, and operations would be met

when possible. Management and operation

would continue to be in a reactive mode be-

cause of inadequate personnel and fiscal re-

sources.

Alternative 2: Minimum Requirements

Alternative 2 is the minimum requirements

alternative for each site. Parkwide, the gen-

The existing facilities would be rehabilitated

or expanded, and modest site development

would be added at some locations to meet
operational and visitor use requirements. For

example, the Spalding and Big Hole visitor

centers are obsolete because the park's inter-

pretive focus, operations, and staff have
changed since those facilities were built. The

two visitor centers would be enlarged and

enhanced to improve the visitor experience

and support administrative and operational

activities.

New visitor facilities would be constructed at

East Kamiah, the visitor centers at Spalding

and Big Hole would be rehabilitated; several

overlooks and pullouts would be constructed;

a few pullouts might be relocated, and addi-

tional minor visitor facilities would be devel-

oped at several sites. Some historic structures

would be adaptively used.

At other sites— Donald Mackenzie Trading

Post, Lenore, White Bird Battlefield, Tradi-

tional Campsites at the confluence of the Wal-

lowa and Lostine Rivers, Old Chief loseph

Gravesite, Bear Paw, and Canyon Creek—
modest new development would be necessary

for adequate visitor experience and interpre-

tation. These actions would be accomplished

in partnership with other agencies and orga-

nizations.
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Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

There would be more facility development

under alternative 3 than under alternative 2.

Some development would be at sites that al-

ready have facilities, but other properties

would be acquired, and NPS personnel would

staff new interpretive and operational facili-

ties at those sites. This alternative would re-

quire the largest capital investment and pro-

gram support for completion. New visitor cen-

ters would be constructed at Big Hole, Bear

Paw, and White Bird Battlefields. A cultural

center would be built in Nespelem, an inter-

pretive facility would be developed at Lostine

Camp, a building would be converted to a

visitor contact facility at Fort Lapwai, and sev-

eral Nez Perce structures and historic build-

ings at Spalding would be recreated or reha-

bilitated. In addition, several other minor visi-

tor facilities would be developed at a variety

of sites.

Table 1 presents the alternatives that were con-

sidered for each site. The proposed action for

that site is shaded, and the sum of these site-

specific actions is the proposed action for this

general management plan. Table 2 presents a

similar summary of the environmental con-

sequences for all sites.

Nez Perce^f
National Historical Park X
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PLAN
IMPLEMENTATION

The alternatives would be implemented as

described in the following paragraphs.

Alternative 1: No Action

Phasing. The newly authorized sites would

be included in the park, and as funding be-

came available, current and correct interpre-

tive information would be provided. This

would include developing land protection

strategies in a land protection plan and com-

pleting the interpretive prospectus and a way-

side exhibit plan. In addition, interpretive ex-

hibits would be developed and installed and

related site improvements would be built at

existing and authorized sites.

Costs. It is estimated that developing and in-

stalling interpretive exhibits and related site

improvements at existing and authorized sites

would cost $6,042,239. See appendix B for

more detailed information.

Staffing. At present the park has 37.1 full-time

equivalent (FTE) positions allocated as fol-

lows:

Park Support Unit 13.0

Spalding Unit 11.9

Upper Clearwater/White Bird Unit 3.4

Oregon/Washington Unit 1.0

Big Hole Battlefield/Montana Unit 7.8

Alternative 2: Minimum Requirements

Phasing. The proposed action would be

implemented over the next 15 to 20 years. Be-

cause this is a long-term plan, individual ac-

tions proposed have been divided into three

priority categories to show the order in which
the actions would be funded and imple-

mented. However, because of the unique part-

nership nature of this extended park, it should

be noted that priorities can and will shift to

take maximum advantage of partnership op-

portunities whenever possible.

First Priority— As in alternative 1, the

newly authorized sites would be in-

cluded in the park, and current and cor-

rect interpretive information would be

made available. This would include de-

veloping land protection strategies in

the a land protection plan and com-

pleting the interpretive prospectus and

a wayside exhibit plan. It also would

include developing and installing inter-

pretive exhibits and related site im-

provements at existing and authorized

park sites.

Second Priority— Visitor contact facilities

would be developed at White Bird

Battlefield in Idaho, Traditional Camp-

site near Wallowa, Oregon, and Blaine

County Museum in Chinook, Montana.

The National Park Service would assist

the city information center in Laurel,

Montana.

Third priority— The current visitor facili-

ties at Spalding, Idaho, and Big Hole

National Battlefield in Montana would

be rehabilitated or expanded.

Costs. It is estimated that the construction

costs for this alternative would be $14,642,268.

This includes $1,510,579 for first-priority items

and $4,918,604 for second-priority items. It is

estimated that the rehabilitation and expan-

sion of the visitor facilities would cost

$5,609,414 for Spalding, Idaho and $2,603,674

for Big Hole National Battlefield, Montana.

See appendix B for more detailed cost esti-

mates.

Staffing. A total of 31 additional full-time

equivalents would be required for staffing

under alternative 2, as follows:

Park Support Unit 10.0

Spalding Unit 3.0

Upper Clearwater/White Bird Unit 7.0

Oregon/Washington Unit 5.5

Big Hole Battlefield/Montana Unit 5.5
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Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

ACTIONS COMMON TO ALL SITES
AND ALL ALTERNATIVES

Phasing. Alternative 3 would have the same
priorities as alternative 2 except that third-

priority items would include additional new
facilities. The visitor facilities at Big Hole Na-

tional Battlefield would be replaced instead

of rehabilitated or expanded. The structures

at Fort Lapwai would be adaptively used for

visitor contact facilities. A staffed visitor con-

tact facility would be developed for White

Bird Battlefield. A new site for Joseph Can-

yon Viewpoint would be selected and devel-

oped, and the existing site would be razed and

restored. A visitor facility would be con-

structed at Bear Paw Battlefield and a cultural

center would be built in Nespelem, Washing-

ton.

Costs. It is estimated that the development

costs for alternative 3 would be $24,440,886.

See appendix B for more detailed cost esti-

mates.

Staffing. A total of 54.5 additional full-time

equivalents would be required for alternative

3, as follows:

The following actions are not specifically in-

cluded in the site-by-site actions. Their pur-

pose is to provide the resource protection, visi-

tor experience, and operational effectiveness

required to accomplish the purpose and de-

sired future of the park. The "Site-Specific

Information" part of the document contains

detailed information on each site.

Interpretation and Visitor Experience

Visitors have difficulty recognizing that indi-

vidual sites in Nez Perce National Historical

Park are part of the larger park. Many of the

actions related to interpretation and visitor use

are designed to unify the park sites and story.

When visitors first encountered a site of Nez
Perce National Historical Park, they would see

the NPS arrowhead and the park's twin feath-

ers logo. They would be referred to other lo-

cations such as visitor contact facilities and
visitor centers where orientation to the park

and additional information would be avail-

able.

Park Support Unit 10.0

Spalding Unit 15.0

Upper Clearwater/White Bird Unit 7.0

Oregon/Washington Unit 12.5

Big Hole Battlefield/Montana Unit 10.0

The overriding goal of interpretation in the

park would be for visitors to understand the

interrelationship of the Nez Perce people and

their homeland. This would include the en-

tire 11,000-year continuum of cultural history,

as well as information about the Nez Perce

(Nee-Me-Poo) National Historic Trail, the 1877

war, and the continuing consequences of that

event.

Interpretive information would be upgraded

and corrected. It would be expanded to en-

compass the entire Nez Perce cultural con-

tinuum rather than being limited to events of

a specific time and place. Site-specific inter-

pretive information would refer to the park

as a whole so that visitors could appreciate

the entire story.

The current level of consultation with the com-

munity would be maintained. The park would

continue to consult with the Nez Perce people

regarding interpretation. Recognizing that

contemporary Nez Perce lifeways are impor-

tant resources, the park would try not to in-

trude on those lifeways. Cultural information

would be used with sensitivity to Nez Perce
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cultural conventions. If visitors asked ques-

tions about sensitive areas, explanations

would be given that certain information can-

not be shared publicly.

The names of all sites, including those of the

newly authorized sites, would be adjusted to

clarify what they are and to include Nez Perce

names.

Sign guidelines would be developed to indi-

cate the presence of the National Park Service.

The NPS arrowhead and the park logo would
be used on signs, which would be placed so

as not to obscure the view. Signs must meet

current standards, be of consistent and pleas-

ing design, and reduce confusion about where

the resource is.

Boundaries and Land Protection

Boundaries would be established, and the

needs for land protection would be deter-

mined. The legislation for Nez Perce National

Historical Park authorizes sites in the five

states of Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Wyo-
ming, and Montana. Boundaries have been

established for the five sites owned in fee by
the National Park Service: Spalding, Canoe
Camp, Heart of the Monster, White Bird

Battlefield, and Big Hole National Battlefield.

Existing laws require that general manage-
ment plans examine boundaries. As a part of

the current planning effort, boundaries for all

38 sites have been identified on the basis of

the following criteria, which are consistent

with NPS management policy:

• to include significant or key natural and

cultural resources that are central to pro-

tecting and fostering public understand-

ing of Nez Perce history and culture (in

most cases, as delineated by nomination

to the National Register of Historic

Places)

• to provide for visitor services and in-

terpretation

• to protect park resources critical to ful-

filling the park's purposes

• to address operational and manage-

ment issues

The boundaries for each site that are presented

in this document are proposed boundaries.

The record of decision for the final environ-

mental impact statement will include

identification of the final boundaries.

Few of the actual cultural sites and landscapes

have long-term protection. The National Park

Service wants to preserve aesthetic qualities

and the historic scene and character, to avoid

encroachment, and to keep sites natural and

open. All the sites are either listed on or eli-

gible for listing on the National Register of

Historic Places, and documentation has been

or is being developed to describe the charac-

teristics that make them eligible for listing.

However, listing protects resources only from

federal actions. Thus, it is beyond the capa-

bility of the National Park Service to preserve

and protect the resources on the widely dis-

persed sites with only a national register list-

ing.

Having the authority to set boundaries does

not necessarily constitute a proposal to pur-

chase the land within those boundaries. A
variety of land protection methods are avail-

able within the authorized boundaries of the

park units. In addition to fee simple acquisi-

tion, scenic, conservation and access ease-

ments might be acquired, or local zoning and

cooperative planning and management could

be employed.

For Nez Perce National Historical Park, a fee

or partial interest would be acquired only

when there was a willing seller and a willing

buyer, subject to the exceptions described be-

low. Such acquisition would be reserved for

instances in which other land approaches

were not adequate or if capital improvements

by the National Park Service warranted full

protection and authority to manage use. Spe-

cific strategies for protecting the resources will

be defined in the land protection plan, which
will be written after this General Management
Plan I 'Environmental Impact Statement is ap-

proved.

Exceptions to willing-seller acquisition are

included in the legislation that added 14 sites

to the park (PL. 102-576). That legislation con-

tains the following guidance:

The Secretary may not acquire privately

owned land or interests in land without the

consent of the owner unless the Secretary finds

that
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(1) the nature of land use has changed sig-

nificantly or the landowner has demon-

strated intent to change land use signifi-

cantly from the condition which existed

on the date of the enactment of the Nez

Perce National Historical Park Addition

Act of 1991;

(2) the acquisition by the Secretary of such

land or interest in land is essential to

assure its use for purposes set forth in

this Act; and

(3) such lands are located

(A) within an area depicted on Sheet 3,

4, or 5 of the map entitled "Nez Perce

Additions/' numbered 429-20018, and

dated September, 1991 [these maps
show the Traditional Campsite at the

confluence of the Wallowa and Lostine

Rivers, Buffalo Eddy (Idaho side), and

a parcel adjacent to Bear Paw Battle-

field], OR

(B) within the 8-acre parcel of Old Chief

Joseph's Gravesite and Cemetery, Ore-

gon, depicted as "Parcel A" on sheet 2

of such map.

Surveys, Studies, and Plans for

Resource Protection

Surveys and studies would be conducted as

necessary to identify and protect cultural and

natural resources and to amplify and correct

the interpretive story. Needed studies could

include documentary history, oral history, ar-

cheology, collections analysis, and architec-

tural and landscape recordation.

Studies also would be conducted to identify

possible additions to the park. Sites in Oklaho-

ma and Kansas are important to the story of

the period of exile in those states. Sites in Can-

ada are related to the story of the Nez Perce

who escaped the Bear Paw battle. Additional

legislation would be required for the addition

to the park of any sites outside the five states

in which sites are already authorized.

Plans would be developed for managing re-

sources to meet legislated and partnership

requirements such as the Native American

Graves Protection and Repatriation Act and

traditional uses. After an appropriate ap-

proach to vegetation control and planting was

determined, plans would be developed for

managing vegetation, eliminating exotic and
noxious plants, and reintroducing native spe-

cies.

Partnerships

The management and operation of Nez Perce

National Historical Park would continue to

rely heavily on partnerships with agencies,

organizations, and individuals. Enhancing

these cooperative partnerships would im-

prove the efficiency and effectiveness of re-

source protection and increase the availabil-

ity of quality visitors' experiences. The in-

volvement of greater numbers of partners

would improve public support for the park

mission, mandates, and operational needs.

The park would work with partners to de-

velop, update, correct, or expand memoran-
dums of understanding, cooperative agree-

ments, and other agreements to reflect current

resource conditions and visitor needs. To take

advantage of local resources, the staff of Nez
Perce National Historical Park would con-

tinue working with local groups to increase

local appreciation of the park sites and to en-

courage local people's feelings of ownership

of the park and its resources. Park activities

would be coordinated with related obser-

vances such as the Lewis and Clark Bicenten-

nial. In addition, the park would continue to

work with local governments on planning or

development issues that could affect park re-

sources.

Nez Perce National Historical Park would
continue to encourage and facilitate the

participation of the Nez Perce people in deci-

sion-making regarding park planning, man-
agement, and operation. The park would en-

hance consultation with the tribes on the his-

tory and interpretation of the park and other

matters.

The National Park Service would continue or

increase annual meetings required by exist-

ing agreements with managers and owners of

non-NPS sites.

The National Park Service would work to

clarify public misunderstanding about the

responsibility and authority for the Nez Perce

(Nee-Me-Poo) National Historic Trail, which
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is administered by Region 1 of the Forest Ser-

vice, and the Lolo Trail, which is in Clearwa-

ter and Lolo National Forests. Since a num-
ber of the sites of Nez Perce National Histori-

cal Park are situated along these trails, the

park has an active interest in their manage-

ment and preservation. The Nez Perce (Nee-

Me-Poo) National Historic Trail and the park

would be managed as a unified resource. The

National Park Service and the Forest Service

would work together to improve consistency

between the park purpose and standards and

the planning and management of the trails.

To ensure security at all sites of Nez Perce

National Historical Park, the National Park

Service would furnish adequate site protec-

tion and security through cooperative agree-

ments, contracts with local law enforcement

agencies, and other mechanisms.

Park Operations and Management

Working within the existing management
structure, the National Park Service would
retain the current decentralized park manage-

ment structure that the park staff established

in January 1994. The management is orga-

nized as follows:

The park superintendent is in charge of

parkwide issues, staffing, and operations. The

38 individual sites in the park are divided into

five geographic units: White Bird, Upper
Clearwater, Spalding, Oregon/Washington,

and Montana. The managers for these units

are responsible for the operations and staff-

ing of their respective units and for external

relationships of their units. A support unit at

the park's headquarters in Spalding, Idaho,

supports the administrative, natural resource,

cultural resource, maintenance, and interpre-

tive programs in each of the geographic units.

Depending on specific needs, any or all of the

following operational elements could be ap-

plied: (a) enhancing cooperative agreements

and contracts, (b) developing competitively

bid contracts for certain services and opera-

tions that are not inherently governmental, (c)

establishing "friends" groups, (d) working

with other organizations that have goals and

objectives consistent with those of the park,

and (e) various other partnership tools.
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AFFECTED
ENVIRONMENT

OVERVIEW

Because Nez Perce National Historical Park

is so widespread geographically, the parkwide

affected environment is difficult to describe.

This chapter presents a broad-brush presenta-

tion of relevant information about cultural

resources, natural resources, facilities for park

operations, visitor experience, socioeconomic

conditions, and zoning so that readers will

have a better understanding of the context into

which the individual sites fit. "Site-Specific

Information," part 2 of this document, pre-

sents the background, affected environment,

alternatives, and impacts for each site.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Present Status

The present status of cultural resources in Nez
Perce National Historical Park is presented in

appendix C.

Historical Background

Early Ancestors. The Nez Perce ancestral

peoples have occupied the Plateau cultural

area of the Northwest for at least 11,000 years.

According to Nez Perce tradition, the world

before humans was inhabited by animals who
possessed human traits. The main animal was
Coyote, who at times had superhuman pow-
ers. When a monster who lived near present-

day Kamiah began to consume the animals,

Coyote tricked the monster into swallowing

him. While in the monster's stomach, Coyote

killed the monster and set the animals free.

He then carved the monster into pieces and
scattered the parts throughout the land, where
they became the various Native American
tribes. He sprinkled the monster's blood about

the area, and from the blood came the Nee-

Me-Poo, or Nez Perce, people.

The earliest of the ancestral peoples lived in

small groups and family units. They pursued

a big game hunting cultural tradition that in-

cluded fishing. By some 5,000 years ago, the

basis of the historic Nez Perce peoples began

to take form. Winter villages began to appear

in which people lived in semisubterranean pit

houses. Diets reflected an increasing use of

roots and other wild-growing food. About

3,000 years ago the bow and arrow came into

use, but this did not replace the atlatl (spear

thrower) as the weapon of choice for another

1,300 years. By 700 a.d. most Nez Perce lived

in villages along the main streams and tribu-

taries of the Clearwater, Snake, and Salmon
Rivers, where fish soon made up half of their

diet.

Sites in Nez Perce National Historical Park

that are associated with legends or that con-

tain evidence of early occupation are as fol-

lows:

Spalding, which contains a site of pre-

historic Indian communities dating

back 11,000 years

Lenore, which contains an early occu-

pation site dating from about 8,500 years

ago

Weis Rockshelter, with remains from as

early as 8,000 years ago

Hasotino Village, where there is evi-

dence of prehistoric and historic occu-

pation, as well as an important eel fish-

ery site

East Kamiah, where two basalt out-

crops, Heart of the Monster and the

Liver, represent the birthplace of the

Nez Perce peoples

Coyote's Fishnet, which depicts the

Bear and the Fishnet of Nez Perce leg-

end

Ant and Yellowjacket, where rock for-

mations symbolize these fighting insects

Camas Prairie, Musselshell Meadow,

Weippe Prairie and Tolo Lake, where

camas roots have been gathered for

thousands of years

Buffalo Eddy, with rock art that encom-

passes two phases of petroglyphs and

an area of pictographs that date as early

as 4,500 years ago.
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The First White People. The expedition of

Meriwether Lewis and William Clark brought

the first white men to Nez Perce Country. The

Nez Perce they encountered in September

1805 were a friendly people who lived in in-

dependent villages along rivers and streams.

Each village was governed by a council that

chose and advised a headman. Villages in the

same locality were organized into a band that

was represented by a band council composed

of individuals of the various villages, who
elected a headman.

Using a similar structure, neighboring bands

were organized into composite bands. Each

of the composite bands shared a common
background as well as blood and marital ties.

However, there was no head chief or political

group that could speak for all the bands. Al-

though unity was important, each village and

band remained autonomous. When Lewis and

Clark's party made contact with the Nez Perce

in the fall of 1805, the legacy of the European

had already affected them: diseases such as

smallpox preceded whites to the area. Dur-

ing this period the Nez Perce had also ob-

tained horses through trade with neighboring

groups. The horse changed the Nez Perce cul-

ture by making buffalo hunting east of the

Bitterroot Mountains easier and by permitting

wider-ranging contacts and trade with

peoples of the region. Horses flourished in the

Plateau area, and large herds were common
by the early 19th century.

Sites in the park that represent contacts with

the Lewis and Clark expedition are the 1805

sites at Weippe Prairie and Canoe Camp and

the 1806 Lewis and Clark Long Camp. The

Lolo Trail and Lolo Pass sites illustrate the Nez
Perce use of the horse to hunt buffalo east of

the Bitterroot.

Not long after the Lewis and Clark group de-

parted the Nez Perce Country in May 1806,

fur traders found the area. In late 1811 Donald

MacKenzie and ten other members of John

Jacob Astor's Pacific Fur Company reached

the Nez Perce while on their way to establish

a trading post near the mouth of the Colum-
bia River. MacKenzie promised to return and

open a trading post among the Nez Perce. He
reappeared in August 1812 and built a small

post on the Clearwater River about 5 miles

above present-day Lewiston. However, this

fur trading post proved unsuccessful because

the Nez Perce sought to trade food and horses

but did not want to engage in trapping bea-

ver.

Later groups of both American and British fur

traders obtained a ready supply of food and
horses from the Nez Perce people in exchange

for guns and other implements. Consequently,

the Nez Perce slowly began to value and rely

on the technologies obtained from non-Indi-

ans. The Donald MacKenzie Post site of Nez
Perce National Historical Park represents that

early contact with fur traders.

Missionaries and Mountain Men. By the

1830s Christian missionaries of various

denominations began to make preparations to

establish stations among the Native Ameri-

cans of the Northwest. A party of Methodist

missionaries led by Jason Lee met with some
Nez Perce in 1834, but this group did not settle

among the tribe. Samuel Parker and Marcus
Whitman arrived in the area the next year

under the sponsorship of the American Board

of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, which

represented Congregationalists, Presbyteri-

ans, and other denominations.

Parker traveled through Nez Perce country to

select mission sites; Whitman returned to the

East. Whitman returned to the Nez Perce in

1836, accompanied by Henry Spalding and
William Gray. They parted company at the

Columbia River, with Spalding remaining in

Nez Perce country to establish a mission near

the mouth of Lapwai Creek. The initial enthu-

siasm of the Nez Perce for Spalding's teach-

ings deteriorated as the temperamental Spal-

ding used punishments such as whipping to

achieve his ends.

William Craig criticized Spalding. Craig had
settled among the Nez Perce and married a

headman's daughter. In 1837 William Gray,

who had returned to the East, arrived in Nez
Perce country with several more missionar-

ies. One of these, Asa Smith, opened a mis-

sion in 1839 for the Nez Perce along the Clear-

water just northwest of present-day Kamiah.

Although Smith remained for only two years,

Spalding continued to live among the Nez
Perce.

A rift developed between the Indians who
supported Spalding and the non-Christians,

who ignored him. By the 1850s a Nez Perce

whom the whites called Lawyer gradually

exerted influence over the Christian Nez
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Perce. Lawyer and the "pro-white" headmen

chose to follow the path Spalding had taught

them. Other headmen and war chiefs such as

Looking Glass, Three Feathers, and Eagle

From the Light ignored the Christian teach-

ings and retained their old practices.

Sites in the park associated with the early mis-

sionary period are the Lapwai Mission, where

the first Spalding mission was located, Spal-

ding, where Henry Spalding had his second

mission, and the associated Asa Smith mis-

sion.

Territorial Government, a Treaty, and Gold.

In the meantime, white settlement west of the

Cascade Mountains increased to the point that

Washington Territory was established in 1853.

The territory included present-day Idaho.

Isaac Stevens became the territorial governor

and superintendent of Indian affairs. Hoping

to establish a route for a transcontinental rail-

road, Stevens sought to remove the Indians

from that passage area and settle them on

reservations. He called a council with a num-
ber of native groups from May 29 to June 11,

1855. At that time, many of the Nez Perce

headmen were absent hunting buffalo. Con-

sequently, the Nez Perce headmen who were

present chose Lawyer to represent them. Wil-

liam Craig acted as interpreter.

At the point when Stevens had convinced the

Nez Perce to sign a treaty, Looking Glass and

other headmen returned from their hunt to

argue against the proceedings. Since the pro-

posed treaty defined a reservation that al-

lowed the Nez Perce to keep nearly all of their

land, Lawyer prevailed in the ensuing debate.

In turn, each Nez Perce headman signed the

1855 treaty for his own band or village. The

treaty permitted William Craig to keep his

land on the reservation in the Lapwai Valley.

As a result, he became the first permanent

white settler in what is now Idaho. The loca-

tion of Craig's claim forms a site of Nez Perce

National Historical Park.

The 1855 treaty did not end the problems with

the growing number of white settlers, it only

led to more troubled times. In 1860, six months

after the United States Senate ratified the 1855

treaty, Elias Pierce found gold on Orofino

Creek, a tributary of the Clearwater River. A
gold rush to the Nez Perce reservation ensued.

A group of prospectors had established the

town of Pierce by December 1860. Succeed-

ing mineral finds brought thousands of whites

to the reservation.

Conflicts among the Nez Perce. The result-

ing conflicts between the miners and the Nez
Perce led to a new council at Lapwai in May
1863 to revise the 1855 treaty. Lawyer and his

headmen followers were the first to arrive at

the council. After the American Commission-

ers manipulated Lawyer and his followers

into accepting a vastly reduced reservation, a

group of anti-Lawyer headmen arrived, in-

cluding Old Joseph and White Bird. Those two

headmen refused to sign a treaty and left the

meeting. Old Joseph returned to his band in

the Wallowa Valley of northeast Oregon. Law-

yer and his backers eventually signed. The

Pierce Courthouse site symbolizes the area's

mining history and the impact of mining on

the Nez Perce people.

This fateful development further divided the

Nez Perce peoples between those whose head-

men had signed the treaty and those whose
headmen had refused to sign. By and large,

the nontreaty bands lived a life based on tra-

ditional beliefs, while the bands whose head-

men had signed the treaty were converted to

Christianity. The Joseph Canyon and Lostine

Camp sites of Nez Perce National Historical

Park represent nontreaty village sites of the

Wallowa band.

Old Joseph died in August 1871, insisting that

he had never sold his homeland. He was
moved from his burial site and reinterred in a

new site at the foot of Wallowa Lake in 1926.

This new burial location is a site of Nez Perce

National Historical Park.

The 1870s brought a surge in Christian mis-

sionary activity among the treaty Nez Perce

who lived on the reservation. Protestant mis-

sionaries not only served their churches but

also acted as Indian agents. Through their ef-

forts, ancient village sites were abandoned.

Bands settled in new church-village centers

and accepted the white man's way of life. As
Catholic missionaries arrived to join the Chris-

tianizing enterprise, antagonisms erupted

between the Catholic and Protestant factions,

partly aggravated by the fact that Protestants

held more power through the Indian agent

positions. The Saint Joseph's Mission site of

the park exemplifies this period of increased

mission activity.
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Pressure to Go to the Reservation. The
nontreaty Nez Perce came under increasing

pressure from surrounding white settlement

to leave their homelands and move to the res-

ervation. The younger Chief Joseph, who re-

placed his father Old Joseph as the leader of

the nontreaty Nez Perce in the Wallowa Val-

ley, faced escalating pressure from white set-

tlers and Oregon political leaders. A commis-

sion was established in late 1876 to buy
Joseph's land as a precursor to relocating all

off-reservation nontreaty bands to the reser-

vation. When Joseph refused to sell, the

commissioners ordered all off-reservation

bands to move to the reservation by April 1,

1877.

Along with White Bird and Toohoolhoolzote,

who led other nontreaty bands, Joseph met
with Gen. Oliver O. Howard at Fort Lapwai

on May 3 for one last attempt to remain on

their land. Howard told them to move to the

reservation by June 14 or be driven there by
the army. The nontreaty headmen chose to

move.

War Begins. Toohoolhoolzote, White Bird, and

Joseph's band met at Tolo Lake on June 2. An-
gered by the forced move, several young men
of White Bird's band decided to take revenge

on some white men who had killed some of

their people. As a result of this action and a

second raid two days later, the 1877 Nez Perce

War began. An army detachment from Fort

Lapwai under Capt. David Perry encountered

the nontreaty Nez Perce on White Bird Battle-

field and were soundly defeated. General

Howard met the bands at Clearwater Battle-

field on July 12 but failed to subdue them.

Under the leadership of Looking Glass, the

Nez Perce fled south and east over the Lolo

Trail and Lolo Pass to the Big Hole River. Col.

John Gibbon surprised them there in a major

encounter on August 9 but failed to halt their

flight. Again General Howard tried to capture

the fleeing Nez Perce at Camas Meadows on

August 20 without success.

After several more skirmishes the nontreaty

Nez Perce reached the Bear Paw Mountains

of Montana, only a day's travel from Canada.

Col. Nelson A. Miles's forces surprised them
at Bear Paw, and the final battle was fought

between September 30 and October 5. White

Bird managed to escape to Canada with most

of his band. The remaining nontreaty bands

with Joseph surrendered.

Sites in Nez Perce National Historical Park

related to the 1877 war are Fort Lapwai, Dug
Bar, Tolo Lake, Looking Glass Camp, Camas
Prairie, White Bird Battlefield, Cottonwood
Skirmishes Site, Clearwater Battle Site, Lolo

Trail, Lolo Pass, Big Hole Battlefield, Camas
Meadows Battle Site, and Bear Paw Battlefield.

Joseph's Band Sent to Kansas. Chief Joseph

had been promised that his band would be

sent to the Nez Perce reservation in Idaho to

join the mostly Christian bands who had re-

mained at peace with the whites, but instead

his group of 410 people was sent on Novem-
ber 23 to a camp along the Missouri River

about 2 miles north of Fort Leavenworth, Kan-

sas. Many of them became ill in the swampy
environment, and many contracted malaria.

A total of 21 died before they were removed
to the Quapaw Agency in northeast Indian

Territory in July 1878.

Some of White Bird's band returned to the

United States, where they were captured and
sent to join the others in Indian Territory. Con-
ditions hardly improved for the Joseph band
at the Quapaw Agency. They were relocated

some 180 miles west to the Ponca Agency in

June 1879. Here they lived, longing for their

homeland, until they were taken back to the

Northwest in May 1885.

Before arriving in the Northwest, the Nez
Perce were divided into two groups. Those

who professed to be Christian were sent to the

Nez Perce Reservation at Lapwai, Idaho. The
non-Christians, including Joseph, who num-
bered 150, were taken to the Colville Reser-

vation in Washington Territory. Most of those

who went to Colville soon settled at

Nespelem, where they continued to live a tra-

ditional lifestyle. Joseph died there on Septem-

ber 21, 1904.

Sites in Nez Perce National Historical Park

that commemorate the Nez Perce return to the

Northwest are the Nespelem Camps and the

Nez Perce Cemetery in Washington, as well

as the Northern Idaho Indian Agency at Lap-

wai, Idaho.

Whether in Idaho, Washington, or Oregon,

many Nez Perce reservation people lived in

poverty. The size of the reservations was re-

duced several times, notably by the passage

of the Dawes General Allotment Act in 1887

and the Burke Act of 1906. Schools sought to
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instill the white culture in Nez Perce children.

Many adult Nez Perce, believing that their

own culture was inferior, sought to adopt

white people's ways. Others moved to popu-

lation centers in search of employment. Still,

many of the elders, through memory and an

oral teaching, kept the stories and traditions

alive. By the 1970s a growing interest devel-

oped in the Nez Perce culture.

Today the Nez Perce people take great pride

in their heritage. Tribal governments have

become highly professional, and federal laws

acknowledge that tribes should have more

control over the governmental programs that

affect them. The Nez Perce people manage

many successful social and resource manage-

ment programs. They are key players in many
resource issues that extend beyond reserva-

tion boundaries, such as fisheries manage-

ment, wolf reintroduction, and habitat

conservation.

NATURAL RESOURCES

Present Status

The present status of natural resources in Nez
Perce National Historical Park is presented in

appendix D.

The natural resources of Nez Perce National

Historical Park are diverse and complex. The

park sites, scattered throughout four states,

are mostly small pockets of land owned and

surrounded by a patchwork of lands in pri-

vate, local, state, tribal, and federal ownership.

The people and culture of this park are inex-

tricably tied to the natural resources in the

area; it is impossible to separate them. If the

areas did not contain natural resources —
salmon, elk, bison, camas, balsamroot, dog-

bane, lodgepole pine, grasses, water, miner-

als, fertile soil, and others— the Nez Perce,

the fur trappers, the missionaries, the pio-

neers, and the miners would not have come
to these areas. Intimate familiarity with and

use of natural resources led to the develop-

ment of the Nez Perce culture. Others saw the

richness of the land and came, and with them
additional resource uses. An understanding

of the cultural ties to the natural resources is

critical to the wise management of this park.

Ecoregions

Nez Perce National Historical Park falls into

three basic ecoregions: the shortgrass prairies

of the Palouse Grasslands and Missouri Ba-

sin, the sagebrush steppe of the Columbia and

Snake River Plateaus, and the conifer/alpine

meadows of the Blue Mountains, the Salmon

River Mountains, the basins and ranges of

southwestern Montana, and the northern

Rocky Mountains of Idaho and Montana
(Bailey 1995).

Shortgrass Prairie. The Missouri Basin sites

of shortgrass prairie are the Bear Paw Battle-

field and Canyon Creek. The following Nez
Perce National Historical Park sites are in the

Palouse Grasslands of the shortgrass prairie

ecoregion:

Ant and Yellowjacket

Asa Smith Mission

Camas Prairie

Canoe Camp
Clearwater Battlefield

Cottonwood Skirmishes Site

Coyote's Fishnet

Craig Donation Land Claim

Donald MacKenzie's Pacific Fur Company

Trading Post

East Kamiah

Fort Lapwai

Hasotino Village Site

Lapwai Mission

Lenore

Lewis and Clark Long Camp
Looking Glass Camp
Musselshell Meadow
Pierce Courthouse

Saint Joseph's Mission

Spalding

Tolo Lake

Weippe Prairie

Weis Rockshelter

White Bird Battlefield

Shortgrass prairies are characterized by flat

or rolling expanses of low to moderate relief.

The elevations of shortgrass prairies in the

park range from less than 1,000 feet to about

3,500 feet on the Camas Prairie. These prai-

ries are dissected by rivers and streams form-

ing canyons and valleys. In the eastern Wash-

ington and western Idaho areas of the Palouse

Grassland, these prairies are windblown loess

soil deposited on basalt tablelands.
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The soils of the Missouri Basin sites, Bear Paw
Battlefield, and Canyon Creek are dominated

by calcification with large deposits of calcium

carbonate. Because these areas lie in the rain-

shadows of the Cascade Mountains or the

Rocky Mountains, they are in a semiarid re-

gime, where precipitation averages less than

15 inches per year. The Missouri Basin sites

receive maximum precipitation during sum-

mer, often in the form of hail with dust storms.

The Palouse Grassland sites receive most of

their precipitation in the winter.

Because these regions are relatively dry, they

are dominated by shortgrass species such as

wheatgrass, fescue, and bluegrass in the

Palouse area and buffalo, grama, wheatgrass,

and needlegrass in the Missouri Basin. Wild-

flower species bloom in spring and summer.

The Nez Perce used many of these such as the

camas lily as a source of food, medicine, and

fiber.

The Palouse supports an abundance of wild-

life. Bald eagles are frequent visitors to the

reaches of the Columbia, Snake, and Clearwa-

ter Rivers. Osprey, red-tailed hawk, and other

raptors are common, as are a wide variety of

migratory and resident bird life. Cottontail

rabbits, ground squirrels, coyotes, bobcats,

and skunks also abound in these grasslands.

The Missouri Basin was once the home of large

herds of buffalo. Pronghorn antelope are now
the most common large mammal, but deer

may be found along stream channels where

brush cover is available. Whitetail jackrabbits,

desert cottontail, ground squirrels, coyotes,

and badgers are common. Hawks are abun-

dant, along with smaller birds such as the lark

bunting, the horned lark, and the meadow-
lark. Rattlesnakes are also fairly common.

Sagebrush Steppe. Park sites of the sagebrush

steppe are Dug Bar, Buffalo Eddy, Camas
Meadows, Nez Perce Cemetery, and Nez Perce

Campsites. Sagebrush steppe is characterized

by the plains and tablelands of the Columbia

and Snake River Plateaus. These mid-eleva-

tion (3,000 feet) plateaus include most of the

Northwest's lava fields and are surrounded

by lava flows that have been folded or faulted

into ridges. Many of the soils in these areas

consist of alluvial deposits in stream flood-

plains and windblown sand and loess.

The climate on these plateaus is again semi-

arid and cool. The average annual precipita-

tion is about 16 inches, with precipitation dis-

tributed fairly evenly from fall to spring. The

predominant vegetation is a variation of sage-

brush, shadscale, and short grasses. Stream

channels may support a lush understory of

willow and other riparian obligates but will

rapidly graduate to more arid, alkali-tolerant

species such as greasewood, particularly far-

ther from the mountains.

Many wildlife species use these areas as sea-

sonal habitat, particularly during winter.

Larger mammals found in these areas are coy-

ote, pronghorn antelope, mountain lion, and
bobcat. Smaller species include ground squir-

rels, deer mouse, and porcupine. Severe win-

ters may force elk and mule deer from higher

elevations to these plateaus. The geography

of this area supports habitat that is important

for many species of migratory waterfowl.

Mallards, green-winged teal, pintail, and
Canada geese use the areas for breeding and
resting. Other birds are bald eagles,

Swainson's hawks, ferruginous hawks, prai-

rie falcons, great horned owls, burrowing
owls, killdeers, and western kingbirds. Rep-

tiles include sagebrush lizard, horned lizard,

and rattlesnake.

Conifer/Alpine Meadows. Park sites that are

in the conifer/alpine meadows ecoregion are

Lostine Campsite, Old Chief Joseph Graves-

ite, Joseph Canyon Viewpoint, Lolo Trail and

Pass, and Big Hole National Battlefield. Most
of the mountains in central Idaho were formed

by granitic intrusions forcing the local terrain

upward to elevations of 3,000-7,000 feet. The
entire area, called the Idaho Batholith, is

deeply dissected, exposing the granite core

over vast areas and creating local relief of more

than 3,000 feet in many areas. To the east of

the batholith is an area of linear valleys bor-

dered by mountain ranges (basin-and-range

topography). The Lolo Trail crosses the north-

ern boundary of the batholith and drops into

the area of these basins and ranges. Big Hole

National Battlefield is situated on the west

flank of a basin-and-range.

To the west of the batholith are the Blue Moun-
tains, which generally do not exceed eleva-

tions of 8,000 feet. Soils are relatively shallow,

having been formed from a variety of igne-

ous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks.
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The shallowness of the soils does not play a

major role in determining forest distribution.

Additional soils have been deposited on the

foothills from loess and volcanic ash. The

Snake River cuts a channel between the

batholith and the Blue Mountains that is

deeper than the Grand Canyon. Many of the

higher elevations in this area have been glaci-

ated.

Severe winters in the higher elevations are

usual in these areas. Winter temperatures fre-

quently drop below 32°F, and summer highs

may reach only 70°F. Temperature and snow-

fall vary greatly with elevation. Precipitation

varies from 20 to 40 inches per year and comes

predominantly in snowfall during the winter

months.

These ranges are marked with distinctive el-

evation zones of vegetation. In the Idaho

Batholith and the Blue Mountains, Douglas-

fir is the climax dominant conifer below the

subalpine zone. The Bitterroot Range is domi-

nated by a subalpine belt of mountain hem-

lock. Below this, western redcedar and west-

ern hemlock dominate, but Douglas-fir, west-

ern white pine, western larch, and western

ponderosa pine can be found in association.

Lodgepole pine and grasses are dominant in

the basin-and-range areas. Ponderosa pine is

scattered below these areas and dominates

west of the Continental Divide. The lower

mountain slopes of all these areas may gradu-

ate from conifer to sagebrush and grass steppe

lands.

Some of the larger mammals in these areas are

elk, deer, moose, black bear, mountain lion,

bobcat, beaver, and porcupine. Small mam-
mals include flying squirrel, marten, chip-

munks, and woodrats. Some bird species

found in these areas are mountain bluebird,

red-breasted nuthatch, ruby-crowned kinglet,

pygmy nuthatch, Steller's jay, and Clark's

nutcracker. A wide variety of migratory birds,

including bald eagles, peregrine falcons, and

sandhill cranes, use an assortment of habitats,

but the greatest numbers are seen in riparian

areas. Hawks and owls can be seen in most of

the region. Blue and ruffed grouse are com-
mon game birds.

Threatened or Endangered Species or

Species of Special Concern

The Endangered Species Act requires an ex-

amination of the impacts of federal actions on

all federally threatened or endangered species.

NPS policy also requires that the impacts on

state-listed threatened or endangered species

and federal candidate species be examined.

Most of the sites in Nez Perce National His-

torical Park are disturbed areas on roadside

pullouts. The National Park Service contacted

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and vari-

ous state agencies in April, May, and June 1996

for information about the potential presence

of species that are threatened, endangered, or

of special concern in the general area of the

park's sites.

Federally listed threatened or endangered

species that could occur in Nez Perce National

Historical Park are gray wolf, peregrine fal-

con, bald eagle, Snake River sockeye salmon,

chinook salmon, and MacFarlane's four

o'clock. Additional species that are state-listed

threatened or endangered species or federal

candidate species that could occur in the park

are California wolverine, swift fox, great gray

owl, boreal owl, mountain plover, westslope

cutthroat trout, bull trout, fluvial arctic gray-

ling, pygmy gentian, white-margined knot-

weed, Lemhi beardtongue, stalk-leaved

monkeyflower, and candystick. The status of

the 19 listed species is presented in appendix

D.

Because most of the sites are in disturbed ar-

eas, no impacts on any special concern spe-

cies would be expected to occur. In less dis-

turbed areas, surveys will be conducted for

special concern species, and any mitigation

required to avoid impacts on those species

would be implemented.

Exotic and Noxious Plants

The spread of exotic and noxious plants is a

major natural resource issue at all park sites.

Species such as yellow starthistle, scotch

thistle, field bindweed, poison hemlock, and
others are rapidly outcompeting existing veg-

etation.
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Hydrology

High water quality and quantity are major

resources of many park sites. The Clearwater

and Snake Rivers and their tributaries (which

are adjacent to several park sites) are critical

habitat for several species of anadromous
fishes.

Wetlands

After the planning for any specific site action,

if the action would affected undisturbed

lands, a survey would be conducted to estab-

lish the presence or absence of wetlands. If

wetlands were found in the area of planned

development, steps would be taken to avoid

disturbance or to mitigate any impacts

through wetland restoration or rehabilitation.

Air Quality

Nez Perce National Historical Park is desig-

nated as a class II site for air quality. Most of

the park sites are in rural areas with few
sources of air quality degradation. However,

lumber and papermill activity near the Spal-

ding and East Kamiah sites have negatively

affected the quality of air and visual resources

nearby.

Natural Quiet

Most of the park sites are situated along busy

highways where the quiet is disrupted by

heavy traffic. Others are in rural or wild set-

tings that offer an opportunity for visitors to

experience natural quiet.

VISITOR EXPERIENCE AND
INTERPRETATION

Nez Perce National Historical Park presents

a challenge for visitors and park interpreters.

There is no single collective "park," no man-
aged entry and exit experience, no centrally

located visitor center that offers basic

parkwide thematic and wayfinding orienta-

tion, and no park-managed system of roads

and trails to deliver visitors to significant in-

terpretive locations. Instead, the park's 38 sites

are dispersed over four states with more than

1,000 highway miles between the two most

distant sites. Few visitors will ever visit all 38

sites. Most visitation occurs at only a handful

of sites. Most visitors discover Nez Perce sites

as they travel to and from other destinations.

The most recent visitor profile information for

Nez Perce National Historical Park was com-
piled from a survey of visitor services con-

ducted in July 1994 (U. of Idaho 1994). Visi-

tors were surveyed at the Spalding Visitor

Center and picnic area, the White Bird exhibit

shelter and auto tour, Old Chief Joseph's

Gravesite, Big Hole Battlefield, Bear Paw
Battlefield, the Forest Service's Lolo Pass visi-

tor center, East Kamiah, and Canoe Camp.

The survey found that 32% of visitors were

between 41 and 55 years old and 21% were 20

years old or younger. Half the visitors sur-

veyed came in groups of two, 32% in groups

of three to five, and 10% in groups of six or

more. Only 8% of those surveyed had come
to the park alone. Most visitors (69%) were in

family groups. Most of them (79%) were com-
ing to the park for the first time, and more
than half (54%) came to the park from one of

the four states with park sites (Idaho, Oregon,

Montana, and Washington). Only 4% of the

visitors surveyed were international in origin;

more than half of the international visitors

came from either Canada or Germany.

Most of the visitors contacted (69%) reported

their length of stay at the park site where they

were surveyed as one hour or less. Thirty-six

percent said they had not received informa-

tion about the park before their visit. Almost

two-thirds (64%) of the visitors contacted said

their reason for visiting the park was to learn

Nez Perce history. The most used services

were the visitor center exhibits (75%), the park

brochure and map (63%), and information

from park employees (51%). The facilities

most used were the highway historical signs

(71%), highway directional signs to park sites

(65%), and restrooms (63%).

The educational subjects that visitors said they

would most like to learn about were the his-

tory of Nez Perce, the Lewis and Clark Expe-

dition, the Nez Perce War of 1877, and pio-

neers and settlers. Half of the visitors sur-

veyed (50%) said they would like more con-

tact with the Nez Perce tribes or people in the

future.
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Each year nearly 200,000 visitors come to Spal-

ding and Big Hole National Battlefield, the

two areas of the park that have staffed visitor

centers (see appendix E). Orientation to the

entire park is available at both visitor centers

through the park brochure and the interpre-

tive staff at the information desks. The Spald-

ing visitor center gives visitors the best op-

portunity to receive orientation to Nez Perce

culture. That museum has an excellent collec-

tion of Nez Perce artifacts, and the film shown

in the auditorium gives a 20-minute introduc-

tion to the Nez Perce cultural continuum.

Other exhibits explain elements of traditional

Nez Perce culture. Wayside exhibits in the his-

toric area along Lapwai Creek cover the early

missionary and Indian Agency periods. The

Big Hole Battlefield visitor center primarily

interprets the Big Hole Battle and the War of

1877. Wayside exhibits and battlefield mark-

ers supply details of the battle on the battle-

field.

Two non-NPS staffed visitor facilities offer

orientation and interpretation of Nez Perce

National Historical Park sites and themes. The

small Forest Service visitor center at Lolo Pass

furnishes orientation and limited interpreta-

tion of the Nez Perce (Nee-Me-Poo) National

Historic Trail. The Blaine County Museum in

Chinook, Montana, has interpretive exhibits

and an audiovisual presentation on the War
of 1877 and the Battle at Bear Paw.

Five other park sites offer nonstaffed interpre-

tive opportunities for visitors beyond an inter-

pretive sign or two. An interpretive kiosk, re-

corded audio messages, and a short interpre-

tive trail at East Kamiah allow visitors to ex-

perience a Nez Perce legend site and hear the

legend in Nez Perce and English. An interpre-

tive kiosk at White Bird Battlefield overlooks

the battlefield, outlining the action of the first

battle of the Nez Perce War of 1877. Also avail-

able are an auto tour and trails onto the battle-

field.

Wayside exhibits and markers along a well-

developed interpretive trail at Bear Paw
Battlefield explain the action of the last battle

of the war of 1877. A trail brochure is avail-

able, and rangers lead regular tours of the

battlefield in summer.

five canoes. Included in the exhibits is a full-

size reproduction of a canoe like the ones built

for the expedition.

In the small indoor space of the Pierce Court-

house are exhibits that illustrate the coming

of logging and mining to the Nez Perce home-

land.

The rest of the park sites have either one or

two interpretive signs or no interpretation at

all. Most of these sites are pullouts along re-

gional highways, generally with one large

interpretive sign that reveals the site's or a

nearby site's significance to Nez Perce history

At several sites there is no feature or struc-

ture in view to tie a visitor's experience of the

site to the interpretive story. The large signs

can be easily read from a vehicle, and often

visitors do not get out of their cars; they sim-

ply read the sign and leave.

Some sites have a collection of large signs, only

one of which relates to the Nez Perce story,

and the impact of that one sign is diminished

as visitors read other interpretive messages or

study maps showing many regional attrac-

tions. Often the interpretation regarding the

Nez Perce experience is inaccurate or incom-

plete and does not provide the perspective the

park would like to convey.

Most visitors experience the park in bits and

pieces. It is hard for them to put the pieces

together to understand the history and cul-

ture of the Nez Perce people. At this time the

sites in the Clearwater loop offer the best op-

portunity to gain this understanding. The
newly added sites in Washington and Oregon

have yet to be developed interpretively. The
Montana sites have resources that tell much
of the story of the Nez Perce War of 1877, but

they are remote from the Nez Perce homeland
and the cultural roots of the Nez Perce people.

Opportunities to experience Nez Perce culture

and history beyond the acquisition of infor-

mation is limited to the larger, more developed

sites of Nez Perce National Historical Park and

Big Hole National Battlefield.

Along a short trail at Canoe Camp, a series of

wayside exhibits recounts how the Nez Perce

helped the Lewis and Clark expedition build
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FACILITIES FOR PARK OPERATIONS

Structures

Major public use structures in Nez Perce Na-

tional Historical Park are a visitor center/

headquarters facility (13,800 square feet) at the

Spalding site, another visitor center/head-

quarters (4,086 square feet) at Big Hole Na-

tional Battlefield, five historic structures, vari-

ous restrooms, interpretive shelters at East

Kamiah and White Bird Battlefield, and sev-

eral public and historic structures associated

with the various cooperative sites.

The headquarters office for the superintendent

is in a modular building in the staff parking

lot next to the Spalding visitor center. This

structure also houses some of the support unit

staff: a natural resource specialist, an interpre-

tive specialist, and a computer specialist. Ad-
ministrative support staff and the facility

management specialist have offices in the his-

toric agent's residence east of the Spalding

visitor center. An office automation clerk is in

the visitor center building. Cultural resources

personnel— the museum curator, a museum
technician, and library technicians— are in

the lower level of the visitor center building.

Spalding Unit staff offices are in the upper

level of the Spalding visitor center. A com-

bined comfort station and maintenance stor-

age shed is in the picnic area on the Spalding

site. The historic Watson's Store contains store-

front exhibits. The agency cabin in the picnic

area has been restored to its original appear-

ance. A maintenance facility and a large stor-

age structure are just north of the Spalding

visitor center.

Under an interagency agreement with the

Forest Service, the White Bird/Upper Clear-

water Unit staff office is in the Nez Perce Na-

tional Forest Supervisor's office in Grangev-

ille, Idaho. Staging for maintenance work in

that unit is done primarily from two small

maintenance sheds at the East Kamiah / Heart

of the Monster site. A shelter containing fi-

berglass embedded interpretive panels over-

looks White Bird Battlefield from U.S. High-

way 95. There are also fiberglass embedded
interpretive panels in the East Kamiah / Heart

of the Monster interpretive shelter. Parkwide,

there are 65 wayside exhibits.

The Oregon/Washington Unit staff is located

in leased office space in Joseph, Oregon.

Big Hole National Battlefield's offices are in

the visitor center, except for maintenance,

which has its office in a former park residence.

Part of this residence is also used for curatorial

and archives storage. Maintenance workspace

is divided between the visitor center/head-

quarters building and the garage of the resi-

dence that houses the maintenance office. Not
counting the one unit being used for mainte-

nance and curatorial functions, there are 9

employee housing units at Big Hole: a

quadraplex, two duplexes, and two single-

family houses. There is also a fire-pumper

storage building (162 square feet) at Big Hole

National Battlefield.

The Bear Paw site ranger leases office space

from the Chinook, Montana, Chamber of

Commerce. There is a small picnic facility and

a restroom at the Bear Paw Battlefield site.

Roads and Trails

Roads, trails, and parking lots owned by the

park are limited to the Spalding, Canoe Camp,
East Kamiah, White Bird Battlefield, and Big

Hole National Battlefield sites. There are some
backcountry roads at White Bird Battlefield,

and a wide variety of roads and trails are as-

sociated with the cooperative park sites, such

as the Lolo Trail corridor, the Lewis and Clark

National Historic Trail, and the Nez Perce

(Nee Me Poo) National Historic Trail.

Utilities

Water for the Spalding, East Kamiah, and Big

Hole National Battlefield sites is provided by

several park-owned wells located on federal

land. Canoe Camp gets its water from a muni-

cipal district. Water for irrigating the Spald-

ing picnic area and cemetery is pumped from

the Clearwater River under a permit from the

state of Idaho.

Electricity for Spalding is purchased from the

Clearwater Power Company, for East Kamiah
from Idaho Power, and for Big Hole National

Battlefield from the Vigilante Electric Cooper-

ative (REA). A park-owned diesel generator

at Big Hole provides power if there is a power
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failure. Electricity for the irrigation pump at

Old Joseph Gravesite in the Washington/Or-

egon unit is provided by Pacific Power.

Sewage treatment at Spalding is by septic sys-

tem. At Big Hole National Battlefield 3,664 feet

of sewage pipeline connects to two small la-

goons and an infrequently used backup
evapotranspiration system. The restrooms at

East Kamiah are flush toilets with a drain field.

The restrooms at Bear Paw are vault toilets.

Telephone service at Spalding and East Ka-

miah is provided by US West. Southern Mon-
tana Telephone Company provides telephone

service for Big Hole National Battlefield; ser-

vice for the Oregon-Washington Unit and the

Upper Clearwater/White Bird Unit comes

from General Telephone. The Triangle Tele-

phone Cooperative Association, Inc., provides

telephone service at the Chinook, Montana,

office.

CARRYING CAPACITY

Carrying capacity is defined as the ability of

an area to maintain an acceptable level of im-

pact and a high-quality visitor experience.

Carrying capacities at all Nez Perce sites were

evaluated individually to ascertain whether

their carrying capacities are being exceeded

or can be expected to be exceeded in the near

future.

The following sites were found not to have

any significant carrying capacity issues:

In the Spalding Unit: Ant and Yellowjacket,

Coyote's Fishnet, Craig Donation Land Claim,

Donald MacKenzie's Pacific Fur Company
Trading Post, Fort Lapwai, Lapwai Mission,

Lenore, Saint Joseph's Mission, and Spalding.

In the Upper Cleanvater/White Bird Unit: Asa

Smith Mission/Lewis and Clark Long Camp,
Camas Prairie, Canoe Camp, Clearwater

Battlefield, Cottonwood Skirmishes Site, East

Kamiah / Heart of the Monster, Lolo Trail and

Pass, Looking Glass Camp, Musselshell

Meadow, Pierce Courthouse, Tolo Lake,

Weippe Prairie, Weis Rockshelter, and White

Bird Battlefield.

In the Oregon/Washington Unit, Dug Bar, Jo-

seph Canyon Viewpoint, Lostine Camp, and
Nez Perce Campsites.

In the Montana Unit, Camas Meadows and

Canyon Creek.

Sites where the number of visitors is sufficient

to encroach on visitors' experiences or the

resources are Big Hole National Battlefield,

Bear Paw Battlefield, Buffalo Eddy, Old Chief

Joseph Gravesite, and Nez Perce Cemetery

(the burial site of Young Chief Joseph).

At Big Hole the size of the visitor center is lim-

ited, and it is congested at peak hours of the

day during summer, the peak season. Poten-

tial solutions would be to expand the size of

the facility or to reduce the length of each

visitor's stay by modifying the interpretive

exhibits.

The visitation level at Bear Paw Battlefield has

been doubling every year in the past few

years. If this rate of increase continues, the site

will become too crowded, and the parking lot

will be too small. In addition, the resource is

being adversely affected by "social trails" that

crisscross the resource. Possible solutions

would be to have an NPS presence on the site

to direct visitor use better and enhance the

experience or to direct visitors to the Blaine

County Museum in Chinook. However, little

or no additional development (such as a visi-

tor center or an expanded parking lot) should

be planned for the battlefield. In addition,

state publications and promotional efforts

about the site should be kept to a minimum.

The petroglyphs and pictographs at Buffalo

Eddy are valuable but fragile cultural re-

sources that cannot sustain high levels of visi-

tation. The present visitation levels are appro-

priate, but if visitation continued to increase

the additional people would endanger these

significant resources. A potential solution

would be to have a ranger at the site during

the peak summer season to interpret the re-

sources and protect the rock art. In addition,

the National Park Service could work more
closely with operators of boat tours to limit

and better direct the number of boaters who
visit the area.

Visitors to the Old ChiefJoseph Gravesite park

in front of the cemetery, and recreational us-

ers cut across the gravesite to reach the fish-

ing and swimming waters below the reservoir

dam. Possible corrective actions would be re-

routing the trail around the cemetery, relocat-

ing the limited parking in front of the site, and
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educating the visitors about the spiritual im-

portance of the cemetery.

The Nez Perce Cemetery holds the remains

of many Nez Perce and those of the younger

Chief Joseph, Yellow Wolf, and other warriors

of the war of 1877. This sacred site receives a

moderate amount of visitation. Many Nez
Perce consider any visitation an infringement

upon the site. The site is promoted by the state,

tourism organizations, and the National Park

Service and the Bureau of Reclamation at Cou-

lee Dam.

SOCIOECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

Socioeconomic Region

The socioeconomic region of this General Man-
agement Plan is defined by the 38 Nez Perce

National Historical Park sites in four states:

Idaho, Oregon, Montana, and Washington

(see Socioeconomic Region map). Although

the Nez Perce (Nee-Me-Poo) National Historic

Trail crosses part of Wyoming, there are no

sites of Nez Perce National Historical Park in

that state; therefore, it has been omitted as part

of the socioeconomic region. The study area

includes the Nez Perce Indian Reservation and

the Colville Indian Reservation. The informa-

tion in this section was derived from a 1995

report prepared for the National Park Service

by independent consultants Jones & lones and

their subcontractors, Reed Hansen and Asso-

ciates in April 1995 (Reed Hansen and Asso.

1995).

Demographics

The population of the four states of the study

area has increased steadily since 1980. The
people of this area are predominantly white

(92%); 3.8% are in the category of "Indian or

Eskimo-Aleutian." The remaining 4.2% of the

four-state area fall into several ethnic groups.

The counties composing the study area are

generally rural and have not enjoyed the same
magnitude of population growth as the states.

Six of the 13 counties lost population from

1980 to 1990; however, when 1980 figures are

compared to the latest population estimates

(1994), only 3 of the 13 counties still show a

population decrease. The 13-county study

area population trend appears to be one of

positive but moderate growth ranging from -

12.8% to +17.8% and averaging about +5%.

No population composition figures were
available for individual counties in the study

area, but the number of Indian or Eskimo-
Aleutian people was noted for several of the

counties. Those figures indicate that the Na-
tive American population component is

higher in the 13-county study area than in the

general four-state region, and that this cat-

egory of population has grown throughout the

last decade.

Socioeconomic
Region. Counties

in Nez Perce

Country.
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Employment and Income

The latest data for the 13 counties in the study

area (1992) showed employment to be slight-

ly more than 151,000, growing about 13% be-

tween 1987 and 1992. The dominant employ-

ment segment is services, which is growing

at nearly twice the rate of the rest of the econ-

omy. Government (all levels), the second larg-

est segment, is growing dramatically faster

than any other major employment category.

State and local government is by far the larg-

est component of that segment.

Retail is the third largest employment seg-

ment. Tourism is responsible for a significant

but unknown number of jobs in the study area.

Although the 13 counties are predominantly

rural, farming, which accounts for only 6% of

the jobs, has declined nearly 10% since 1987.

The per capita income in the 13-county study

area is about $17,238. This is 82.5% of the U.S.

average. It is lower than the average for the

four-state region of $19,043 (91.6% of the U.S.

average). The range of per capita income for

the study area counties reporting such data

was $12,154 to $27,566. Per capita government

transfer payments (retirement, medical, and

welfare payments) area accounted for 19.5%

of the 1992 per capita income, ranging from

9.1% to 26.8%. This average is higher than the

average for such payments in the four-state

region (16.8%) or the United States (17%). It is

likely that these payments will increase as the

population ages. Dividends, interest, and rent

incomes accounted for 17.1% of per capita in-

come, ranging from 7.2% to 21.7%.

MANAGEMENT ZONING

Management zoning, which is required by
law, establishes the future management em-
phasis for the park's lands and waters. The
zones are based on the nature of the resources,

the need to protect the resources, the suitabil-

ity of the resources for use or development,

the legislative mandates, and the management
objectives established for the area. Three

zones — natural, historic, and develop-

ment— set forth major differences in manage-

ment approaches to lands owned by the Na-
tional Park Service.

Management zones apply only to the lands

in a site for which the National Park Service

has acquired a full (fee title) interest or a par-

tial interest (easement). If the National Park

Service acquired sufficient interest in any non-

NPS lands (on a willing-seller basis), manage-

ment zoning would be applied. Where private

property exists within a site boundary and the

National Park Service has not acquired a prop-

erty interest, landowners are not legally obli-

gated to comply with NPS management zon-

ing provisions. Each landowner is encouraged

to become a park partner or a cooperator and

voluntarily embrace the goals established for

each management zone.

NPS-owned sites in Nez Perce National His-

torical Park are Big Hole, Canoe Camp, Spald-

ing, East Kamiah, and White Bird. Although

Bear Paw Battlefield is owned by the state of

Montana, it is leased to and under the stew-

ardship of the National Park Service; there-

fore, management zoning will also be applied

to this site. Management zoning for these six

sites is discussed in the "Site-Specific Infor-

mation" part of this document.

The remaining 32 sites of Nez Perce National

Historical Park are owned by other public

agencies (both state and federal) the tribes, or

private interests.

Natural Zone

Resources and processes in the natural zone

remain largely natural. The natural zone con-

tains natural and developed features that have

contributed to the scenic diversity of the na-

tional historic site. Developed areas in this

zone are relatively small and compatible with

the environment. Facilities could include trails

for fishing, sightseeing, and hiking; interpre-

tive signs and waysides; and small parking

areas.

Historic Zone

Lands in the historic zone would be managed
for the preservation of cultural resources. All

lands in the park that contain resources that

are on the National Register of Historic Places

or are considered eligible for such listing are

part of the historic zone. Examples of national

register sites and areas on or eligible for the

National Register are the battlefield sites at Big

Hole and White Bird, many of the structures
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at Spalding, the "Heart of the Monster" geo-

logical feature at East Kamiah, and the Lewis

and Clark and Nez Perce canoe construction

site at Canoe Camp.

The national register sites have been well

documented, but a variety of the nomination

forms are being revised and the actual bound-

aries of some of these sites still need to be de-

termined. Physical development in historic

zones is limited to the minimum amount
needed to preserve, protect, and interpret his-

torical, cultural, or archeological values. Uses

that would be considered appropriate in the

historic zone include sightseeing, hiking,

study programs, research, and interpretation.

Development Zone

The development zone, which contains devel-

opments required for visitor use and park

operations, would occupy the least amount
of space necessary to achieve management ob-

jectives. Some examples of developments are

roads, parking areas, pullouts, visitor facili-

ties, and administration and maintenance

buildings.

The management strategy for the develop-

ment zone would be to develop the facilities

in the most efficient, effective, and aesthetic

manner possible while providing the maxi-

mum benefit to the visitors and creating the

least disruption of the natural, scenic, historic,

scientific, and recreational values.

Special Use Zone

The special use zone encompasses the activi-

ties of other government agencies, the Nez
Perce, or private interests on lands within the

legislated boundary.
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SUMMARY OF OVERALL
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

OVERALL CONSEQUENCES

rhe overall environmental consequences of

the alternatives are summarized in table 2,

page 30.

SOCIOECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES

Alternative 1: No Action

Additional capital improvement expenditures

would be required to implement some of the

provisions of this alternative; for example, the

improvement of interpretive programs at a

number of sites, the protection of viewsheds

and cultural resources (through cooperative

agreements, memorandums of understand-

ing, scenic easements, or purchase (on a will-

ing-seller basis).

Federal expenditures related to construction

and development would bring short-term eco-

nomic benefits to the local economy. These

activities would provide some temporary jobs

in the construction industry and create some
additional temporary demand for locally pro-

vided goods and services. The direct and in-

direct economic benefits might be significant

for a few businesses and individuals. How-
ever, when compared to the size of the local

economy, the number ofnew jobs created and

the additional expenditures would be rela-

tively insignificant and would have little im-

pact on the local economy.

There would be no long-term increased fed-

eral expenditures because additional person-

nel would not be required to implement this

no-action alternative. Tourism might increase

slightly, but the numbers and expenditures

would be relatively insignificant.

The National Park Service might acquire some
private property on a willing-seller basis or

purchase some scenic easements under this

alternative. One-time payments at fair mar-

ket value for lands received would place fed-

eral monies into the private sector. Thus, there

would be no adverse effect on owners of pri-

vate property. Once in federal ownership, the

affected properties would be removed from

the local tax rolls. However, the local tax base

would not be significantly affected because

most of the land that might be acquired is ru-

ral agricultural land, which is taxed at a rela-

tively low rate, and the acreage involved is

relatively small in comparison to the size of

the counties.

Alternative 2: Minimum Requirements

The construction or rehabilitation of visitor

facilities at several sites under the proposed

action would cause more capital improvement

expenditures. Additional expenditures would
result from the addition of several overlooks

and pullouts and the development of addi-

tional minor visitor facilities at a variety of

sites.

This alternative would result in greater short-

term positive economic benefits than the no-

action alternative because there would be

more federal expenditures for construction

and development. These activities would pro-

vide some temporary jobs in the construction

industry and create some additional tempo-

rary demand for locally provided goods and

services. The direct and indirect economic
benefits would probably be significant for a

few businesses and individuals, and they

would be greater for the towns near the ma-
jor construction sites (East Kamiah, Spalding,

and Lewiston, Idaho; and Wisdom, Montana).

However, compared to the size of the local

economy, the number of new jobs created and

the additional expenditures would be rela-

tively insignificant and would have little over-

all impact on the local economy.

There would be a slight long-term increase in

federal expenditures in the local areas because

three additional seasonal or permanent em-
ployees would be required to implement
components of this alternative. Tourism and
the concomitant spending by visitors might

also increase slightly in the towns mentioned
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as a result of the new or enhanced visitor fa-

cilities.

Under this alternative the National Park Ser-

vice might acquire more private property on

a willing-seller basis or might buy more sce-

nic easements than under the no-action

alternative. One-time payments at fair mar-

ket value for lands received would place fed-

eral monies into the private sector. Thus, there

would be no adverse effect on owners of pri-

vate property. Once in federal ownership the

affected properties would be removed from

the local tax rolls. However, the local tax base

would not be significantly affected because

most of the land that might be acquired is ru-

ral agricultural land, which is taxed at a rela-

tively low rate, and the acreage involved is

relatively small in comparison to the size of

the counties.

the additional expenditures would be rela-

tively insignificant and would have little over-

all impact on the local economy.

There would be a slight long-term increase in

federal expenditures in the local areas because

additional seasonal or permanent employees

would be required to implement components

of this alternative. Tourism and the concomi-

tant spending by visitors might also increase

slightly in the towns mentioned as a result of

the new or enhanced visitor facilities.

NPS acquisition of private property on a will-

ing-seller basis or purchase of a number of

scenic easement(s) would be the same as that

described for alternative 2.

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

More capital improvement expenditures

would be needed to implement alternative 3

than for the other alternatives. The expendi-

tures would cover the construction of several

new visitor centers, a cultural center at

Nespelem, and an interpretive facility at Los-

tine Campground, as well as the conversion

of a building to a visitor contact facility at Ft.

Lapwai, the re-creation or rehabilitation of

several Nez Perce structures and historic

buildings at Spalding, and the development

of several other minor visitor facilities at sev-

eral sites.

This alternative would result in the most
short-term positive economic benefits because

it would involve the most federal expendi-

tures for construction and development. These

activities would provide some temporary jobs

in the construction industry and create some
additional temporary demand for locally pro-

vided goods and services. The direct and indi-

rect economic benefits would probably be sig-

nificant for a few businesses and individuals,

and it would be greater for the towns near the

major visitor facility construction sites (East

Kamiah, Spalding, Lapwai, and Lewiston,

Idaho; Chinook and Wisdom, Montana; Nes-

pelem, Washington; and Wallowa, Oregon).

However, compared to the size of the local

economy, the number ofnew jobs created and

A cumulative impact is one that "results from

the incremental impact of the action when
added to other past, present, and reasonably

foreseeable future actions, regardless of what
agency (federal or non-federal) or person un-

dertakes such other action" (40 CFR 1508.7).

No adverse cumulative impacts would be ex-

pected from the proposed action. At various

sites of the park, the visitor experience would
improve, as delineated in the "Site-Specific

Information" part of this document. That im-

provement would result in beneficial cumu-
lative effects.

UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS

(Relationship between Short-term Use of the

Environment and Maintenance and Enhance-

ment of Long-term Productivity)

No unavoidable adverse impacts would re-

sult from the proposed action.

IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE
COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES

Irreversible commitments are defined here as

those involving nonrenewable resources such

as mineral resources. Financial resources com-

mitted to the proposed action would be, in a

practical sense, irreversible. Existing facilities

and developments commit the use of land,

precluding other uses such as wildlife habitat
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for some species. These commitments are re-

versible, given an active restoration program

in the future. Vegetation and habitat values

would return with time; however, they might

:>e different than those that existed under

natural conditions.
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SITE-SPECIFIC
INFORMATION

This part of the document contains specific

details about each of the park's 38 si

grouped into four units. A map of each site is

included, along with the following site-by-site

information:

Site Location,, Description, and Issues

Alternatives for Management

Affected Environment

Environmental Consequences

The environmental consequences for each site

are summarized in a table, with the proposed

action and its impacts shaded for emphasis.

SPALDING
UNIT



ANT AND
YELLOWJACKET

Description, Location, and Issues

Ant and Yellowjacket is a basaltic rock out-

crop formation that sits just above a highway

roadcut approximately 9 miles east of

Lewiston, Idaho, on the north side of U.S.

Highway 12 near its intersection with U.S.

Highway 95. The formation symbolizes these

fighting insects that are associated with an

important Nez Perce legend. There is a pull-

out with an interpretive sign between U.S. 12

and the Clearwater River. There is no direct

access to the feature.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The sign is placed so that visitors read-

ing it are facing away from the rock

formation. It could be seen better from

the other side of the river.

• There is a dangerous intersection near

the pullout.

Alternatives— Ant and Yellowjacket

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3:Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Sign would be revised; Same as 1, plus: additional Same as 2, plus: pullout

landownership of features and information provided to put moved to another location

viewshed would be identified; site into context of other where feature can be seen

current memorandum of nearby legend sites; large better (for example, south of

understanding with Idaho interpretive sign replaced with Spalding Bridge).

Department of Transportation a less obtrusive wayside

(covering sign and pullout) exhibit properly oriented to

would be retained; surveys for the feature; feature and

special concern species viewshed protected (imple-

conducted, any mitigation mentation methods to be

needed to avoid impacts on included in land protection

such species would be plan).

implemented.

Previous page: Hasotino Village

Site, Snake River, Idaho.
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Site Specific: Spalding Unit

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. The basaltic rock outcrop

is an important Nez Perce legend site. Besides

the highway and its appurtenances, a barbed-

wire fence just above and behind the forma-

tion is the primary visual intrusion into the

feature's setting.

Natural Resources. Existing pullouts on the

roadside fill would be affected. The feature is

on a hillside in association with other basaltic

outcroppings. The vegetation of the hillside

is dominated by exotic grasses. The riparian

area between the road and the river has been

severely modified at this location. The river

and the canyon provide habitat for coldwater

and anadromous fish, bald eagles, osprey, and

numerous migratory birds.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. The

interpretive sign faces away from the feature,

so that visitors may have trouble seeing the

formation. The highway is busy and noisy.

Land Use. Revising the intersection of U.S.

Highways 12 and 95 intersection would
threaten this feature. Long-term threats also

might include housing developments if

Lewiston continues to grow.

Operations and Partnerships. The sign and

the pullout are covered by a memorandum of

understanding among the park, the Idaho

Department of Transportation, and the Idaho

State Historical Society. The park has per-

formed litter cleanup.
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' Proposed Site

Ant and Yellowjacket, Spalding Unit.

USGS Quad: Lapwai, Idaho.

Environmental Consequences— Ant and Yellowjacket

Element Alternative 1: No Action

Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Potential for encroachment by

Resources excavation for highway construc-

tion, insensitive right-of-way

fencing, or road signs blocking

view of feature.

Feature and viewshed pro-

tected.

Same as 2, plus ground dis-

turbance for new pullout could

affect buried cultural resources.

Natural No impacts.

Resources

Same as 1. Same as 1

.

Visitor Experience Visitors could easily find the

and Interpretation geologic feature that is the focus of

the story.

Visitors could find the feature

easily, would have an opportunity

to better appreciate the role legend

sites play in Nez Perce culture;

interpretive media would have less

visual impact on the site.

There would be less traffic noise at

this location; feature is farther

away, and visitors might have a

harder time visualizing the two

insects represented by the

formation.
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BUFFALO EDDY

Description, Location, and Issues

The Buffalo Eddy site consists of two groups

of rock outcroppings on both sides of the

Snake River approximately 20 miles south of

Lewiston, Idaho. At this location, rock art en-

compasses two phases of petroglyphs and an

area of pictographs associated with the Nez
Perce ancestral peoples. These images date

from as early as 4,500 years ago.

Alternatives— Buffalo Eddy

Alternative 1: No Action

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Interpretive materials devel-

oped for owners and river

users; NPS would provide

interpretive training for tour

boat guides; agreements

developed with owners on

both sides of river; NPS would
continue working with Asotin

County on land use and

planning.

Same as 1, plus: seasonal

employee stationed at the site

for interpretation (this could

require upgrading utilities to

the onsite cabin); wayside

exhibits added on the Idaho

side; critical viewshed

identified and protected

(implementation methods to

be included in land protection

plan); NPS would work with

landowner to prevent visitor

interference with ranching and

to protect resources.

Same as 2, plus: NPS em-

ployee would be stationed at

site year-round to provide

interpretation and protect

resources.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• No agreements are in place for either

side of the river.

• Vandalism of the resources has oc-

curred, and there is no NPS protection.

• Access to the site is increasing on the

Washington side by road and on the

Idaho side by boat.

• The National Park Service does not do

any interpretation of this site.

• Homes are encroaching on the Wash-

ington side.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. On either

side of an eddy formed by a

series of sharp bends in the

Snake River are densely

grouped clusters of petro-

glyphs and a few pictographs.

This rock art contains hun-

dreds of distinct images asso-

ciated with early Nez Perce

people. Some potentially his-

toric ranching features on the

Idaho side of the Snake River

set a scene of the rural West on

the bank opposite an unpaved
county road. This is a level area

along the deep, narrow canyon

of the Snake River, so there

probably are other archeologi-

cal resources in the area. Except for the road

and a limited number of other visual intru-

sions (powerlines, fences, a small building),

the viewshed is uninterrupted from ridge to

ridge.

Natural Resources. The area where wayside

exhibits would be placed has been worked
and tilled for agriculture or is a riverboat pull-

out. There are buildings on the site. The site

encompasses a variety of habitats, including

riparian areas adjacent to the Snake River,

seeps and springs issuing from the deep ra-

vine up to the ridge on the Idaho side, grassy

pastureland, and steep grassy hillsides with

basaltic outcrops. The few trees are near the

river and in the canyons. The river and the

canyon provide habitat for coldwater and
anadromous fish, bald eagles, osprey, and
numerous migratory birds.
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Visitor Experience and Interpretation. No
formal interpretive media are available at the

site. Tour boat operators on the Snake River

pull into the eddy to point out the numerous

petroglyphs to their customers and provide

some background information. Noise from jet-

boats is intrusive. Most casual visitors prob-

ably stop at the beach area on the Washing-

ton side and find the petroglyphs as they ex-

plore the riverbank while fishing or hiking.

Once discovered, the petroglyphs provide an

intriguing experience.

Land Use. On the Washington side, the rock

outcroppings are between the river and an

Asotin County road. The county has plans to

widen the road and build a small day-use park

about 100 yards upstream from the petro-

glyphs. On the Idaho side, there is a potential

for the eventual sale and development of the

active ranching operation.

Operations and Partnerships. The park is

working with Asotin County on issues related

to the road and proposed park.
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USGS Quads: Captain John Rapids, Idaho-Wash.

Environmental Consequences— Buffalo Eddy

Element Alternative 1: No Action

Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Increased unsupervised visitation

Resources could increase vandalism of

petroglyphs; agreements and

participation in land use planning

would help avert adverse impacts

from road realignment and

widening and intrusive develop-

ment near the site.

An onsite NPS presence would
protect the site better during

heaviest visitation season;

ground disturbance from

upgrading utilities could

disturb unknown buried

cultural resources.

Same as 2, except protection

would be expanded to year-round.

Natural Increased unsupervised visitation

Resources could impact natural resources.

No significant impacts. Same as 2.

Visitor River users would be better

Experience and informed about importance,

Interpretation history, and preservation of

petroglyphs, pictographs and

other resources of concern.

All visitors to the Idaho side would
be informed about history and
preservation of the petroglyphs

and pictographs; presence of a

seasonal interpreter would
enhance interpretive experience on

Idaho side by giving information

and interpretation beyond that

available through permanent

interpretive media; seasonal

interpreter would inform summer
visitors to Washington side about

history and preservation of

petroglyphs.

Same as alternative 2, but ex-

tended to the entire year.

DRAFT General Management Plan
Environmental Impact Statement
October 1 996
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COYOTE'S
FISHNET

5,000 years old; another tells the Coyote's Fish-

net legend. The third sign is a map of the

Clearwater Canyon region with points of in-

terest identified.

Description, Location, and Issues

Coyote's Fishnet is a legend site near the

Clearwater River about 7 miles (east) of

Lewiston, Idaho. Two surface geological fea-

tures, one on each side of the river canyon,

represent Black Bear and Coyote's Fishnet. At

a pullout on U.S. Highway 95 are three large

interpretive signs. One sign identifies this as

a Nez Perce village archeological site over

Alternatives— Coyote's Fishnet

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2:Minimum Alternative 3:

Requirements Actions Beyond
Minimum
Requirements

Fishnet feature would be Same as 1, plus: site Same as 2.

correctly identified and sign interpreted in context of

revised; ownership of both other nearby Nez Perce

features ascertained; current legend sites; sign replaced

memorandum of understand- with a less obtrusive

ing with Idaho Department of wayside exhibit; features

Transportation (covering sign and viewshed protected

and pullout) would be (implementation methods

retained; surveys for special to be included in land

concern species conducted, protection plan).

any mitigation needed to

avoid impacts on such species

would be implemented.

Environmental Consequences— Coyote's Fishnet

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The ownership of the features is un-

known.

• The sign does not adequately identify

the feature.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. Coyote's Fishnet is cul-

turally significant as a legend site. In addition,

there is a Nez Perce village archeological site

nearby. The scene on each side of the Clear-

water River is undeveloped. There is some
evidence of agricultural activities near the

river's edge on the south side, and there are

fences and utility lines near the highway on
the north side. Trees at the pullout block views

of the feature.

Natural Resources. The area that would be

affected is the pullout on fill associated with

road construction. A riparian area is down a

bank approximately 8 feet below the pullout.

The features are situated on the steep, grassy

slopes of the Clearwater River canyon. The

river and its canyon provide habitat for

coldwater and anadromous fish, bald eagles,

and other migratory birds. A wildlife refuge

nearby in the river channel contains nesting

boxes for geese.

Element Alternative 1: No Action
Affected

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Features and viewsheds could be

Resources adversely affected by further

highway work, agriculture, or

other development.

Features and viewshed pro-

tected.

Same as 2.

Natural No significant impacts.

Resources
Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Visitors could easily find the

Experience and geologic features that are the focus

Interpretation of the story.

Visitors would be able to find

feature easily and would have an

opportunity to better appreciate

the role legend sites play in Nez
Perce culture; interpretive media

would have less visual impact on

the site.

Same as 2.
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Visitor Experience and Interpretation. Visi-

tors traveling south on U.S. Highway 95 can

pull off onto a large paved shoulder area and

park in front of the cluster of signs. Identify-

ing the features that are the subjects of the leg-

end is difficult because trees and the large

signs block the view and the sign about the

feature does not contain a diagram or any indi-

cation of what the features look like or what

direction from the sign one should look.

Land Use. The resources are privately owned.

There are possibilities for intrusions into the

scene from road cuts, powerlines, and possi-

bly residential development. In addition,

vegetation could obliterate the features.

Heavy traffic brings noise and odors into the

area, and there are periodic air quality con-

cerns. The only access to the pullout is from

eastbound U.S. Highway 95.

Operations and Partnerships. The signs and

the pullout are covered by a memorandum of

understanding among the park, the Idaho

Department of Transportation, and the Idaho

State Historical Society

Coyote's Fishnet, Spalding Unit.

USGS Quads: Lapwai, Lewiston Orchards North, Idaho.

DRAFT General Management Plan
Environmental Impact Statement
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CRAIG
DONATION
LAND CLAIM

Description, Location, and Issues

At a pullout on the west side of U.S. High-

way 95, about 8 miles south of Lapwai, Idaho,

interpretive signs identify the area of the Craig

Donation Land Claim as the first place in

Idaho where a white settler obtained title to a

farm through the Oregon Donation Land Act.

William Craig, a mountain man, interpreter,

a friend of the Nez Perce and husband of a

Nez Perce woman, was the only white per-

son to have official permission from the Nez
Perce to live on the reservation.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The site is next to a noisy highway; ac-

cess is dangerous.

• There is potential for development all

around the area, including possible wid-

ening of U.S. Highway 95.

• The boundaries of the original land do-

nation have not been determined.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. There are no visible fea-

tures associated with William Craig, but

archeological evidence could remain. The cul-

tural landscape has integrity and is relatively

undisturbed except by contemporary agricul-

tural fields and farm buildings on a flat plain

enclosed by rolling grassy hills. Riparian veg-

etation across the highway provides enclosure

on that side.

Alternatives— Craig Donation Land Claim

Alternative 1: No Action

Information on signs would be

upgraded; historic boundary

and present ownership of

original land donation

determined; memorandum of

understanding with Idaho

Department of Transportation

(covering sign and pullout)

would be retained.

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Same as 1, plus: interpretive

emphasis would be changed

from land donation only to

Craig's relationship with the

Nez Perce; cultural landscape

would be protected (imple-

mentation strategy to be

included in land protection

plan).

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Natural Resources. The part of the Craig tract

that can be seen from the pullout is either culti-

vated bottomland or grassy and shrubby
slopes. The highway bisects the valley. Lap-

wai Creek, which runs somewhat parallel to

the highway, has a riparian zone of cotton-

wood, as well as exotic black locust trees and

poison hemlock. Coldwater and anadromous
fish run in the creek, and migratory birds use

the riparian and surrounding hillside vegeta-

tion.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. This

pullout is the primary point of interpretation

about William Craig, and its signs largely ig-

nore his long-term continuing role in Nez
Perce history. The narrow pull-

out is difficult to reach from

the eastbound lane of U.S. 95,

where heavy, fast-moving traf-

fic comes close to the pullout.

Same as 2.

Land Use. Although bound-

aries of the original Craig

claim are unknown, it is as-

sumed that it is privately

owned. The level areas are cul-

tivated. There is potential for

development in the viewshed.
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Operations and Partnerships. The pullout is

covered by the memorandum of understand-

ing among the park, the Idaho Department of

Transportation, and the Idaho State Histori-

cal Society.

Craig Donation Land Claim, Spalding Unit.

USGS Quads: Sweetwater, Culdesac, Idaho.

Environmental Consequences — Craig Donation Land Claim

Element
Affected

Alternative 1: No Action

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural

Resources

Highway improvements or

changes in land use on flat plain

or hillsides could adversely affect

site's suitability as illustration of

suitability for agricultural use;

potential for adverse effects on

unknown archeological resources.

Cultural landscape would be

protected.

Same as 2.

Natural

Resources
No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor

Experience and
Interpretation

Visitors would receive more
accurate information.

Same as 2.

DRAFT General Management Plan
Environmental Impact Statement
October 1996

Nez Perce!^v
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DONALD
MACKENZIE'S
PACIFIC FUR
COMPANY
TRADING POST

Description, Location, and Issues

The site known as Donald MacKenzie's Pa-

cific Fur Trading Post is interpreted at a high-

way pullout overlooking the confluence and

valleys of the Snake and Clearwater Rivers.

The pullout is about 8 miles north of Lewiston,

Idaho, on the Lewiston Grade of U.S. High-

way 95. The actual site of MacKenzie's post is

on the Clearwater River about 5 miles above

Lewiston. However, the fur trading post

proved unsuccessful because the Nez Perce

wanted to trade food and horses but were

unwilling to engage in trapping beaver.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The exact site of the trading post is not

known.

• Except for a sign indicating "site

ahead," there is no indication that the

site is a part of Nez Perce National His-

torical Park.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. There are no known cul-

tural resources at this pullout. The scene is

dominated by a rolling grassy foreground that

slopes steeply down to the Clearwater River,

which is more than a thousand feet below. The

urban development pattern of Lewiston fills

the bottom and the far side of the valley. A

Alternatives— Donald Mackenzie's Pacific Fur Company Trading Post

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2:Minimum
Requirements

Information at present site

would be revised; current

memorandum of under-

standing with Idaho Depart-

ment of Transportation

(covering sign and pullout)

would be retained.

Interpretation of MacKenzie

would be revised and moved
to a site nearer to the historic

location of the trading post;

memorandum of understand-

ing would be revised.

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Same as 2, plus: existing

pullout on U.S. 95 would be

used to introduce the park and

interpret the part of the Nez
Perce homeland that is visible

from the overlook; site

possibly renamed to "Conflu-

ence Overlook"; memoran-
dum of understanding revised

to reflect changes.
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sense of the confluence area and the scale of

the surrounding uplands— a large part of the

Nez Perce Homeland — can be gained from

this vantage point. Unfortunately, the actual

site of MacKenzie's Trading Post is not vis-

ible from here.

Natural Resources. Beyond the fence sur-

rounding the pullout are the steep, grassy

slopes of the Clearwater and Snake River val-

leys. The views here impart a sense of the

importance of the water resources to the Nez

Perce. Later, Lewis and Clark and other ex-

plorers used the Clearwater River for trans-

portation. MacKenzie established a trading

post, relying upon these rivers to transport

goods to markets.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. The

pullout, with two large interpretive signs, is

accessible only from the southbound lanes.

One sign, "MacKenzie's Post," gives the loca-

tion and a brief history of the trading post.

The other sign contains a brief history of Lewis

and Clark State College in Lewiston. This lo-

cation might better serve visitors by introduc-

ing them to Nez Perce National Historical

Park and at least part of the Nez Perce Home-
land.

Land Use. The immediate foreground is used

for grazing. The cities of Lewiston, Idaho, and

Clarkston, Washington are visible beyond.

Operations and Partnerships. The pullout is

covered by the memorandum of understand-

ing among the park, the Idaho Department of

Transportation, and the Idaho State Histori-

cal Society.

Environmental Consequences— Donald Mackenzie's Pacific Fur Company Trading Post

Element
Affected

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural

Resources

Scene would be degraded and

value as a regional overlook

diminished by more highway

development and change of land

use in immediate foreground;

view disrupted by fences and

signs.

No impacts. Same as 2.

Natural

Resources
No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor

Experience and
Interpretation

Visitors would receive more

accurate information about

historic location of trading post.

Visitors would gain greater

appreciation of trading post and its

location along the Clearwater

River.

Visitors would learn that Clearwa-

ter and Snake River drainages are

part of Nez Perce historic home-

land and become aware of nearby

Nez Perce National Historical

Park sites; visitation to those sites

would increase.

Nez Percelf
National Historical Park ft
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FORT LAPWAI
OFFICERS'
QUARTERS
AND

NORTHERN
IDAHO INDIAN
AGENCY

Description, Location, and Issues

The remnants of Fort Lapwai are situated

along U.S. Highway 95 in Lapwai, Idaho. Two
sites are listed as part of Nez Perce National

Historical Park: the duplex Officers' Quarters,

built in 1883, and the Northern Idaho Indian

Agency building. Troops were assigned to the

Lapwai Valley in response to the gold rush.

The fort was in use from 1862 to 1885. It was

here that General Oliver O. Howard met with

the leaders of Nez Perce nontreaty bands on

May 3, 1877, as they made one last attempt to

remain on their land. The Northern Idaho In-

dian Agency, originally located at Spalding,

was relocated to Fort Lapwai in 1904. Fort

Lapwai was converted into a government In-

dian school and then into a tuberculosis

sanitorium with a hospital, boys' and girls'

dormitories, and a school.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The interpretive signs are old and inac-

curate.

• The ownership of officers' quarters

building is uncertain; Lapwai School

District owns Indian agency building.

• The Indian agency building is old and

has been condemned. The officers' quar-

ters building is empty.

• One wayside is two blocks away.

• Tribal interests are undefined.

Alternatives— Fort Lapwai and Northern Idaho Indian Agency

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Interpretation would be Same as 1, plus: story of Same as 2, plus: visitor contact

corrected and updated; agency and military told more and interpretive station

ownership of officers' completely; way-finding developed in one structure;

quarters building determined directional signs placed on interpretation expanded to

and building retained; NPS U.S. 95; NPS would work with include Nez Perce cultural

would offer technical assis- BIA, tribe, and other interested continuum in Lapwai area,

tance for its adaptive reuse; parties to facilitate preserva- along with a more in-depth

NPS would work with BIA, tion of parade ground. interpretation of story of

Nez Perce Tribe, and Lapwai agency and military; new
School District to develop agreements developed as

preservation strategies for necessary to expand interpre-

vacant Indian agency build- tive services; strategies

ing. developed for preservation of

entire site (implementation

strategy to be included in land

protection plan).
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Effected Environment

Zultural Resources. The officers' quarters

uilding has been stabilized and is vacant. In

ddition to this structure, the parade ground

s intact, as are some of the stables. Because of

he parade ground, the site has a campus-like

itmosphere. The brick Northern Idaho Indian

\gency building is empty and in bad repair.

The cultural landscape of Fort Lapwai as a

vhole is enclosed within the urban pattern

ind vegetation of the town of Lapwai. The

>pen space and form of the parade ground

ontribute significantly to the Fort Lapwai site,

>roviding a context for the remnants of the

ort and the agency.

Natural Resources. These sites are within Fort

.apwai and the settlement of Lapwai. The

latural environment has been heavily ma-

lipulated over the years. The area now con-

sists primarily of lawn, exotic trees, roads, and

marking.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. A
wayside exhibit in front of the officers' quar-

ers identifies the building and Fort Lapwai.

There are enough resources left that visitors

rould get a sense of the former military pres-

ence here. Another wayside panel briefly de-

scribes the history and mission of the North-

ern Idaho Indian Agency.

Land Use. Lapwai is a major Nez Perce com-

munity with residential, commercial, and

institutional uses. The parade ground is the

primary open space in the community, with

agricultural lands surrounding it on three

sides and U.S. Highway 95 on the east.

Fort Lapwai and Northern Idaho Indian Agency, Spalding Unit.

USGS Quads: Lapwai, Idaho.

Operations and Partnerships. Fort Lapwai is

held in trust by the Bureau of Indian Affairs

(BIA) for the Nez Perce Tribe. The National

Park Service has a cooperative agreement for

the installation and maintenance of directional

and interpretive signs and has provided tech-

nical assistance for preservation of the offic-

ers' quarters building. The ownership of the

officers' quarters building is unclear. The
agency building is owned by the Lapwai
School District.

Nez Perce**
National Historical Park ,\
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Environmental Consequences — Fort Lapwai and Northern Idaho Indian Agency

Element Alternative 1: No Action

Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Lack of active uses and associated

Resources maintenance attention would
contribute to continued deteri-

oration of structures; development

of parade ground for other uses or

redevelopment of neighborhood

around parade ground would

detract from its character.

Parade ground, officers'

quarters, and agency building

would benefit from develop-

ment and implementation of

preservation strategies and /or

adaptive uses.

Entire site would benefit from

development and implementation

of preservation strategies.

Natural No significant impacts.

Resources

Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Visitors would receive more

Experience and accurate information about fort's

Interpretation resources.

Visitors would be able to find Fort

Lapwai easily and gain better

understanding of its impacts on

Nez Perce people.

Visitors would gain appreciation

of historical use of Lapwai area by

the Nez Perce.

Socio-economic No significant impacts.

Environment
Improved signs on U.S. 95 would
increase visitation slightly;

adaptive use of Indian agency

and parade grounds would
further attract and retain visitors,

with associated minor long-term

increases in spending; short-term

increase in spending at Lapwai

from construction activities.

Same as 2, except development of

an interpretive/visitor contact

station at Fort Lapwai would
increase long-term expenditures at

Lapwai.
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HASOTINO
VILLAGE SITE

description, Location, and Issues

he Hasotino Village site, an important ar-

leological site, has evidence of prehistoric

rid historic occupation that did not cease until

he end of the 19th century. The possible birth-

>lace of old Chief Looking Glass, this impor-

ant village area sits on a broad, sloping plain

>verlooking the east bank of the Snake River,

List upriver from its confluence with the Clear-

vater. The site, which is about 0.25 mile wide

nd more than 0.5 mile long, is adjacent to the

leveloped part of Hell's Gate State Park. It

so is an important eel fishery.

Tie issues for this site are as follows:

• The National Park Service does not

have any cooperative agreements with

the Idaho state parks department or the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

• Potential vandalism or wear and tear

from visitors to state park.

• Site is threatened by erosion from boat

wakes.

• Area is used by motorcyclists, equestri-

ans, and mountain-bikers.

\ffected Environment

Zultural Resources. The Hasotino Village ar-

Tieological site, which was one of the largest

ind most important villages along the Snake

^iver, was occupied until the end of the 19th

:entury. Open space is available to the north

n Hell's Gate State Park, and an undeveloped

grassy hillside rises to the east. High voltage

?owerlines crossing the site detract somewhat
rom the scene. There is little visual evidence

)f the large village and eel fishery that was
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Alternatives— Hasotino Village Site

Alternative 1:

No Action

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Cooperative

agreement would
be developed with

U.S. Army Corps

of Engineers and

Hell's Gate State

Park.

Interpretive strategy, including

strong preservation messages,

would be developed with

Corps of Engineers and Hell's

Gate State Park; strategies

developed for preservation of

site and its cultural resources

(implementation methods to

be included in land protection

plan).

Same as 2.

once here. The site presents outstanding op-

portunities for interpretation and resource

protection. The Nez Perce name for the site is

Hesutiin (pronounced He-soo-teen).

Natural Resources. This site is in a broad,

grassy floodplain along the Snake River. Many
of the native grasses have been replaced by

exotic species. The floodplain area provides

habitat for migratory birds; the river supports

coldwater and anadromous fishes.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. Hell's

Gate State Park offers limited interpretation.

There are no interpretive media on the village

site. Most visitors to this site are hikers and
equestrians camped at the state park. The pos-

sible presence of rattlesnakes keeps most visi-

tors out of the grass and on the road that winds

up to the bluff.

Land Use. Land use in this area is recreational,

both at Hell's Gate State Park and on the Snake

River. The land east of the site is primarily in

agricultural use or vacant.

Operations and Partnerships. The site, which

is owned by the U.S. Army Corps of Engi-

neers, Walla Walla District, is incorporated

into Hell's Gate State Park. No cooperative

agreements are in effect between the National

Park Service and the Idaho state parks depart-

ment or the Corps of Engineers.

Environmental Consequences— Hasotino Village Site

Element Alternative 1: No Action

Affected

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Continued damage caused by

Resources erosion from boat wakes, vandal-

ism, and deterioration caused by

hikers, equestrians, and motorcy-

clists; significant reduction of

site's open, primitive character

would continue from further

developments such as utilities,

urban encroachment, and recre-

ational development.

Increased attention to site could

increase visitation, exposing site

to more damage; agreements

with Corps of Engineers and

state parks department would
offset potential damage.

Same as 2.

Natural Resource impacts would con-

Resources tinue.

No significant impacts. Same as 2.

Visitor Visitors' lack of understanding of

Experience and site's significance would continue,

Interpretation so that resources might be

damaged or removed.

Visitors would have opportunity to

understand site's significance,

could take an active role in its

preservation; could learn about

Nez Perce lifeways.

Same as 2.
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_APWAI
MISSION

)escription, Location, and Issues

he Lapwai Mission site contains the location

f the original mission established by Henry

palding in 1836, although the precise posi-

on of the mission has not been determined,

he site is interpreted by a sign at an unpaved

oadside pullout on the east side of U.S. High-

way 95 approximately 12 miles south of

,ewiston, Idaho.

he issues for this site are as follows:

• The actual site of the mission is not

known, only the general location.

Effected Environment

lultural Resources. The Lapwai mission was

he location of early Christian mission activ-

ty among the Nez Perce. This site illustrates

he impact that missionaries such as Henry

>palding had upon these peoples. The exact

;ite of the Spalding mission in the vicinity of

he pullout is unknown.

Natural Resources. The pullout is in the

niddle of the Lapwai Creek valley, which has

>een severely disturbed by road and railroad

instruction. The valley is bisected by the

"tighway and railroad lines. Lapwai Creek

•uns somewhat parallel to the highway and

las a disjunct riparian zone that contains cot-

Environmental Consequences— Lapwai Mission

tonwood, exotic black locust trees, and poi-

son hemlock. Coldwater and anadromous fish

run in the creek, and migratory birds use the

riparian and surrounding hillside vegetation.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. The

sign briefly describes the history of Henry

Spalding's first mission, which was in this

general area.

Land Use. The surrounding land is used for

agriculture and residences.

Operations and Partnerships. The pullout is

covered by a memorandum of understanding

among the park, the Idaho Department of

Transportation, and the Idaho State Histori-

cal Society. Nearby land is privately owned
or is held in trust for the Nez Perce Tribe.

Alternatives — Lapwai Mission

PROPOSED
ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Alternative 3:

Minimum Actions Beyond
Requirements Minimum

Requirements

Interpretation on the site Same as 1, plus: Same as 2, plus:

would be improved; visitors interpretive sign information on

would be told about entire would be upgraded; early Nez Perce

park, referred to Spalding strategies developed to culture and history

visitor center; actual location protect site (imple- of immediate area

of historic site and its owner- mentation to be would be included

ship would be determined; included in land in interpretation.

current memorandum of protection plan).

understanding among NPS,

Idaho Department of Trans-

portation, and Idaho Histori-

cal Society would be contin-

ued.

Element Alternative 1: No Action
Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural No impacts.

Resources

If found, actual mission site

would be protected.

Same as 2.

Natural No significant impacts.

Resources
Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Visitors would receive more
Experience and accurate information about site, be

Interpretation able to gain better understanding

of story through related sites at

Spalding.

Same as 1, plus: interpretive media

would be less visually intrusive.

Same as 2, plus: visitors would

have opportunity to appreciate

broader story of Nez Perce

heritage.

DRAFT General Management Plan
Environmental Impact Statement
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LENORE

Description, Location, and Issues

Lenore is situated in a highway rest area on
the north side of U.S. Highway 12 about 25

miles east of Lewiston, Idaho. This archeologi-

cal site contains evidence of early occupation

by ancestral Nez Perce dating from about

8,500 years ago. An interpretive sign contains

incorrect information relating to the Nez Perce

peoples.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The site merits more interpretation than

a single sign.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. For per-

haps 10,000 years the Lenore

site was inhabited by Nez
Perce and their ancestors. At
least part of it was excavated

archaeologically. It lies in a

highly maintained state rest

area with mowed lawns,

pruned trees, and roadways

with curbs and gutter and
ample parking. The landscape

visible from the riverbanks

gives one a sense of the natu-

Alternatives— Lenore

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Interpretive panel would be Same as 1, plus: NPS would Same as 2, plus: site would be

updated and corrected; work with state to develop site developed as a staffed

visitors told about entire park, as an orientation site with orientation site, possibly with

referred to Spalding visitor additional interpretation of cultural demonstrations.

center; current memorandum Nez Perce village and fishing;

of understanding among NPS, strategies developed for

Idaho Department of Trans- preservation of site and its

portation, and Idaho Historical cultural resources (implemen-

Society would be continued. tation methods to be included

in land protection plan).

Site Specific: Spalding Unit
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ral landform and early conditions.

Natural Resources. The area is a groomed,

landscaped, irrigated picnic and rest area. The

area is also a popular access point to the Clear-

water River for fishing, boating, and other

aquatic activities.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. On an

interpretive panel is a description of the vil-

lage that once stood here and a brief idea of

the appearance of the houses in the village.

The pleasant, well-maintained site contains

numerous parking spaces, picnic facilities,

restrooms, and a boat ramp. Many people stop

here for access to fishing in the Clearwater

River.

Land Use.A railroad and residences are across

the river from this highway rest area.

Operations and Partnerships. This site is cov-

ered by a memorandum of understanding

among the park, the Idaho Department of

Transportation, and the Idaho State Histori-

cal Society. A Department of Transportation

employee lives on the site.

Lenore, Spalding Unit.

USGS Quad: Lenore, Idaho.

Environmental Consequences— Lenore

Element Alternative 1: No Action

Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural No significant impacts.

Resources

Remaining resources and

context of site would be

preserved.

Same as 2.

Natural No significant impacts.

Resources
Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Visitors would receive more
Experience and accurate information about site

Interpretation and have opportunity to visit

related sites and gain better

understanding of Nez Perce

culture.

Socio-economic No significant impacts.

Environment

Visitors would be able to gain

greater understanding of site's

significance; would be aware of

other sites and activities in the

area.

Development of orientation site

could increase visitation and
length of stay .

Site would become a visitor

destination rather than a rest stop;

visitors would be able to learn

more about Nez Perce culture.

Same as 2, except staffed facility

would enhance local long-term

economic benefits somewhat

because visitors might stay longer

and staff would spend some
additional funds in area.

DRAFT General Management Plan
Environmental Impact Statement
October 1 996
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SAINT
JOSEPH'S
MISSION

Description, Location, and Issues

Saint Joseph's Mission (also called Slickpoo

Mission) is a semi-active Roman Catholic

church that was built in 1874 in the former

community of Slickpoo, Idaho. The church

and grounds (about 0.33 acre) are owned by

Saint Joseph's Mission Historical Society, a

private nonprofit group. Along a paved
county road about 4 miles south of the inter-

section of the county road and U.S. Highway
95 at Jacques Spur (1 mile west of Culdesac,

Idaho) are two wayside exhibits. This site

exemplifies the renewed missionary activity

among the Nez Perce that began in the 1870s

and the factionalism among missionary^

groups in this period.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The former community and nearby Nez

Perce sites are not adequately inter-

preted and not fully documented.

• There is potential for site to be sold.

• Accessible restrooms are needed at the

site.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. The wooden church and'

its grounds and the detached mission ceme-

tery are the only visible remnants of the Slick-

poo community. The mission is surrounded
i

by neatly maintained shade trees, a lawn, or-

namental shrubs, and residences. The scene 1

is an enclave and oasis in an otherwise open,

rolling agricultural landscape. The cemetery,

an important resource, is not included in the

boundaries of Nez Perce National Historical]

Park.

Natural Resources. The site is groomed and.

landscaped.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. The
wayside exhibits tell a brief history of the mis-

sion and report the story of the village of

Slickpoo and its relationship to the mission.!

The church is open to the public Thursday!
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Alternatives— Saint Joseph's Mission

Alternative 1: No Action

Current interpretive materials

would be revised to cover in

depth the entire complex of

sites at this location; current

arrangements to preserve

resources would continue.

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Same as 1, plus: Saint Joseph's

Mission Historical Society

would continue to provide

access and interpretation;

preservation of structures

ensured and encroachment

prevented; strategy developed

for long-term protection of site

(implementation methods to

be included in land protection

plan).

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Same as 2, plus: NPS would
offer personal interpretation at

site.

ez Perce
National Historical Park
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through Monday during the summer for

guided tours. An annual mass takes place on

the first Sunday of each June. Ample parking

space is rented from a nearby property owner.

Land Use. The adjacent land is used for resi-

dential and agricultural purposes.

Operations and Partnerships. The National

Park Service has a cooperative agreement with

Saint Joseph's Mission Historical Society, the

property owner. With NPS funding, the soci-

ety maintains the site and keeps the building

open to visitors. The National Park Service ar-

ranges for repairs and rehabilitation as neces-

sary.

Saint Joseph's Mission, Spalding Unit.

USGS Quad: Culdesac South, Idaho.

Environmental Consequences— Saint Joseph's Mission

Element Alternative 1: No Action
Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Protection of resources at current

Resources level would continue, but en-

croachment of development on

landscape would not be pre-

vented.

Protection of resources at

current level would continue;

structures preserved over the

long term; encroachment on

cultural landscape prevented.

Same as 2.

Natural No significant impacts.

Resources
Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Visitors would gain better

Experience and appreciation of site's cultural

Interpretation landscape.

Same as 1, plus: visitors would be

assured of continued access.

Opportunities for visitors en-

hanced through trained interpre-

tive personnel.

DRAFT General Management Plan
Environmental Impact Statement
October 1 996
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SPALDING

Description, Location, and Issues

The Spalding site is along U.S. Highway 95

approximately 10 miles east of Lewiston,

Idaho, at the confluence of the Clearwater

River and Lapwai Creek. This area contains

several different sites, the park headquarters,

and a visitor center. Spalding is a traditional

Nez Perce occupation site with archeological

remains dating back 11,000 years. The area

also contains archeological remnants of Eu-

ropean settlement and historic resources as-

sociated with trade, an early Indian Agency,

and a state memorial park.

One of the primary parkwide issues is diffi-

culty in communicating the fact that any one

site is part of a larger whole relative to both

Nez Perce National Historical Park and the

Nez Perce culture. This is especially true at

Spalding, which is extremely complex; over

the years its operational requirements have

changed and its interpretive focus has blurred.

Alternatives — Spalding Site, Spalding

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Interpretation of site's 11,000- Same as 1, plus: interpretation Same as 2, plus: structures

year history would continue; would emphasize changes recreated to represent tradi-

involvement of Nez Perce made in Nez Perce culture by tional Nez Perce lifestyle.

people in interpretation would missionary period; interpre-

continue; preservation and tive media updated to be more
protection of resources would historically accurate; interpre-

continue; existing cooperative tive trails developed from

agreements retained; plan visitor center to site and

developed for management of through Spalding site to

J&
arboretum; directional signs manage delivery of interpreta-

wBk improved; surveys for special tion; vegetation managementk concern species conducted, any plan developed, including

mitigation needed to avoid screening of railroad; adaptive

flfl impacts on such species would use of agent's residence and

W be implemented. Watson's Store provided for,

possibly with leasing arrange-
^Br ments; site development plan

implemented, including move

ypNfk' -' EM of parking, restrooms, and

'*wBfMwR picnicking to more appropri-

ate location east of cemetery,

removal of viaduct, and

rerouting road.
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Specific issues related to Spalding :

• Better orientation to site and entire park is

needed.

• Facilities are inadequate to accommodate

park operations, which have expanded

significantly in response to a geographically

expanded resource base.

• There is little or no relationship between the

functions of the visitor center and activities

on the Spalding site itself.

• Cemeteries and gravesites need to be pro-

tected; recreational activities in or near his-

toric sites and cemeteries are disruptive or

inappropriate.

• An abandoned viaduct across the railroad

tracks in the west part of the site is visually

intrusive and an "attractive nuisance."

• Visitors are not sure if they are allowed to go

through the doors in the visitor center to see

the artifacts.

• The auditorium in the visitor center is awk-

wardly shaped and poorly sized.

• The sequence of interpretive signs is difficult

to follow.

• There are numerous circulation issues.

• Fire protection should be improved.

The historic zone would comprise the historic

millpond, the agent's house, the arboretum,

the Spalding Mission site, the agency log

structure, inactive cemeteries, Watson's Store,

remnant earthworks, and an irrigation ditch.

In the development zone would be the visitor

center, headquarters, maintenance buildings,

parking lots, access and circulation roads, the

Northern Pacific Railroad, restrooms, and
pumphouse.

The special use zone would consist of the Spal-

ding residential area, the Nez Perce Boom
Grounds, the Spalding Presbyterian Church,

active cemeteries, and the Spalding post of-

fice. Most of these lands or structures are situ-

ated on other federal, private, or Nez Perce

Reservation land.

Spalding Site Description

Visitors to the Spalding site usually enter from

U.S. Highway 95 at the visitor center entrance.

Local visitors often enter from farther south

on U.S. 95, driving along a small road that

leads past the Spalding post office, the Spald-

ing Presbyterian Church, and Watson's Store.

Management Zoning

The following management zones would be

established for Spalding:

The natural zone would include the agricul-

tural fields, the streams, and the surrounding

hills that are in the site, as well as the Clear-

water River, which is adjacent to the site.

Affected Environment, Spalding Site

Cultural Resources. The entire Lapwai Creek
delta at its confluence with the Clearwater

River contains numerous archeological re-

mains dating from as long ago as 11,000 years.

There are Nez Perce cemeteries, sites for tra-

ditional uses, and archeological remnants of

European settlement in and adjacent to the

site.

DRAFT General Management Plan
Environmental Impact Statement
October 1996

NezPerce^
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The following historic resources are in the

NPS-owned parts of the Spalding site:

Watson's Store, which began as a trading

post in 1911

an Indian agency cabin, built in 1862 to

implement the reservation system

the Indian agent's residence, also from the

reservation period

archeological remains of the gristmill, saw-

mill, and associated millraces, built in

1839-1840

remnants of the Spalding Mission, where

Henry Herman Spalding and his wife

Eliza lived and worked after their move
to this location in 1837

the arboretum, which was established as

part of Spalding Memorial State Park in

the 1930s

Within NPS boundaries, but owned by the

Nez Perce Tribe, is the Lapwai Mission cem-

etery, which is still in use. The cemetery is

partially surrounded by a stone fence. Spald-

ing Presbyterian Church is adjacent to the NPS
boundary. This church, the second oldest ac-

Environmental Consequences— Spalding Site, Spalding

five church in Idaho, was built in 1876 and

enlarged in the 1930s.

The Boom Grounds, owned by the Nez Perce

Tribe, is east of the Spalding site. Nez Perce

people traditionally recovered logs that col-

lected at this bend in the river.

Natural Resources. Much of the Spalding site

has been manipulated, but some riparian habi-

tat remains along the banks of the Clearwater

River. Bald eagles feed in the river from the

tall trees lining the banks. However, most of

the native vegetation has been replaced by

domesticated plant materials and noxious

weeds. This site is an example of human use

of resources and the changes wrought by hu-

man presence in an area over an extended

period. People have used this site for more
than 11,000 years.

An arboretum offers recreational opportuni-

ties and provides habitat for a large variety of

bird species. A historic orchard is on the site.

Coldwater and anadromous fish run in both

the Clearwater River and Lapwai Creek.

Among other wildlife found here are small

rodents, skunks, rabbits, bobcats, and deer.

Element Alternative 1: No Action

Affected

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Preservation and protection of

Resources cultural resources would continue.

Move of visitor facilities to new
locations could disturb buried

cultural resources; adaptive

reuse of structures would help

ensure their active preservation

and maintenance.

Re-creation of structures to

represent traditional Nez Perce

lifestyle could create a cultural

landscape that never existed

historically.

Natural No significant impacts.

Resources
Same as 1. Same as 1

.

Visitor Visitors would be able to find site

Experience and resources more easily.

Interpretation

Socio-economic No significant impacts.

Environment

Visitors would receive more
historically accurate information

and be able to gain better under-

standing of Spalding's historic

landscape; more recreational

opportunities available away from

sensitive cultural sites.

Adaptive use of structures would
lead to increased visitation and

length of stay; construction

activities and increased length of

visitors' stay would bring minor

short-term and long-term eco-

nomic benefits to local commu-
nity.

Visitors would have opportunity

to experience traditional Nez
Perce structures and their tradi-

tional uses.

Same as 2.
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land withih exists

Spalding Site, Spalding Unit.

USGS Quad: Lapwai, Idaho.

The hillsides on the north side of the Clear- ment among the National Park Service, the

water River are steep basaltic slopes, domi- Nez Perce Tribe, and the Spalding Presbyte-

nated by grasses. These have been heavily rian Church Board of Trustees.

grazed and are marked by animal trails.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. Most

visitors use this site recreationally. The arbor-

etum and the historic core of the Spalding site

coincide; restroom facilities, shaded picnic

tables well-tended lawn, and nearby open
fields attract local family groups in the sum-
mer and perpetuate uses from when the site

was a state park. These activities sometimes

conflict with the use of the cemetery. The way-

side exhibits seem to be scattered randomly

through the area; therefore, visitors are not

encouraged to interact with the cultural re-

sources in any structured way.

Land Use. Land west and south of Spalding

site is used for agriculture and residences. To

the east and north are the Clearwater River

and its steep-sided valley.

Operations and Partnerships. The Lapwai
Mission cemetery is protected, maintained,

and interpreted through a cooperative agree-

Visitor Center Description

The Spalding visitor center sits on an old river

terrace southwest of the Spalding site. This is

also the location of the headquarters of Nez
Perce National Historical Park, including the

park support unit. The National Park Service

owns and operates the visitor center.

DRAFT General Management Plan
Environmental Impact Statement
October 1 996
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SPALDING
VISITOR
CENTER
ALTERNATIVES

Affected Environment, Spalding
Visitor Center

Cultural Resources. The park's primary mu-
seum collection is housed in the visitor cen-

ter/headquarters building. The collection of

nearly 150,000 pieces, a primary cultural re-

source, is used for research by many Nez Perce

people and scholars from around the world.

Climate control, security, and storage for the

collection have been improved over the years;

the greatest need at present is adequate space

and staffing to facilitate maintaining and re-

searching the collection.

Natural Resources. The level area now occu-

pied by the parking lot and visitor center was
cultivated at one time. The area has been in-

tensely disturbed by development. Much of

the landscape is groomed exotics.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. The

Spalding visitor center has many roles: intro-

ducing the public to the entire park and park

Alternatives — Spalding Visitor Center, Spalding
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PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Orientation would be up- Same as 1, plus: Visitor center Same as 2, except that park

graded to include Nez Perce building would be expanded administration would be

culture and Nez Perce to accommodate larger moved, either to a nearby

National Historical Park; gatherings as well as adminis- community or elsewhere on

visitor experience revised to trative, curatorial, and Spalding site (such as near

reflect a welcoming "Nez interpretive functions; maintenance storage build-

Perce feeling"; administrative information desk relocated; ings).

support would remain in access for visitors with

temporary building and disabilities included; parking

agent's residence; cultural circle redesigned for improved

resources space would still be access to visitor center;

too small. orientation to Spalding and

entire park offered outside

main entry; indoor cultural

demonstrations and craftwork

sales would be accommo-
dated; shade structure added

contiguous to both indoor and

outdoor demonstration spaces.

W\Nez Perce
X National Historical Park
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themes, housing park headquarters, and serv-

ing as a community polling place. Visitor in-

formation is confusing, and circulation

through the primary space is not obvious. The

lobby was designed with an expansive view

toward the river that had the potential to draw

visitors toward the countryside; this was
never realized because the upper windows
were blocked for energy efficiency. An impor-

tant collection of artifacts is displayed in a

separate museum area; visitors are not sure

they are supposed to go through the doors.

The auditorium is awkwardly shaped and

poorly sized.

Land Use. The land surrounding the visitor

center is used for agriculture and residences.

Operations and Partnerships. The National

Park Service has agreements with the Nez
Perce Tribe and others to help preserve and

maintain objects and documentation impor-

tant in the Nez Perce culture.

Environmental Consequences— Spalding Visitor Center

Element Alternative 1: No Action

Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Inadequate space would continue

Resources to make research and maintenance

of museum collection difficult.

Space for research and mainte-

nance of museum collection

would be adequate.

Same as 2.

Natural No significant impacts.

Resources
Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Visitors' experience in visitor

Experience and center would be more repre-

Interpretation sentative of Nez Perce cultural

values; visitor awareness of

nearby park sites and information

for finding sites easily would
improve.

Visitors would have more
opportunities to increase knowl-

edge of Nez Perce culture and

history; more opportunities

available for interaction with Nez
Perce people; visitor flow im-

proved in visitor center, various

functions would be more obvious.

Same as 2.
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UPPER CLEARWATER /

WHITE BIRD UNIT



ASA SMITH
MISSION AND
LEWIS AND
CLARK LONG
CAMP

sites has severely impacted the cultural land-

scape and undoubtedly has destroyed most

evidence associated with Lewis and Clark and

the missionary activity.

Natural Resources. The pullout is situated on

fill associated with road construction. The ri-

parian zone is down a bank approximately 8

feet below the pullout. Across the highway is

a vertical roadcut.

Description, Location, and Issues

The combined Asa Smith Mission and Lewis

and Clark Long Camp site is interpreted by

two signs at a pullout containing seven signs

on the south side of U.S. Highway 12, approx-

imately 1 mile east of Kamiah, Idaho. The ac-

tual site is 2 miles downstream along the

Clearwater River on property occupied by a

privately owned logging mill.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The interpretive signs are in the wrong

location, and their being in a "sign gar-

den" is unattractive.

• The information on the signs is inaccu-

rate.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. The historic mission site

and the Long Camp site are situated along the

Clearwater River at Kamiah, Idaho. The de-

velopment of a private logging mill on these

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. One
of the seven interpretive signs, "Asa Smith

Mission," describes the two years the mission-

ary spent trying to establish a mission near

here. The second sign, "Long Camp," refers

to the camp used by Lewis and Clark in the

spring of 1806 as they waited for the snow to

melt at Lolo Pass. These two signs were
moved from their original location across the

river from the actual sites for highway safety

reasons and to consolidate information and
interpretive signs in the area. The five other

signs provide wayfinding and activity orien-

tation to the Clearwater region. Visitors stop I

here, read the signs, and leave. There are no
resources to see, and there is nothing else to

do.

Land Use. The site is between U.S. Highway
12 and the Clearwater River. The town of Ka-

miah is across the river.

Operations and Partnerships. This site is cov-

ered by a memorandum of understanding

among the park, the Idaho Department of

Transportation, and the Idaho State Histori-

cal Society.

Alternatives— Asa Smith Mission and Lewis and Clark Long Camp

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

NPS would work with Idaho Same as 1, plus: NPS would Same as 2.

Department of Transportation work with landowner to

to correct wording and to conduct research; signs would
move signs if highway was be moved to correct location.

relocated; cultural resource

documentation would be

finished.

Previous page: Clearwater

Battlefieldfrom Stites Road,

Idaho.
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Environmental Consequences — Asa Smith Mission and Lewis and Clark Long Camp

Element Alternative 1: No Action
Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Industrial activity would continue

Resources to adversely affect the actual sites.

Improved historical information

would be recovered.

Same as 2.

Natural If signs were moved there could

Resources be impacts on natural resources,

but probably insignificant.

Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Visitors would receive more
Experience and accurate information.

Interpretation

Visitors would receive better

information at actual sites of

events.

Same as 2.
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CAMAS PRAIRIE

Description, Location, and Issues

Camas Prairie is interpreted at a highway
pullout on the north side of U.S. Highway 95,

about 6 miles south of Grangeville, Idaho. This

large prairie was a Nez Perce gathering place

where camas roots were harvested for thou-

sands of years. Several nontreaty bands gath-

ered at Tolo Lake in early June 1877 in antici-

pation of moving to the Nez Perce reserva-

tion. Several young Nez Perce people took

actions in response to the forced move that

precipitated the 1877 Nez Perce War.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The pullout is used as a truck stop; there

is traffic noise from U.S. 95; other

distractions are houses in the fore-

ground and a dumpster for residential

use.

• The sign does not give visitors a sense

of the size of Camas Prairie, nor does it

give information about the presence of

camas or biological information.

• Visitors are confused by the presence of

a stock pond visible directly ahead of

the sign, thinking it is Tolo Lake.

Alternatives— Camas Prairie

Alternative 1: No Action

Ownership of viewshed would
be determined; interpretation

would be revised; agreements

developed as needed.

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Same as 1, plus: pullout

redesigned so that large

vehicles would not block view;

NPS would try to influence

retention of landscape, view,

and vegetation not in public

ownership, especially camas
(implementation methods to

be included in land protection

plan).

Alternative 3: Actions
Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Same as 2.
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Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. Camas Prairie is a large

area, mostly privately owned, that extends

many miles between the Salmon and Clear-

water River drainages. Most of the area is agri-

cultural. Also see the writeup of the Tolo Lake

unit, which is at the west edge of Camas Prai-

rie.

Natural Resources. The pullout is at the south

edge of the prairie, where it begins to rise more

steeply toward a forested ridge. Most of the

prairie is cultivated, but patches of remnant

prairie vegetation may exist near the pullout.

A major resource of the area is the viewshed.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. The

sign, "Camas Prairie," explains that camas

was a traditional food of interior Northwest-

ern American Indians, points out Tolo Lake

in the distance, and mentions the outbreak of

the war of 1877.

Land Use. The surrounding land, mostly pri-

vately owned, is used primarily for agricul-

ture.

Operations and Partnerships. The sign and

the pullout are covered by a memorandum of

understanding among the park, the Idaho

Department of Transportation, and the Idaho

State Historical Society.

Camas Prairie, Upper Clearwater/White Bird Unit.

USGS Quad: Grangeville west, Idaho.

Environmental Consequences — Camas Prairie

Element Alternative 1: No Action
Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Development of agreements

Resources would help maintain viewshed in

its current state.

Broader land protection

strategy would help prevent

intrusion into viewshed.

Same as 2.

Natural No significant impacts.

Resources
Same as 1. Same as 1

.

Visitor Visitors would receive more
Experience and accurate information and know
Interpretation what camas looks like.

The ambiance of the interpretive

site would be improved.

Visitors would get a better view of

Camas Prairie.
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CANOE CAMP

Description, Location, and Issues Management Zoning

The Canoe Camp site is adjacent to the Clear-

water River, approximately 4 miles west of

Orofino, Idaho, along U.S. Highway 12. At this

site the Lewis and Clark expedition built five

canoes in September 1805.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The view is dominated by Dworshak

Reservoir.

• Across the highway are businesses with

large, colorful signs.

• Heavy traffic on U.S. 12 causes noise

intrusion.

The following management zones would be

established for Canoe Camp:

The historic zone would include most of the

2.65-acre site. This is the area where the

Nez Perce helped the Lewis and Clark

Expedition build five canoes in Septem-

ber 1805. The 0.25-mile interpretive trail,

the wayside exhibits, the full-size repro-

duction of a canoe like those built for

the expedition, and the picnic benches

are components of this area.

The development zone is made up of the 16-

car parking lot and the entrance road.

Alternatives— Canoe Camp

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

NPS would work with local

groups to participate in Lewis

and Clark bicentennial and to

increase local appreciation of

the site; orientation wayside

would be installed; time

capsule removed or refur-

bished; vegetative screening

would be developed and

maintained to separate site

from external developments.

Same as 1. Same as 1.

jji6 ,. jsj^m
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Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. At the Canoe Camp site

in September 1805 the Lewis and Clark expe-

dition constructed five canoes. The National

Park Service conducted an extensive archeo-

logical survey of the area in 1989-1991.

Natural Resources. The site itself is groomed

and maintained. Riparian vegetation is on the

north edge of the site, on the bank of the Clear-

water River. Riparian wildlife, including bald

eagles and osprey, frequent the area. Adjacent

to the site, but across the river, is the Dwor-

shak National Fish Hatchery, where steelhead

are primary species of concern.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. Four

wayside exhibits are spaced along a short

interpretive trail at the Canoe Camp site. Visi-

tor facilities available are a 16-space parking

lot, a drinking fountain, two picnic tables, a

hard-surfaced trail, and four benches along

the trail. A full-sized reproduction of a canoe

like those built for the expedition is exhibited.

This gives visitors an idea of the scale of the

canoes that were used for the expedition.

There is an old stone monument with a hole

in its side on the back side of the trail. The

hole once held a time capsule, but now it

seems only to confuse visitors.

Land Use. There are residences to the west,

commercial development across the highway

to the south, and a large fish hatchery across

the Clearwater River to the north.

Operations and Partnerships. The National

Park Service owns, manages, and maintains

this 2.65-acre site, which was completely re-

habilitated in 1993.

Canoe Camp, Upper Clearwater/White Bird Unit.

USGS Quad: Ahsahka, Idaho.

Environmental Consequences— Canoe Camp

Element
Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions Beyond

Requirements Minimum Requirements

Cultural

Resources

Site would remain stable and

protected; surrounding intrusions

would continue to be screened by

existing vegetation.

Same as 1. Same as 1.

Natural

Resources
No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor

Experience and
Interpretation

Visitors would be aware of other

nearby Nez Perce and Lewis and

Clark sites.

Same as 1. Same as 1.
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CLEARWATER
BATTLEFIELD

Description, Location, and Issues

The Clearwater Battlefield site is interpreted

at a roadside pullout on the west side of Idaho

Highway 13, approximately 2 miles south of

Stites, Idaho. The nearby battlefield site is as-

sociated with the 1877 Nez Perce War. In pur-

suit of the Nez Perce, General Howard met
the nontreaty bands at Clearwater Battlefield

on July 12, but he failed to subdue them.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The small pullout is on a heavily used

highway.

• Visitors cannot see the battlefield from

the wayside sign.

• The sign does not interpret the village

or the battle appropriately.

• Nothing brings visitors to the actual

battlefield.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. During the Nez Perce

War of 1877, most of the army movements of

the Clearwater Battle occurred on a broad pla-

teau immediately east and southeast of Stites.

Much of the battle area is now cultivated. The

Nez Perce occupied the ravines, which are

uncultivated land. The stone rifle pits and
barricades raised by the Nez Perce are still

present in a collapsed state, as is the smoking

lodge used by the old men at various stages

of the fighting. At least one Nez Perce burial

reportedly occurred on the site. A sense of the

large size of the battlefield has been retained

through modern agricultural use. The Nez
Perce village site is across the Clearwater River

from the present interpretive pullout.

Natural Resources. The battlefield and village

sites encompass a wide range of landforms

and habitats: the Clearwater River, a grassy

meadow at the river's edge, steep basaltic

Alternatives— Clearwater Battlefield

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

New research (such as Same as 1, plus: New wayside Same as 2.

information about village) site developed at overlook

would be incorporated into west of river on Stites Road;

interpretation; introductory directional signs installed on

sign text moved to a more roads and waysides near

appropriate location; NPS battlefield; access to battlefield

would continue working with provided for NPS interpreta-

landowners to protect village tion; battlefield and viewsheds

and battle site. from and to battlefield would

be protected (implementation

methods to be included in

land protection plan).
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bluffs and cliffs, and shrubby and forested

ravines leading up to the grassy plateau. Each

of these areas supports a wide variety of wild-

life and vegetation.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. The

Nez Perce village site is across the Clearwater

River from the sign, and the battlefield is on

Battle Ridge, a bench area above and behind

visitors who are reading the sign. The sign,

"Nez Perce War," gives a brief description of

the Clearwater Battle. The view of the Nez
Perce campsite across the Clearwater River is

obstructed by vegetation, and none of the

battlefield is visible from the sign. Visitors

could understand the battle better if they were

directed to an interpretive site where the en-

tire battlefield would be visible across the val-

ley.

Land Use. The level areas of the village site

and the battlefield are used for agriculture.

The two areas are divided by U.S. Highway
12, which runs at the base of cliffs on the west

side of the battlefield.

Operations and Partnerships. The property

owners have voluntarily provided protection

for the battlefield and village sites. The signs

at the pullout are covered by the memoran-

dum of understanding among the park, the

Idaho Department of Transportation, and the

Idaho State Historical Society.

Clearwater Battlefield retains much of its in-

tegrity. If the land use should appear likely to

change significantly the National Park Service

should provide protection comparable to that

afforded to other battlefield sites in the park.

This could be accomplished through the

acquisition of the site by easement or through

fee simple purchase on a willing-seller basis.

Environmental Consequences— Clearwater Battlefield

Element Alternative 1: No Action

Affected

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Protection of resources probably

Resources would continue as long as

ownership or owners' cooperative

attitudes did not change; any

change from agricultural land use

could result in intrusions on the

scene.

Formal agreements would
further protect sites and

viewsheds.

Same as 2.

Natural Some disturbed land owned by
Resources Idaho Department of Transporta-

tion would be converted to a

pullout for a relocated introduc-

tory sign.

Same as 1, plus: agricultural

land along Stites Road would be

converted to a pullout for a new
wayside.

Same as 2, plus: loss of a small

amount of grazing land to the

battlefield access trail and

waysides; trail-related erosion

could cause loss of a small amount
of soil.

Visitor Visitors would receive more
Experience and accurate information and better

Interpretation understand various battlefield

components; site used for inter-

pretation would be more condu-

cive to understanding battle.

Visitors would be able to find

different parts of battlefield easily

and have opportunity to learn

more about battle; could see most

of battlefield from one location and

understand the flow of battle's

action.

Visitors would have opportunity

to physically experience battlefield

site; information about battle not

limited by onsite media.
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COTTONWOOD
SKIRMISHES
SITE

Description, Location, and Issues

The Cottonwood Skirmishes Site is inter-

preted at a 1-acre highway rest stop that is

about 2 miles south of Cottonwood, Idaho, on

the east side of U.S. Highway 95. This site con-

sists of state interpretive signs and a cast con-

crete marker, a chamber of commerce orien-

tation sign, and a few picnic tables. The skir-

mish sites associated with the Nez Perce War
of 1877 adjoin the Cottonwood community.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The relationship between the sign and

events is unclear.

• Some of the wording on the sign is in-

appropriate.

• There is no map to indicate where the

events occurred.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. The actual skirmish sites

are on private lands, mostly in agricultural

use, near the community of Cottonwood. No
resources at the site link it to the skirmishes,

which occurred in the days after the White

Bird battle.

Natural Resources. The rest area is paved,

with islands ofmowed grasses. The area is sur-

rounded by cultivated land.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation: The

sign, "Nez Perce War" gives a brief account

of the Cottonwood Skirmishes, detailing army
casualties and giving the impression that the

Nez Perce went directly to Montana after these

skirmishes.

Land Use. The land use is mainly agricultural.

Operations and Partnerships. The sign at the

rest area is covered by a memorandum of
|

understanding among the park, the Idaho

Department of Transportation, and the Idaho

State Historical Society.

Alternatives— Cottonwood Skirmishes Site

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Interpretation would be

improved; sites where events

happened would be marked;

special tours offered; bro-

Same as 1, plus: if a more
appropriate site was found,

interpretation would be

moved; NPS would work with

Same as 2.

chures created; cooperative

agreements developed to

protect sites of important

events.

Idaho Department of Trans-

portation and others to

upgrade present location to a

full-service rest area; strategies

developed to protect features

and viewsheds (implementa-

tion methods to be included in

land protection plan).
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Cottonwood Skirmishes Site, Upper Clearwater/White Bird Unit.

USGS Quads: Cottonwood, Keuterville, Idaho.

Environmental Consequences— Cottonwood Skirmishes Site

PROPOSED ACTION
Element Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Affected Requirements Minimum Requirements

Cultural No direct threats at this time, but Resources and viewsheds Same as 2.

Resources continued development in the

area probably would adversely

affect the historic scene and could

disturb or destroy remnants of the

sites of historic events.

would be better protected by

implementation of land

protection strategies.

Natural No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Resources

Visitor Visitors would receive more Detailed way-finding orientation Same as 2.

Experience and accurate information, have to park sites available; visitors

Interpretation opportunity to relate story to

actual locations of events; guided

tours would make it possible to

experience the flow of events as

they happened.

would get more background

information on Nez Perce culture

and history.
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EAST KAMIAH /

HEART OF THE
MONSTER

Description, Location, and Issues

East Kamiah is the location of the Heart of the

Monster, a rock formation said to represent

the heart of a monster in an important Nez
Perce legend. The site is approximately 53

acres of NPS-owned land 2 miles upstream

from a bridge across the Clearwater River in

Kamiah, Idaho. Most of the property is be-

tween U.S. Highway 12 and the river, but

about 9 acres across the highway abuts the

privately owned Lewis and Clark RV park.

This site was a major prehistoric and historic

Nez Perce crossing point of the Clearwater

River. The nontreaty Nez Perce forded the

Clearwater at this location during the 1877

war. The McBeth House and the First Indian

Presbyterian Church are 1 mile south of the

Heart of the Monster. These two buildings are

associated with the increased missionary ac-

tivity among the Nez Perce during the 1870s.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The cultural information beyond the

legend is not interpreted.

• Legends may not be reported accu-

rately.

• The road may be relocated to straighten

a curve.

• There is no orientation and nothing to

attract visitors or to acquaint them with

the entire park.

Management Zoning

The following management zones would be

established for East Kamiah / Heart of the

Monster:

The historic zone would contain the

Nez Perce legendary geologic features

the "Heart of the Monster" and the

"Liver of the Monster," along with the

interpretive trail and the semicircle of

seating. The First Indian Presbyterian

Church and the McBeth House could

become part of this zone if they were

added to the site.

In the development zone would be a

paved entrance loop with parking for 8

vehicles, a restroom, a bulletin board

with park information, picnic tables,

and the interpretive shelter.

Alternatives— East Kamiah / Heart of the Monster

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Visitor information and site Same as 1, plus: diversity of Same as 2.

map signs would be revised; interpretive information

programs developed to increased on the basis of

increase community "owner- nearby resources; visitor

ship" of site; vegetation contact facility added;

management plan developed; surrounding scenic values

site plans developed to protect would be protected (imple-

viewshed and shoreline; NPS mentation methods to be

would work with Idaho included in land protection

Department of Transportation plan).

on road realignment and with

community on realignment of

walking path; agreements

developed with local law

enforcement agencies to have

them patrol site.
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Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. This legend site has ma-

jor cultural significance. Other resources in-

clude a major crossing point or ford of the

Clearwater River that has extensive pre-Eu-

ropean and historic use. Part of a well-estab-

lished Nez Perce trail system, the ford figured

in the 1877 war. The McBeth House is approxi-

mately 1 mile south of the Heart of the Mon-
ster on U.S. Highway 12. It has not been des-

ignated as a park site; however, technical as-

sistance for preserving the structure has been

provided in the past. Preliminary discussions

have taken place between the National Park

Service and the First Indian Presbyterian

Church to designate the McBeth House as a

park site. The site represents a significant link

to the allotment period.

Natural Resources. The site has been exten-

sively grazed and farmed. The vegetation is

almost entirely normative, and noxious weeds
dominate approximately 20% of the site. Un-

til recently, grazing of livestock (horses) has

been allowed on the northern and eastern

parts of the site under special use permits.

Some vegetation on the site is used for hay or

cut to reduce fire fuel load. There is some
manicured lawn.

The riparian corridor along the Clearwater

River is composed of cottonwood and exotic

black locust, with some willow understory.

This area provides habitat for a large variety

of bird species. Coldwater and anadromous

fish run in the Clearwater River.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. An
interpretive shelter with two exhibits also of-

fers an audio program to give background

information on the role of legends in Nez
Perce culture and tell a part of the "Coyote

and the Monster" legend in Nez Perce and in

English. A short trail leads to the Heart of the

Monster formation, where a small semicircle

of seating is available. The site has been des-

ignated by the state of Idaho as a "watchable

wildlife" site.

The site is well signed and easy to find. There

is a paved entrance loop with parking for eight

cars. Available visitor facilities are restrooms,

a bulletin board with park information, a wa-
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ter fountain, picnic tables, the interpretive

shelter, and two short trails, one to the inter-

pretive shelter and a loop trail that goes out

to the heart of the monster formation. Cultural

demonstrations and evening programs are

available at East Kamiah.

Land Use. The surrounding land is used for a

mixture of agricultural, residential, and small

commercial concerns. The 325-unit Lewis and
Clark RV Park, just across the highway from

the site, is one of the largest private camp-
grounds in Idaho. Its expansion, together with

the construction of a motel and residential

housing in recent years, has encroached on the

eastern part of the site.

Operations and Partnerships. The Kamiah
community has expressed an interest in devel-

oping a walking path from Kamiah to the site.

The path would run between the boundary

and U.S. Highway 12.

There are two small maintenance sheds and a

well house on the site. A development plan

for the site was never fully implemented be-

cause of lack of funding.

Environmental Consequences— East Kamiah / Heart of the Monster

Element Alternative 1: No Action

Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Cultural resources would continue

Resources to be stable and protected;

additional development in vicinity

would increase visual intrusions.

Scenic values would be

protected.

Same as 2.

Natural No significant impacts.

Resources
Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Visitors would be better able to

Experience and use site's facilities; more visitors

Interpretation would benefit from interpretive

media.

Visitors could learn more about

site's significance in Nez Perce

culture and history, would have

access to more detailed way-

finding orientation to park; visitors

could learn more about Nez Perce

culture and history.

Same as 2.

Socio-economic No significant impacts.

Environment
Added visitor contact station

would increase visitation and

length of stay; construction

activities and increased length of

stay would bring short-term and

long-term benefits to the local

community.

Same as 2.
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East Kamiah/Heart of the Monster, Upper Clearwater/

White Bird Unit.

USGS Quads: Kamiah, Kooskia, Idaho.
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LOLO TRAIL
AND LOLO PASS

Description, Location, and Issues

Lolo Trail is about 100 miles long, roughly

from Weippe to beyond Lolo Pass (which is

on the Idaho-Montana border). From Lolo,

Montana, to a few miles west of Lolo Pass,

the trail closely follows U.S. Highway 12. It

then follows the high mountain ridges north

of the highway for more than 80 miles, even-

tually descending to the Weippe Prairie near

Weippe, Idaho. The corridor of this trail and

pass contain significant ethnographic, archeo-

logical, and historic resources associated with

Nez Perce use during buffalo hunts as well as

during the Nez Perce War of 1877. In addi-

tion, Lewis and Clark followed this pathway
during their expedition.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• There is no cooperative agreement on

the Montana side of the pass.

• Interpretation at the Lolo Pass visitor

center could be expanded to make pub-

lic aware of Nez Perce National Histori-

cal Park.

• Logging takes place in this area.

• Signs are sometimes intrusive.

Alternatives

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. Lolo Trail, a national his-

toric landmark, encompasses the Nez Perce

National Historic Trail and the Lewis and
Clark National Historic Trail. Known as the

Buffalo Trail in ancient times, this trail was

Lolo Trail and Lolo Pass, Upper Clearwater/White Bird Unit.

USGS 1:250,000: Hamilton, Montana and Idaho.
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used by the Nez Perce and the U.S. Cavalry

in the 1877 war. The Lolo Motorway closely

paralleling the Buffalo Trail, was built by the

Civilian Conservation Corps in the 1930s. The

entire Lolo corridor contains significant eth-

nographic, archeological, and historic re-

sources. Although much of the area has been

maintained as pristine forest, from higher

viewpoints along the trail corridor can be seen

areas where clearcuts and other timbering

activities have intruded into the scene.

Natural Resources. The Lolo Trail, in the Bit-

terroot Mountains, passes through various

forested montane ecozones and a variety of

habitats. Timber and water are significant re-

sources along the entire trail corridor. Recre-

ation opportunities, natural quiet, and high

air quality are important resources along this

trail. Wildlife is also abundant.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. A log

building at Lolo Pass houses a Forest Service

visitor center with two interpretive signs in

the parking lot. Inside is an exhibit area with

nine flat panel exhibits, an information desk,

and a book sales area. Two of the exhibits in-

terpret the history of the Lolo Trail; three more
discuss the Nez Perce.
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Land Use. The area within 0.25 mile to 1 mile

on either side of the trail is designated a na-

tional historic landmark and is managed by

the Forest Service. The current forest plan for

Clearwater National Forest includes restrict

tive visual quality objectives for the trail.

Much logging has taken place in the eastern

part of the trail, since it is checkered with pri-l

vate land. There has been little or no logging 1

]

on the western part of the trail. Recreational

activities in the area are hunting, motoring,

camping, and horseback riding.

Operations and Partnerships. The Lolo Trail

Corridor is managed by Clearwater National

Forest in Idaho and Lolo National Forest in

Montana. A cooperative agreement between!

the National Park Service and Clearwaterl

National Forest covers 27 important cultural

sites in the corridor.

Alternatives— Lolo Trail and Lolo Pass

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Efforts would be made to

ensure consistency in NPS and

Forest Service interpretation;

interpretation at Lolo pass

expanded to orient visitors to

entire park; NPS would work
with Forest Service to manage
and preserve resources;

preservation/ protection

alternative in forest plans

supported; agreements

developed for Montana side.

Same as 1. Same as 1.
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Environmental Consequences — Lolo Trail and Lolo Pass

PROPOSED ACTION
Element Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Affected Requirements Minimum Requirements

Cultural Partnership with Clearwater Same as 1. Same as 1.

Resources National Forest would continue

protection of resources; an

agreement with Lolo National

Forest would protect important

cultural sites in Montana; views-

hed protection would be empha-

sized to prevent further intrusions

into the scene.

Natural No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Resources

Visitor Visitors would receive consistent Same as 1

.

Same as 1.

Experience and interpretation; would be aware of

Interpretation opportunity to expand their

experience of Nez Perce culture

and history in other park loca-

tions.
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LOOKING
GLASS CAMP

Description, Location, and Issues

The Looking Glass Camp is interpreted at an

Idaho state pullout on the North side of the

Middle Fork of the Clearwater River off U.S.

Highway 12, 3 miles east of Kooskia, Idaho.

A small U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

(USFWS) fish hatchery occupies the village

site where the U.S. Army attacked the Look-

ing Glass band during the 1877 Nez Perce War.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The narrow pullout is on a noisy,

heavily used highway.

• The sign interpretation available does

not include the story of the Nez Perce

continuum.

• There is nothing to draw visitors to the

actual site of the camp.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. The small USFWS fish

hatchery occupies the village site of Looking

Glass's camp. The University of Idaho exca-

vated parts of the site in 1993; the collection is

currently stored at the university. The site has

been severely altered by the construction of

roads, the fish hatchery, and other modern
modifications.

Natural Resources. The pullout, which is be-

tween U.S. Highway 12 and the Middle Fork

of the Clearwater River, is probably on fill as-

sociated with road construction. The village

site, on the delta at the confluence of Clear

Creek and the river, is modified riparian.

There is habitat for a wide range of plants and

wildlife.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. An
interpretive sign, "Looking Glass," briefly de-

scribes the incident that brought Looking

Glass and his band into the 1877 war. There

are no resources at this sign that are associ-

ated with the story, and there is heavy traffic

passing the narrow pullout. The actual village

site is across the river, at the mouth of Clear

Creek. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service plans

to create an interpretive nature trail at the

mouth of Clear Creek.

Land Use. Most of the surrounding land is
j

heavily forested, interspersed with occasional

residences.

Operations and Partnerships. The U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service operates the fish hatch-

ery and the interpretive trail. No agreements

about this area exist between the National

Park Service and the Wildlife Service.

Alternatives — Looking Glass Camp

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action

NPS would continue working

with local citizens on a visitor

information center at junction

of U.S. 12 and Idaho 13; NPS
would work with USFWS
through an agreement on trail

and interpretation, helping to

expand interpretation into Nez
Perce continuum; efforts made
to preserve viewshed and

remnants of occupational site

(implementation methods to

be included in land protection

plan).

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Same as 1. Same as 1.
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Looking Glass Camp, Upper Clearwater/White Bird Unit
USGS Quad: Kooskia, Idaho.

Environmental Consequences— Looking Glass Camp

PROPOSED ACTION
Element Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Affected Requirements Minimum Requirements

Cultural Viewshed and remnants of site Same as 1. Same as 1

.

Resources would be protected.

Natural Planned trail would cause loss of Same as 1. Same as 1.

Resources a small amount of riparian

habitat with some soil that

supports grasses; use of trail

would somewhat disturb

waterfowl that use the area.

Visitor Visitors' experience expanded to Same as 1. Same as 1

.

Experience and include broader elements of Nez
Interpretation Perce culture and history; visitors

would be aware of opportunity to

expand experience at other park

locations and Forest Service

locations; ability to find park

locations along Clearwater River

would be enhanced.
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MUSSELSHELL
MEADOW
Description, Location, and Issues

Musselshell Meadow is 10 miles east of

Weippe, Idaho, on Forest Road 100. The Nez
Perce name Sew'issnime (Sa-w'ees-ne-ma),

meaning mussel and tributary, or Musselshell

Meadow drainage, has been suggested for this

site. The federally owned site is managed by
the Forest Service, and there is a cooperative

agreement between the Forest Service and the

National Park Service. For thousands of years

this area has been a traditional gathering place

where the Nez Perce harvested camas roots.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• This remote site is difficult to find.

• The Forest Service plans a number of

interpretive projects including a

watchable wildlife trailhead and mark-

ing the west end of the Nez Perce (Nee-

Me-Poo) National Historic Trail over the

Bitterroot Mountains.

• There is potential for inappropriate de-

velopment.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. For many generations,

Nez Perce have come here to dig camas bulbs.

There has been little disturbance from activi-

ties, and visual integrity is high.

Natural Resources. Natural resources are

those typical for a damp, grassy meadow and

conifer forest in this ecozone. There are rela-

tively few normative plant species. A valuable

resource is the camas lily, which served as a

primary food source to the Nez Perce and is

still dug each year. Other valuable resources

are visual integrity to the surrounding scene,

natural quiet, and air quality.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. Visi-

tors stop at a gravel-surfaced pullout and walk

Alternatives— Musselshell Meadow

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action

NPS would continue working

with Forest Service on
interpretation for this and

nearby projects, and agree-

ment would be formalized; in

cooperation with FS and Nez
Perce Tribe, meadow and

scene maintained in natural

setting; traditional uses

documented and continued.

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Same as 1.
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a short trail to a wayside exhibit that looks

out onto the meadow. Although there is a For-

est Service facility on the other side of the

meadow, visitors can still get a feel for what a

wild camas meadow is like. The wayside ex-

hibit, "Camas," describes camas roots as an

important food source of the Nez Perce and

includes a graphic of a pit oven and a descrip-

tion of how it was used to bake camas. Good
wildlife viewing is also available.

Land Use. Most of the vicinity is forested and

is used for forest products and recreation.

Restrictive visual quality objectives are set

forth in the Clearwater Forest Plan for the

Musselshell Meadow, which is listed on the

National Register of Historic Places.

Operations and Partnerships. The site is in

the Clearwater National Forest, and there is a

cooperative agreement between the Forest
1 Service and the National Park Service regard-

ing the management of this site.

Proposed Site Bound
in

Jft-?

x* Wayside

J£ Parking

Musselshell Meadow, Upper Clearwater/White Bird Unit.

USGS Quads: Musselshell, Brown Creek Rjdge, Idaho.

»-&

Environmental Consequences— Musselshell Meadow

Element
Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions Beyond

Requirements Minimum Requirements

Cultural

Resources

Meadow and scene would be kept

in current condition; traditional

uses would continue.

Same as 1. Same as 1.

Natural

Resources
No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor

Experience and
Interpretation

Visitors would have more
opportunities for interpretation in

immediate area; interpretive

messages from NPS and FS would

be consistent.

Same as 1. Same as 1.
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PIERCE
COURTHOUSE

Description, Location, and Issues

The Pierce Courthouse, the first public build-

ing in Idaho, is one block off Main Street

(Idaho Highway 11) in Pierce, Idaho. A way-

side exhibit summarizes the impact of gold

mining on the Nez Perce. Eight panels inside

the courthouse detail the area's history. This

log building symbolizes the area's mining his-

tory and its impact on the Nez Perce peoples.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• There is no tie-in with other sites of Nez

Perce National Historical Park except in

the park brochure.

• The site is hard to find because of its

location off main street.

• The site offers an opportunity to tell

about the effects of logging on the Nez

Perce homeland.

• Some of the interpretive exhibits in the

courthouse need repair.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. The 20' x 40' log build-

ing with board and batten veneer was rehabili-

tated in 1990. Although its original context

may no longer exist, it is situated among a

number of other suitably scaled mining town
structures.
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Alternatives— Pierce Courthouse

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action

NPS would coordinate with

Idaho State Historical Society

and Pierce Historical Society to

upgrade interpretation; efforts

would be made to get Idaho

Department of Transportation

sign removed or replaced with

a directional sign; NPS would
continue to provide technical

assistance with preservation as

needed; agreements would be

retained.

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Same as 1. Same as 1.
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Natural Resources. The courthouse sits on a

grassy lot in a small mountain town.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. Pierce

Courthouse is difficult to find because it is

hidden away from the town's main street. The

building is open on request and on summer
weekends. The wayside exhibit on the outside

of the courthouse, "Shoshone County Court-

house, 1862," briefly summarizes the impact

of gold mining on the Nez Perce. Mining led

to the reduction of their reservation through

the treaty of 1863. Eight panels inside the

courthouse detail the area's history A large

interpretive sign at the north end of Pierce

gives a brief history of the building.

Land Use. The site, which is across the street

from a small community park, is surrounded

on three sides by residential development.

Operations and Partnerships. The staff and

volunteers of the adjacent Pierce Historical

Society Logging Museum operate the court-

house building under a long-standing

cooperative agreement with Idaho State His-

torical Society. The contract provides for main-

tenance and interpretation.

-"7

Pierce Courthouse, Upper Clearwater/White Bird Unit.

USGS Quad: Pierce, Idaho.

Environmental Consequences — Pierce Courthouse

Element
Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions Beyond

Requirements Minimum Requirements

Cultural

Resources

Building would continue to be in

stable condition.

Same as 1 . Same as 1

.

Natural

Resources
No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor

Experience and
Interpretation

Visitors would be able to find site

more easily; interpretive experi-

ence would be enhanced by new
and renovated exhibits.

Same as 1. Same as 1.
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TOLO LAKE

Description, Location, and Issues

Tolo Lake, a shallow lake covering about 35

acres, is the largest natural water body on the

Camas Prairie. The lake, 6 miles west of

Grangeville, Idaho, is accessible via several

unpaved section roads from U.S. Highway 95.

The Nez Perce peoples camped at Tolo Lake

for thousands of years to harvest camas roots

from the surrounding Camas Prairie.

Several nontreaty bands gathered here on June

2, 1877 in preparation for moving to the Nez
Perce reservation. Angered by the forced

move, several young Nez Perce decided to

take revenge on some white men who had

killed some of their people. As a result of this

action and a second raid two days later, the

1877 Nez Perce War began. There are no in-

terpretive media at the site, but more than half

of the interpretive sign for Camas Prairie is

occupied by discussion of Tolo Lake's con-

nection to the beginning of the war.

Significant remains of Pleistocene mammoth
and prehistoric bison were excavated from the

lake in 1994.

Alternatives— Tolo Lake

The issues for this site are as follows:

• No interpretation is offered at this site.

• The site has significant connections to

the 1877 war, but also to the long-term

Nez Perce continuum.

• There are concerns about local traffic.

• The National Park Service does not

have any cooperative agreements with

owners of adjacent property.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. The Nez Perce name for

Tolo Lake is Tepahlewam (Split Rocks). The

lake, which is just east of Rocky Canyon, is an

ancient rendezvous site the Nez Perce used

for gathering foods such as camas root and

for meeting with neighboring bands. Rocky

Canyon was part of a transportation network

in the area, connecting with the Salmon River

and Snake River drainages. Most of the

nontreaty Nez Perce camped here on June 2,

1877, just before hostilities erupted.

Although wheat fields have replaced the ca-

mas meadows, Tolo Lake and its vicinity re-

main otherwise largely unencumbered by
development. The sweeping perspectives

across the high prairies retain a clear sense of

the historic and prehistoric landscape. There

are several archeological sites around the lake.

Alternative 1: No Action

NPS would offer technical

assistance in interpretation to

interested local groups; would
work with Idaho Department

of Fish and Game and local

property owners to retain

status quo in Fish and Game
development of site; direc-

tional signs to lake from major

highways provided; coopera-

tive agreement with Fish and

Game would be retained

agreements with others would

be developed.

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Same as 1, plus: interpretive

materials and waysides would

be developed to include full

range of events and resources,

including camas prairie and

canyon; NPS would promote

preservation of wider area of

prairie and canyon; NPS
would support reestablish-

ment of traditional uses;

would cooperate with Idaho

Department of Fish and Game
and others to prevent en-

croachment on site (implemen-

tation methods to be included

in land protection plan).

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Same as 2.
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Natural Resources. Tolo Lake is a natural lake )
that has been enhanced to provide habitat for

fish and waterfowl.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. There

are no interpretive media at the site, but more

than half of the interpretive sign for Camas
Prairie on U.S. 95 is used to discuss Tolo Lake's

connection to the beginning of the Nez Perce

War of 1877. Historically, people have come

to Tolo Lake to hunt and fish, an activity pro-

moted by the Idaho Department of Fish and

Game. Many visitors came in 1994 to see the

excavation of significant Pleistocene mam-
moth and prehistoric bison fossils from the

bottom of the lake. These remains were dis-

covered when the lake was drained and

dredged to improve fish habitat. To date, there

has been no evidence of direct association of

ancient humans with these remains.

Land Use. The site is owned by Idaho Depart-

ment of Fish and Game and is surrounded by

privately owned agricultural land.

Operations and Partnerships. The National

Park Service has a cooperative agreement with

Idaho Department of Fish and Game to work
cooperatively to include Nez Perce interpre-

tation as part of any site planning and devel-

opment activities. The manager of the White

Bird Unit also has worked with the state and

with citizens regarding the interpretation of

the paleontological finds.

Proposed Site

Boundary
(existing Idaho

Department of Fisn~8r—

Game boundary)

Tolo Lake, Upper Clearwater/White Bird Unit.

USGS Quad: Grangeville West, Idaho.

Environmental Consequences— Tolo Lake

Element Alternative 1: No Action
Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Resources in immediate vicinity of

Resources Tolo Lake would be protected.

Resources at Tolo Lake, in the

broader Camas Prairie, and in

Rocky Canyon would be

protected.

Same as 2.

Natural No significant impacts.

Resources
Same as 1. Same as 1

.

Visitor Visitors would have more
Experience and opportunities for interpretation.

Interpretation

Visitors would be able to gain

better understanding of site's

significance to Nez Perce culture

and history and site's connection

to nearby sites; would be aware of

opportunities to experience nearby

related sites.

Same as 2.
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WEIPPE PRAIRIE

Description, Location, and Issues

Weippe Prairie is a swath of camas prairie

trending northwest to southeast. The town of

Weippe is situated within this swath along

Idaho Highway 11. The site is a traditional

gathering place where the Nez Perce har-

vested camas root, socialized, and worshiped

for thousands of years. Lewis and Clark made
their first contact with the Nez Perce at this

site in 1805. This national historic landmark

is also associated with the 1877 Nez Perce War;

the nontreaty bands held a council on this

prairie following the Clearwater Battle.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• Directions to "actual site" are confus-

ing.

• Interpretive signs focus on Lewis and

Clark, downplaying the long-term Nez

Perce use and the assistance the Nez

Perce gave to Lewis and Clark.

• Further cooperative agreements are

needed for the maintenance of the sign

at the meeting site, which was fabricated

and installed on private land by the For-

est Service.

Alternatives— Weippe Prairie

Alternative 1: No Action

Interpretation would be

expanded beyond Lewis and

Clark's meeting the Nez Perce

to include story of Nez Perce

continuum; directional signs to

site improved; research

conducted to identify critical

resources.

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Same as 1, plus: strategy

would be developed to

protect site and viewshed

(implementation methods to

be included in land protec-

tion plan).

Alternative 3:

Actions Beyond
Minimum
Requirements

Same as 2.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. This is the place where

Lewis and Clark first met Nez Perce people

in 1805. On this prairie in 1877 the nontreaty

bands held a council after the Clearwater

battle to form a strategy. This prairie was one

of the many places where bands of the Nez
Perce gathered to obtain and preserve root

foods, hunt, worship, gamble, race horses, and

socialize. Although there are now intrusions

from cultivation and grazing, roads, fences,

powerlines, and agricultural and residential

structures, a sense of the openness of the prai-

rie can be obtained. Archeological values are

potentially high. The Nez Perce name for this

site is Uyayp (O-o-yipe).

Natural Resources. This former camas prai-

rie is now given over primarily to cultivation

and grazing. Its natural integrity has not been

determined. It extends from the edge of the

Clearwater River Canyon to the foothills of

the Bitterroot Mountains.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation: Two
roadside signs are seen at a pullout as one

drives along U.S. Highway 12 from Greer to-

ward the town of Weippe. Small directional

signs lead to another sign on a section road

southeast of Weippe. All signs focus on the

Lewis and Clark Expedition.

Land Use. The land in this area is used for

agriculture, with some urban development in

the town of Weippe.

Operations and Partnerships. The roadside

sign just west of Weippe is covered by a

memorandum of understanding among the

National Park Service, the Idaho Department

of Transportation, and the Idaho State Histori-

cal Society. The sign at the meeting site was

fabricated and installed on private land by the

Forest Service. Further cooperative agree-

ments are needed for its maintenance. The

prairie itself is privately owned.
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Weippe Prairie, Upper Clearwater/White Bird Unit.

USGS Quads: Weippe South, Weippe North, Idaho.

______J

Environmental Consequences— Weippe Prairie

Element Alternative 1: No Action
Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Cultural resources would remain

Resources unidentified and unprotected.

Resources and viewsheds

would be better protected.

Same as 2.

Natural No significant impacts.

Resources
Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Visitors could easily find site;

Experience and would better understand site's

Interpretation significance to Nez Perce culture

and history.

Same as 1. Same as 1.
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WEIS
ROCKSHELTER

Description, Location, and Issues

Weis Rockshelter is an archeological site that

was inhabited by Nez Perce peoples from
more than 8,000 years ago until about 600

years ago. It is named for the amateur
archeologists who excavated and then back-

filled it in 1962. The site is about 8 miles south

of Cottonwood, Idaho, along the Graves Creek

road, 7 miles west and south of U.S. Highway
95.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The site is difficult to find.

• The wayside exhibit is irrelevant and

inaccurate; understanding what the site

is about is difficult.

• The area is overgrown and in need of

maintenance.

• The archeology related to the area is

outdated; analysis of the collection and

notes is needed.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. Weis Rockshelter is an

archeological site that was inhabited from a

period of more than 8,000 years ago until

about 600 years ago. The artifacts unearthed

by the amateur archaeologists named Weis are

stored at the University of Idaho.

Alternatives— Weis Rockshelter

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Directional signs would be Same as 1, plus: pullout would Same as 2.

improved, interpretive

information corrected; sign at

be revised to remove cars from

resource and allow visitors to

Cottonwood rest area possibly

removed; interpretation of the

appreciate site more; artifacts

from excavations restudied;

continuum would be included

(for example, route from

strategies developed to protect

viewshed and road from

Camas Prairie to canyon); NPS
would work with Keuterville

encroachment (implementa-

tion methods to be included in

Highway District to protect

site.

land protection plan).
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Natural Resources. The site is 3.5 miles from

the Salmon River in a steep, narrow drainage.

There are steep grassy slopes above the creek

across the road. There may be seeps or springs

associated with the cliff or the rockshelter,

since there is a dense, lush thicket of vegeta-

tion at the site.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. Find-

ing the site requires driving several miles on

secondary roads. Parking is available for two

to four cars. The experience at the site has been

described as disappointing. There is one way-

side exhibit and a small opening in a basaltic

cliff. The wayside exhibit briefly discusses the

excavation of the shelter, the ancient Nez
Perce, historic Nez Perce housing, and some

of the kinds of projectile points found at this

site. It is difficult to imagine the original shel-

ter.

Land Use. The few wide portions of this nar-

row canyon are used for ranching structures

and facilities.

Operations and Partnerships. The site is

owned by the Keuterville Highway District.

There is a cooperative agreement for its inter-

pretation.

'i \

Weis Rockshelter, Upper Clearwater/White Bird Unit.

USGS Quad: Fenn, Idaho.

Environmental Consequences— Weis Rockshelter

Element Alternative l:No Action

Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural No impacts.

Resources

Making more information about

occupation of this site available

would improve understanding

of Nez Perce cultural con-

tinuum; viewshed would be

protected.

Same as 2.

Natural No significant impacts.

Resources
Same as 1; revision of pullout

could cause some impacts.

Same as 2.

Visitor Visitors would find site more
Experience and easily and receive more accurate

Interpretation information; would gain better

understanding of site's signifi-

cance to Nez Perce culture and

history; would be aware of site's

connection to nearby sites.

Site's ambiance would be im-

proved.

Same as 2.
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WHITE BIRD
BATTLEFIELD

Description, Location, and Issues

The first battle of the Nez Perce War was
fought at White Bird Battlefield on June 17,

1877. The battlefield is about 15 miles south

of Grangeville, Idaho, between U.S. Highway
95 and the old White Bird Grade, near the

town of White Bird, Idaho. There is a large

pullout area along U.S. 95, and an interpre-

tive shelter overlooks the battlefield. Exhibit

panels inside the shelter contain descriptions

of events leading up to the battle and the U.S.

Army and Nez Perce perspectives of the battle.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• Members of the local community have

unfulfilled expectations about the

development of this site.

• The interpretive shelter is on a busy,

noisy highway.

• Vegetation and grazing need better

management.

• The interpretation emphasizes the

battle; the Nez Perce cultural continuum

is not interpreted.

Management Zoning

The following management zones would be

established for White Bird Battlefield:

The historic zone would include the actual

battlefield site. It would be delimited by

White Bird Creek to the southeast, the

park boundary that is parallel and just

east of U.S. 95, the auto tour route and

park boundary to the west, and Poa

Saddle to the north.

The development zone would cover the pull-

out and interpretive shelter and the

signs adjacent to U.S. 95, the auto tour

route, and the battlefield wayside ex-

hibit.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. The site is approximately

1,245 acres of sloping topography that retains

much of the appearance it probably had in

1877. There are excellent views across the

battlefield to the distance, with minor intru-

sions from ranch and residential structures

and associated features such as roads and

fences. Some features are present from subse-

quent settlement. Past agricultural and graz-

ing practices, including an irrigation ditch,

have adversely affected the historic scene.

There are numerous archeological sites and a
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few abandoned homestead remnants. A cul-

tural landscape report is underway for a

homestead site that was the location of the

Nez Perce village along White Bird Creek.

Natural Resources. Originally an area of

highly sloping grassland and shrub ravines,

the battlefield has undergone extensive veg-

etative change through human intervention.

Grazing of livestock in the area has reduced

the shrub component from ravines, and nox-

ious normative plants have invaded the area

extensively. The National Park Service has

replanted about 170 acres with native species

in an effort to return the cultural landscape of

the battlefield to something closer to its his-

toric appearance. Dormant season livestock

grazing has recently been discontinued.

White Bird Creek runs along the southeast

border of the park with an associated cotton-

wood riparian zone. There are wetlands in

several areas of the NPS-owned part of the

battlefield that provide habitat for a variety

of amphibians, reptiles, and migratory water-

fowl and serve as sources of water for deer,

badgers and other wildlife. High water qual-

ity is an important resource. The extensive

grasslands provide habitat for golden eagles,

red-tailed hawks, coyotes, rattlesnakes, and a

wide variety of other wildlife. The viewshed

from anywhere on the site is spectacular.

rive shelter on U.S. Highway 95 that overlooks

the battlefield. Interpretive panels inside the

shelter contain discussions of the battle from

the perspectives of the Nez Perce and the U.S.

Army. Another panel tells about the events

leading up to the battle at White Bird and in-

troduces the treaties of 1855 and 1863, and one

panel discusses the immediate aftermath of

the Nez Perce victory Noise from U.S. 95 in-

trudes significantly into the visitor experience

at the shelter and at the battlefield.

Visitors can take an auto tour around the

battlefield. There are designated stops keyed

to a brochure that provides information about

the battle. This allows visitors to see the battle-

field from different perspectives. An interpre-

tive trail leads visitors onto the battlefield from

the road along White Bird Creek, where the

battle can be interpreted from that perspec-

tive.

Land Use. The surrounding land is used for

agriculture. Some parcels with scenic views

are being subdivided for residential develop-

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. Most
of the formal interpretation at this site takes

place at a large pullout area and an interpre-

Alternatives— White Bird Battlefield

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

"Auto tour" would be contin-

ued; NPS would improve

interpretive trail and pedestrian

access; Nez Perce cultural

continuum would be inter-

preted; vegetation management
plan upgraded; NPS would
conduct detailed documenta-

tion and assessment of natural

and cultural resources.

Same as 1, plus: highway

overlook would be made into

"portal" introducing visitors

to park as a whole and the

entire Nez Perce story; shelter

and overlook site redeveloped

to reduce noise; additional

agreements and easements

pursued to expand protection

of scenic values (implementa-

tion methods to be included in

land protection plan).

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Same as 2, plus: staffed visitor

contact facility added;

partnerships with community
encouraged; guided interpre-

tation would be offered.

DRAFT General Management Plan
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merit. The town of White Bird is approxi-

mately 0.5 mile away.

Operations and Partnerships. There are two

short service access roads and traces of sev-

eral abandoned roads within the fenced site.

The Old White Bird Grade runs on the east

side of the battlefield, and U.S. Highway 95

runs on the west side. The old grade is main-

tained as an alternate route. The battlefield

boundaries, established in 1965, included ap-

proximately 1,900 acres. The NPS owns ap-

proximately 1,245 acres and holds scenic ease-

ments on 655 acres more. A few parcels of land

within the boundary are owned by either the

state of Idaho by private landowners.

Environmental Consequences— White Bird Battlefield

Element Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Affected Requirements

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Additional access to battlefield Same as 1, plus: protection of

Resources could lead to vandalism; detailed scenic values would be ex-

documentation and assessment panded.

would help NPS monitor resource

conditions and identify needs for

preservation funds.

Same as 2.

Natural Improvement of interpretive trail Same as 1.

Resources and access could cause some
impacts.

Development of contact facility

could cause some impacts.

Visitor Visitors would be able to experi- Ambiance of overlook shelter

Experience and ence battle story from perspective would be improved; visitors made
Interpretation of battlefield rather than overlook; aware of opportunities available at

would better understand site's other park sites.

significance to Nez Perce culture

and history.

Visitors would receive more

accurate messages; interpretation

enhanced by programs conducted

by trained interpretive staff;

visitors made aware of opportuni-

ties available at other park sites;

staffed facility would enhance

wayfinding and orientation.

Socio-economic No significant impacts. Same as 1.

Environment
Construction of a staffed visitor

facility would increase visitation

and length of stay at battlefield;

from these changes would come
minor long-term and short-term

economic benefits to the local

community.
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DUG BAR

Previous page: Joseph Canyon,
Oregon.

Description, Location, and Issues

The Dug Bar site is in Hell's Canyon National

Recreation Area and on the Nez Perce (Nee-

Me-Poo) National Historic Trail. The site is

accessible via a dirt road 25 miles long or by
the Snake River. This is the traditional cross-

ing site where the Chief Joseph band forded

immediately before the 1877 Nez Perce War.

Although they did not know it at the time,

this treacherous crossing was the band's final

farewell to their homeland. There are impor-

tant archeological resources along the river;

the Forest Service has conducted extensive

archeological surveys.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• Most visitors to this site are interested

in recreation, not cultural resources.

• The heaviest access is by jetboat.

• There is potential for upgrading the

road to the site, which might increase

visitation.

• The possible development of a through-

link of the Snake River Trail could in-

crease use.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. This site was a traditional

crossing place on the Snake River. The flat

bench above the river contains historical

ranching structures dating from the early 20th

century and numerous archeological re-

sources. In addition to this site, there is a 4-

mile reach of the actual tread of the Nee-Me-
Poo Trail east from where it intersects the en-

try road to near the river.

A primitive airstrip, hayfields, a boat ramp,

primitive campsites, and a cluster of ranch

buildings are prominent features in the im-

mediate Dug Bar landscape. In summer an

abundance ofjetboat traffic passes the site. The

distant views are intact except for a powerline

with wood pylons, which is visible where it

crosses the river downstream from the site.

Natural Resources. The typical steep grass/

basalt canyon walls surround this wide spot

in the canyon. Extensive wildlife populations

range throughout the river corridor including

deer, elk, black bear, bighorn sheep, cougars,

otters, and several raptor species. Sturgeon,

the endangered sockeye salmon, and several

threatened runs of the Chinook salmon are

found in the Snake River. A dam upstream

controls river flow, and except for the immedi-

ate banks of the river, all appears to be above

the present floodplain. There is frequent rec-

reational use on the Snake River. The visual

integrity, natural quiet, and air quality of this

site are additional resources of value.

Alternatives— Dug Bar

Alternative 1: No Action

NPS would work with Forest

Service to upgrade signs on the

site; would work with tour

operators and other agencies on

interpretation of stories of

cultural resources and resource

protection, including Nez Perce

perspective; NPS would
encourage FS to keep road in

current condition to keep use at

current level and avoid resource

damage; FS also encouraged to

maintain trail integrity.

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Same as 1, plus: NPS would
work with FS to manage site

(within national recreation

area) as a cultural and natural

resource site; would explore

with FS the possibility of a job-

share seasonal interpretive

position or create a Student

Conservation Association

interpretive position to work

with visitors; NPS would help

FS maintain and sign trail.

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Same as 2.
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Visitor Experience and Interpretation. There

is a large Forest Service interpretive sign in

the town of Imnaha, Oregon. The panel gives

some misleading information about the intent

of the Joseph Band when they left the Wal-

lowa Valley and about Joseph's role in the 1877

war. Two trail signs along the Dug Bar road

mark the point where the Nee-Me-Poo Trail

intersects the road; there are no interpretive

signs along the 5-mile trail to Dug Bar.

The winding 25-mile drive into the Dug Bar

sites brings visitors into contact with spectacu-

lar and largely undeveloped Nez Perce home-

land landscape, especially their lower-eleva-

tion winter home areas. The 5-mile hiking and

horse trail offers an opportunity to experience

the landscape as the Nez Perce did. Visitors

coming to the site by boat also see many ri-

parian areas that were used by the Nez Perce.

Recreational activities available at Dug Bar are

hiking, horseback riding, boating, fishing,

camping, and hunting.

Land Use. The Dug Bar site is used for recre-

ation and agriculture.

Operations and Partnerships. The site is in

Hell's Canyon National Recreation Area and

thereby is afforded all the protections of fed-

eral ownership and management. A
memorandum of understanding between the

Forest Service and the National Park Service

has been completed that allows for co-man-

agement of the Dug Bar site.

Dug Bar Road

+
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Dug Bar, Oregon/Washington Unit.

USGS Quad: Cactus Mtn., Idaho-Oreg.
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Environmental Consequences— Dug Bar

Element Alternative 1: No Action
Affected

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural No impacts.

Resources

Cultural resources would be

better protected and preserved.

Same as 2.

Natural No significant impacts.

Resources
Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Visitors would receive more
Experience and accurate interpretive information;

Interpretation interpretation from NPS, Forest

Service, and commercial tour

operators would be consistent;

visitors would better understand

site's significance to Nez Perce

culture and history.

Same as 1, plus: interpretation

would be enhanced by programs

led by trained interpretive staff;

trail would be easier to follow.

Same as 2.
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JOSEPH
CANYON
VIEWPOINT

Description, Location, and
Issues

Joseph Canyon is interpreted from

a large Forest Service interpretive

sign at a highway viewpoint pullout

along Oregon Highway 3. The pull-

out is approximately 30 miles north

of Enterprise, Oregon and 11 miles

south of the Oregon-Washington

line. The canyon is an example of a

canyon-bottom environment that

was used by the Nez Perce people

for winter encampments.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• There are no restrooms at this heavily

used rest stop.

• Information on sign is inaccurate.

• There is potential for timber harvesting

in this area.

• The bottom of the canyon and much of

the viewpoint are privately owned.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. The privately owned Jo-

seph Canyon is an example of the canyon-

bottomland environment where the Nez Perce

people lived in winter. Archeological poten-

Alternatives— Joseph Canyon Viewpoint

tial is high in the canyon bottom. Some old

ranch buildings visible in the canyon bottom

may be historic. Future archeological inven-

tory and documentation is recommended.

Natural Resources. Across the canyon there

is some forest and much typical steep grassy

soil with basaltic outcroppings. In the imme-
diate view is a steep grassy slope embraced

on either side by mature conifers. The canyon
floor hosts elk herds in winter. Surrounding

stands of timber are primary candidates for

harvest, since this area is not affected by the

salmon recovery program. Joseph Creek is

designated a wild and scenic river. The view-

shed and high air quality of this site are pri-

mary resources.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. There

is one large Forest Service interpretive sign,

"Joseph Canyon." The view, which is mainly

of the canyon's upland pasture areas, does not

include much of the riparian area where the

Nez Perce might have camped. The closeness

to highway noise and odors adversely affects

the ambiance of the site. The parking area is

large and heavily used. There are several op-

portunities to improve the quality of the inter-

pretation and visitor experience.

Land Use. The immediate vicinity is used for

grazing and timber products.

Operations and Partnerships. The pullout is

owned by Oregon Department of Transporta-

tion and/or the Wallowa-Whitman National

Forest. The far viewshed and the canyon bot-

tom, which are privately owned, are used for

grazing. The National Park Service has no
rights or responsibilities toward the site, but

discussions with the Forest Service are on-

going.

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

NPS would continue to work Same as 1, plus: agencies Alternative site would be

with Forest Service to install

new interpretive panels; NPS
would develop agreements

with public agencies and

would work in partnership to

enhance site; overlook and

wayside sign placed slightly

below brow of hill to remove it

selected and developed;

existing site obliterated and

restored.

private landowners to protect

viewshed.

from highway noise; restrooms

would be added.
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Joseph Canyon Viewpoint, Oregon/Washington Unit.

USGS Quads: Table Mountain, Shamrock Creek, Oreg.
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Environmental Consequences— Joseph Canyon Viewpoint

Element Alternative 1: No Action
Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Protection of viewshed would be

Resources encouraged.

Disturbance of surface could

disturb unknown buried

cultural resources.

Larger amounts of ground

disturbance would be more likely

to disturb unknown cultural

resources.

Natural No significant impacts.

Resources
Actions proposed could affect

natural resources.

No net change in effects on natural

resources.

Visitor Visitors would receive more
Experience and accurate information and better

Interpretation understand site's significance to

Nez Perce culture and history.

New facilities would increase

number of visitors; improved

ambiance of site would offer a

better environment for delivery of

interpretive massages.

Visitors would have a better view

of Joseph Creek and its riparian

areas; would experience Joseph

Canyon away from highway

intrusions.
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LOSTINE
CAMPSITE

Description, Location, and Issues

The Lostine Campsite is a traditional Nez
Perce campsite at the historic junction of the

Lostine and Wallowa Rivers. It is about 12

miles northwest of Enterprise, Oregon, just off

Oregon Highway 82. Old Chief Joseph died

at this area in 1871, and his original gravesite

is nearby. This campsite exemplifies the Nez
Perce long-term habitation in the Wallowa
Valley

The issues for this site are as follows:

• Local non-Indians want to facilitate Nez

Perce activities; facilities are for pow-

wows, Nez Perce camping, and inter-

pretation.

• Foreground viewshed potentially could

be threatened by development; far

viewshed by logging.

• Emphasis is on 1877; should also be on

Nez Perce continuum.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. This location epitomizes

the long-term occupation of the Wallowa Val-

ley by the Nez Perce people. The valley floor

and hillsides contain a significant number of

archeological remains; no archeological stud-

ies have been done in the direct area of con-

cern.

The valley landscape is predominantly agri-

cultural, with grazing and cultivation on the

flat bottom and grazing on the slopes away
from the river. Local ranching and agriculture

affect the vista in a relatively minor way. Some
powerlines, communications structures, and

roads intrude slightly on the vista. In the

southern view is a forested ridge, backed by
the snowcapped peaks of the Blue Mountains.

There are minimal signs of logging activities

on the forested slopes.

Natural Resources. The inventory of natural

resources is unknown, although wildlife are

known to pass through the area between the

hillsides and the rivers. The Nez Perce dug
camas here. The area was famous for its now-
extinct sockeye salmon runs. The sites for the

waysides are gravel or a rock pit quarry.

110 Site Specific
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Alternatives— Lostine Campsite

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

NPS would continue co- Same as 1, plus: NPS would Same as 2, except that

operating with local citizens negotiate a cooperative instead of leasing a storefront

and nonprofit group; would agreement to install a wayside facility, NPS would partici-

work with landowners to exhibit; storefront contact pate in developing an

identify and protect wayside facility in Wallowa would be interpretive facility in

viewshed, riparian and leased; wayside would be Wallowa area, would work
wildlife areas. installed on the Minam grade with partners on operations

to interpret Wallowa Valley and maintenance.

cultural stories; research

facilitated to identify in-

formation about cultural

resources and Wallowa Valley

locations and share among
bands; strategies developed to

protect site and viewshed

(implementation methods to be

included in land protection

plan).
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Lostine Campsite, Oregon/Washington Unit.

USGS Quads: Evans, Wallowa, Oregon.
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Visitor Experience and Interpretation. Visi-

tors coming into the Wallowa Valley from the

west across Minam Grade on Oregon High-

way 82 cross a boundary line (not marked at

present) that was established by Old Chief

Joseph to identify the band's ownership of the

valley to white settlers. Access to this beauti-

ful rural area along Baker Road and Whiskey
Creek Road allows for low-speed touring with

good views of the valley and the confluence

of the Lostine and Wallowa Rivers.

Land Use. The valley is used predominantly

for agriculture.

Operations and Partnerships. There is much
local interest in some sort of interpretive de-

velopment in the valley, and funding might

be available from the Oregon Trail license

plate fund. The focus and location of this de-

velopment are being defined. Intentions for

the area vary from establishing a campground
and powwow site for visiting Nez Perce

people (with an associated NPS or partner-

ship visitor center or cultural center), to simple

waysides. The site itself is privately owned.

No formal agreements are in place.

Environmental Consequences— Lostine Campsite

PROPOSED ACTION
Element Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Affected Requirements Minimum Requirements

Cultural Site and viewshed from wayside Formal agreements would Same as 2, plus: development of a

Resources would be protected through better ensure protection of site facility could disturb unknown
informal agreements. and viewshed; research into this buried cultural resources and

and other cultural resources in intrude into the cultural land-

Wallowa Valley would provide scape.

useful information for protect-

ing and preserving them.

Natural No significant impacts. Same as 1. Development of interpretive

Resources facility could affect natural

resources.

Visitor No further impacts. Visitors would be able to gain Visitors would have more op-

Experience and greater understanding of site's portunities for interpretation to

Interpretation significance; could improve expand knowledge of Nez Perce

knowledge of Nez Perce culture; culture and history in Wallowa
this and related park sites would Valley.

be easier to find.

Socio-economic No significant impacts. Visitation and length of stay in Same as 2, except construction

Environment Wallowa would be increased by would bring short-term economic

presence of leased contact facility; benefits; additional staff spending

longer stays would bring minor funds in the area would slightly

long-term economic benefits to increase long-term benefits.

local community.
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OLD CHIEF
JOSEPH
GRAVESITE

Description, Location, and Issues

The Old Chief Joseph Gravesite is a 5.1-acre

cemetery on the west side of Oregon High-

way 82, just north of Wallowa Lake and 1 mile

south of Joseph, Oregon. This cemetery has

significance to the Nez Perce people as the

resting place of Old Chief Joseph.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• Traffic on the highway is heavy and

parking is inadequate.

• The Nez Perce people want the site not

to be "manicured," but visitors need to

be educated about their reasons for this.

• There is concern about people tram-

pling unmarked graves.

• Visitors are confused about which Chief

Joseph is buried here.

MM
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Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. Old Chief Joseph was
reinterred at this site in 1926. The beautiful,

scenic view across Wallowa Lake, the Eagle

Cap Wilderness, and an imposing glacial mo-
raine is disrupted somewhat by residences

and ditch company development.

The cemetery, a national historic landmark, is

sacred and sensitive for the Nez Perce people.

Old Chief Joseph's grave is marked by a tall

stone marker bearing the legend, "To The

Memory of Old Chief Joseph, Died 1870." The

cemetery is separated from the highway by a

cobble wall and gateposts built by the

Umatilla Tribal Civilian Conservation Corps

(CCC) in 1938-1940.

A path cuts through the cemetery giving ac-

cess to the popular swimming and fishing area

at the dam and water diversion flume at the

outlet of Wallowa Lake. Attempts are being

made to acquire an 8-acre buffer to mitigate

proposed, permitted, and impending

development north of the site. The highway
is busy, and the pullout for parking is quite

narrow and just over the crest of a hill in the

road.

Natural Resources. The cemetery has been

planted with groomed exotic landscape ma-
terials such as lilac and bearded iris. Outside

the cemetery are grassy fields. Conifers and

other forest vegetation grow along the river.

On the road are ponderosa pines and berry

bushes. Deer, bald eagles, trout, and kokanee

salmon are known to inhabit the area. The

view from the site is of the Wallowa Lake to

the south, the Wallowa Mountains on the

south and west, and a glacial moraine to the

east. This area is relatively unimpaired by

human encroachment and serves as a re-

minder as to why the Nez Perce did not want

to leave their homeland in 1877.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. A
small sign on Oregon Highway 82 directs visi-

tors to "Chief Joseph Monument." Two his-

toric markers are in a small highway pullout

Alternatives— Old Chief Joseph Gravesite

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Interpretation would be

upgraded; tribes would decide

visitation levels, appropriate

activities, and timing for this

sacred site; NPS would cooper-

ate with others (Wallowa Lake

Basin Plan, irrigation company,

highway department) to

preserve setting and wildlife

corridor; surveys for special

concern species conducted, any

mitigation needed to avoid

impacts on such species would

be implemented. 8-acre buffer

zone would be acquired.

Same as 1, plus: methods

developed to preserve

landscape between cemetery

and lake (implementation

methods to be included in

land protection plan); visitors

discouraged from using

cemetery as a shortcut to the

dam.

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Same as 2, plus: NPS would

cooperate with county and

Oregon Department of

Transportation to analyze

parking issues and options or

potential for moving parking

and improving access for tribal

elders and visitors with

disabilities; site would be

seasonally staffed.
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adjacent to the cemetery. "Oregon Geology,

Wallowa Lake" briefly explains the formation

of Wallowa Lake and the adjacent glacial mo-
raine. The other sign, "Oregon History, Na-

tional Indian Cemetery" discusses the use of

the cemetery by the Nez Perce and Umatilla

Tribes.

Land Use. The lake, a reservoir for irrigation

water, is also a recreational attraction. Several

residences are across the highway from the

site, and other residential sites have been plat-

ted to the northwest.

Operations and Partnerships. The cemetery

is held in trust by the Bureau of Indian Af-

fairs for the Umatilla and Nez Perce Tribes.

The land is now administered by Nez Perce

National Historical Park under the direction

of the tribes. Adjacent lands are owned pri-

vately and by a consortium of irrigation com-

panies. For protection of the resource, it is

necessary that the 8-acre parcel north of the

cemetery be acquired.

Old Chief Joseph Gravesite, Oregon/Washington Unit.

USGS Quad: Joseph, Oregon.

Environmental Consequences— Old Chief Joseph Gravesite

PROPOSED ACTION
Element
Affected

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural

Resources

Disruption of traditional practices

and observances would be

prevented.

Same as 1, plus: additional

intrusions into the scene also

would be prevented.

Same as 2, plus: development of

new parking area could disturb

unknown buried cultural re-

sources and intrude on scene.

Natural

Resources
No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor

Experience and
Interpretation

Visitors would receive more
interpretation about site and Nez
Perce history in Wallowa Valley;

would become sensitive to the

site's sacred nature.

Visitors' experience would not be

interrupted by people using trail

through cemetery to get to dam
and flume.

Interpretation of site and ori-

entation to park would be

enhanced by programs led by

trained interpretive staff.
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NEZ PERCE
(NESPELEM)
CAMPSITES

acres) approximately 5 miles northwest of

Nespelem, along the east bank of the Colum-
bia River along a dirt road near the mouth of

Nespelem Creek. There are no interpretive

media at either of the campsite locations, and
neither location is identified.

Description, Location, and Issues

The two Nez Perce campsites, also known as

Nespelem Camps, have been identified as the

last homesites of Chief Joseph the Younger on
the Colville Reservation. The "last summer
campsite" occupies 10 acres of a gently slop-

ing field bordered on the east by Nespelem
Creek approximately 15 miles north of the

town of Coulee Dam, Washington, just west

of Washington Highway 155. The "last win-

ter campsite" consists of a small flat (about 5

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The landscape of the winter campsite

has lost much of its integrity because the

Columbia River has been impounded

by the Chief Joseph Dam, so that the

campsite is now along or under a lake

rather than beside a free-flowing river.

• There is nothing that visually ties Chief

Joseph's band to these areas.

• The location of the sites is ambiguous,

and probably much that was used by

the Joseph Band is under water.

116 Site Specific

Oregon/Washington Unit

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. The exact boundaries and

locations of these sites have not been deter-

mined. They were selected because they illus-

trate the perpetuation of seasonal movement
from high to low ground, in spite of the fact

that the different climate and geology of the

Colville area did not require such movement
as a survival strategy. It is thought that the

Joseph Band may have instead moved around

within the reservation frequently, depending

on the forage needs of their livestock.

The cultural landscape in the Nespelem area

is full of historic and more current structures

that portray the continuing culture of the Jo-

seph Band's stay on the Colville Reservation.

Alternatives— Nez Perce (Nespelem) Campsites

Alternative 1: No Action

There is no onsite interpretation

of these sites; ownership would
be identified; artifact removal

and other research that was
done before area was flooded

would be reevaluated.

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Same as 1, plus: NPS would
offer interpretation at an

alternative site; the Joseph

Band would work with Coulee

Dam and Nespelem city

officials to implement tribal

desires for the area, especially

regarding tourism.

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Nez Perce cultural center

would be built in Nespelem, to

be owned and operated by

NPS and/or the tribe.

Nez Perce
National Historical Park
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Nearly all developments in the area are sig-

nificant cultural landmarks of some type or

another. The old Joseph Band Longhouse near

Nespelem Creek and slightly downstream
from the cemetery may be more illustrative

than the two campsites are. Modern develop-

ments such as the bank, the community cen-

ter, the current longhouse, the powwow
grounds, and current Joseph Band homes,

which sit on the grounds of the old encamp-

ment, illustrate the cultural continuum
through the present.

Natural Resources. The "last winter camp-

site" is a small sage flat beside the Columbia

River. The "last summer campsite" is a gently

sloping grassy and shrubby field bordered on

the east by Nespelem Creek. There are no

natural resources inventories of these sites.

Land Use. The "last winter campsite" appears

to be used for grazing and for camping from

time to time, the "last summer campsite,"

which is in the community of Nespelem, may
be used for grazing.

Operations and Partnerships. Land in these

sites is privately owned or owned by the tribe

and by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

There are no cooperative agreements in effect,

and the National Park Service has no rights

or responsibilities toward the sites. However,

the Oregon/Washington unit manager is

working with the Joseph Band in planning for

the sites.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. The

visitor experience and interpretive potential

of both sites is rather low. The impoundment
of the Columbia River by the Chief Joseph

Dam has compromised the integrity of the

winter campsite; it is no longer a location

along a free-flowing salmon river but is now
along or under a dead lake backwater. The

summer camp along Nespelem Creek also

suffers from modern visual intrusions. Both

sites have some scenic value, but nothing vi-

sually relates Chief Joseph's exile to these ar-

eas.

Environmental Consequences— Nez Perce (Nespelem) Campsites

PROPOSED ACTION
Element
Affected

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural

Resources

No impacts. Same as 1. Construction of cultural center

could disturb unknown buried

cultural resources.

Natural

Resources
No significant impacts. Providing interpretation at

alternative sites could cause

some impacts.

Same as 2.

Visitor

Experience and
Interpretation

Visitors would not understand or

appreciate these sites.

Visitors would have opportunity to

understand significance of sites.

Visitors would be able to learn

about Nez Perce culture and

history; would be aware of other

park sites and could receive

orientation and wayfinding

information.
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NEZ PERCE
CEMETERY

Description, Location, and Issues

The Nez Perce Cemetery is an active, tradi-

tional Nez Perce cemetery. It occupies about

5 acres in Nespelem, Washington about 16

miles north of Coulee Dam on Washington

Highway 155. The cemetery, which contains

the remains of many participants of the Nez
Perce War of 1877, has an association with the

return of the Joseph Band from exile in Okla-

homa. The site is administered by the Colville

Confederated Tribes. There are no visitor fa-

cilities.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• Visitors are sent to this sensitive site by

other agencies.

• The program presented by the Bureau

of Reclamation at the visitor center in

Coulee Dam is inaccurate.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. The cemetery holds the

remains of many Nez Perce, including mem-
bers of the Joseph Band and members allot-

ted/enrolled on the Umatilla and Nez Perce

Reservations. It is the primary active cemetery

for the Joseph Band, holding the remains of

veterans of the Nez Perce War of 1877, includ-

ing the younger ChiefJoseph and Yellow Wolf.

A 1905 monument has been placed on Chief

Joseph's gravesite. Anumber of historic grave

markers date from throughout the 20th cen-

tury; there also are many unmarked graves.

Only the Joseph Band, through the Colville

Confederated Tribes, can decide what, if any-

thing, should be done at this very sacred and
sensitive site.

Natural Resources. The cemetery is on a

grassy knoll with few trees, bordered on two

sides by a residential area.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. There

are no visitor facilities and no interpretive

media. The cemetery sits at the edge of a resi-

Alternatives— Nez Perce Cemetery

"K ^"
'

, PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Working closely with the Joseph

Band through the Colville

Confederated Tribes, NPS
would review wording on

Same as 1, plus: visitation to

cemetery would not be

encouraged; interpretation

offered at a location other than

Same as 2.

Hfi^^S^^2B^^ Jr-" * *•' ~~"*^F*lE' T'^H Washington Department of

Transportation sign in

Nespelem; would also work
more closely with NPS at Lake

Roosevelt NRA and with

Bureau of Reclamation to

facilitate revision of interpreta-

tion at Coulee Dam; all deci-

sions about management of

cemetery would be made by the

Joseph Band through the

Colville Tribes; NPS would
assist on management issues

only if requested.

cemetery; the Joseph Band

would work with Coulee Dam
and Nespelem city officials to

implement tribal desires for

the area, especially regarding

tourism.
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dential area, and parking is limited. Nearby,

a large historical marker that was erected by

the Washington Highway Commission along

Washington Highway 155 eulogizes Chief Jo-

seph as a military genius and a peacemaker.

Two sentences are devoted to the war of 1877

and two to the band's exile on the Colville

Reservation.

Land Use. The cemetery is bordered on two

sides by residences, part of the community of

Nespelem. The area to the north and west is

undeveloped.

Operations and Partnerships. The site is ad-

ministered by the Confederated Colville

Tribes, with special attention from the Joseph

Band of the Nez Perce. The National Park Ser-

vice has no rights to or responsibilities for the

site, but the manager of Oregon/Washington

Unit of Nez Perce National Historical Park is

working closely with the Joseph Band to be

sure that planning efforts do not intrude on

the band's management of the site.

Environmental Consequences— Nez Perce Cemetery

PROPOSED ACTION
Element
Affected

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural

Resources

No additional impacts. Interpretation at an alternative

site would reduce visitation to

the cemetery and thus reduce

adverse effects on traditional

uses and observances.

Same as 2.

Natural

Resources
No significant impacts. Offering interpretation at an

alternative site could result in

impacts on natural resources.

Same as 2.

Visitor

Experience and
Interpretation

Visitors could learn about the Nez
Perce exile story at Coulee Dam;
information presented would be

accurate and consistent with

desires of the Joseph Band.

Same as 1. Same as 1.
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BEAR PAW
BATTLEFIELD

Description, Location, and Issues

Bear Paw Battlefield, a national historic land-

mark, is about 16 miles south of Chinook,

Montana, along Cleveland Road (County

Highway 240). This battlefield is the site of

the attack upon, siege, and eventual surren-

der of the nontreaty Nez Perce at the end of

their 1877 flight. The White Bird band suc-

ceeded in escaping to Canada, but after Chief

Joseph's surrender, the rest of the Nez Perce

were exiled first to Kansas and later to Okla-

homa.

An interpretive trail 0.75 mile long contains

nine wayside exhibits outlining the story of

the battle. Ranger-guided walks are available

Alternatives— Bear Paw Battlefield

Previous page: Camas Meadows Battle

Sites, General Howard 's Camp
Calloivay, on Spring Creek, Idaho.

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Development and access would Same as 1, plus: NPS and Same as 2, plus: visitor facility

continue as at present; after- Blaine County Historical would be built on battlefield.

math of Bear Paw events would Society would cooperate in

be added to interpretive having Blaine County Mu-
program; trails rerouted to seum serve as visitor center;

avoid cultural resources; NPS site would be used as a portal

would conduct surveys; to expand on Nez Perce

vegetation management plan culture, the park, and the Nez
would be developed; existing Perce (Nee-Me-Poo) National

cooperative agreements would Historic Trail; NPS role in

be continued; consultation with partnership with museum
Fort Belknap tribes also would be increased (technical

continued. assistance, staff); onsite ranger

presence increased; resource

impacts from "social trails"

would be reduced; strategies

developed to protect viewshed

and resources outside current

boundaries (gun site, Miles's

camp— implementation

methods, including fee simple

acquisition, to be deferred to

land protection plan).
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in summer. The issues for this site are as fol-

lows:

• Many of the interpretive waysides need

repair or text revision.

• There is a "mixed bag" of facilities and

signs, and the trails are not up to stan-

dards.

• "Social" trails cause degradation of re-

sources.

• The site's resources have not been ad-

equately inventoried.

• There is exotic and changing vegetation.

• There is potential for oil and gas devel-

opment in the area.

Management Zoning

The following management zones would be

established for Bear Paw Battlefield:

The historic zone would be the actual battle-

field site where General Miles's troops

charged on the first day of the battle and

the siege positions of the next five days

(headquarters, field hospital, rifle pits,

Napoleon and Hotchkiss gun sites, and

troop locations). It also would incorpo-

rate the Nez Perce Village site, the war-

riors' defensive positions, and the re-

treat route of some of the Nez Perce

during the opening engagement.

The development zone would be occupied by

the 12-car gravel-surfaced parking lot,

the 0.75-mile interpretive trail, the way-

side exhibits, the picnic tables and shel-

ter, the wind-sheltered benches, and a

pit toilet.

Environmental Consequences— Bear Paw Battlefield

Element Alternative 1: No Action

Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Preservation of cultural resources

Resources would improve slightly.

Better protection of onsite

resources and viewshed and of

resources outside current

boundaries.

Construction of a visitor facility at

the battlefield would intrude on

the cultural landscape and could

disturb unknown buried cultural

resources.

Natural Conversion to rerouted trails

Resources would result in some impacts on

mixed riparian area and high-

country grassland, but most

would be mitigated by restora-

tion of current trails to natural

condition.

Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Visitors would receive information

Experience and about what happened to the Nez
Interpretation Perce after the battle.

Visitors would understand Nez
Perce culture and history better;

would be aware of other park sites

and other parks; would have more
opportunities to receive Nez Perce-

related interpretation at museum;
more interpretive programs led by

trained staff would be available at

battlefield.

Visitors would be oriented to

other sites at battlefield; visitor

facility would be a visual intrusion

on battlefield and detract from

visitors' experience of historic site.

Socio-economic No significant impacts.

Environment
Development of cooperative visitor

contact facility in Chinook would
increase visitor spending in town.

Same as 2, except visitor spend-

ing in town might be somewhat

less because facility would be at

battlefield, not in town.
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Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. The locations of events

that occurred during the 1877 attack, siege,

and surrender form the primary historical re-

sources of the site, as well as a landscape that

remains relatively undeveloped. Some fea-

tures associated with the events of 1877 are

on approximately 250 acres of private land

outside the 190 acres that the National Park

Service leases from the state of Montana.

Other than the visitor facilities (parking, toi-

lets, picnic shelter, and windbreaks) the ma-
jor intrusion is County Highway 240, which

bisects the western half of the resource. A dirt

road leads north and west to the location of

army rifle pits. Fences, an advertising sign,

utility poles, and wires are visible. Despite

these developments and uses, the battlefield

possesses a high degree of integrity, both ma-
terially and visually, and conveys strong val-

ues associated with the events of 1877.

Natural Resources. The battlefield consists of

uncultivated natural grasses. There are small

wetland areas in and associated with Snake

Creek, which runs through the site. These ar-

eas, which have not been delineated, consist

mainly of willows, cattail, and rushes. High

water quality is an important resource. There

are some exotic species encroaching into the

area. The site has a large population of ground

squirrels and a wide variety of hawks and

other bird species. There are yearly sightings

of rattlesnakes. Natural quiet and high air

quality are important resources at this site.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. A se-

ries of nine low mounted wayside exhibits is

dispersed around the battlefield's 0.75-mile

interpretive trail. The waysides outline the

story of the battle, but many need repair or

text revision. Monuments placed by various

groups dot the landscape. A self-guiding trail

guide is available that has text keyed to num-
bered stops along the trail. The following visi-

tor facilities are available: a 12-car gravel-sur-

faced parking lot, pit toilets, picnic tables and
a shelter, and two wind-sheltered benches

overlooking the battlefield.

Land Use. The surrounding land, including

areas significant to the scene and historical

events, is used for agriculture.

Operations and Partnerships. The National

Park Service leases the battlefield from the

state of Montana. A full-time NPS ranger and
a seasonal interpreter are assigned to the site.

There are no land protection measures extend-

ing beyond the existing lease boundaries. The

Chinook Chamber of Commerce leases office

space to the park, and the Blaine County Mu-
seum in Chinook, Montana, has devoted one

of its exhibit rooms to the Bear Paw Battle. A
sophisticated 20-minute audiovisual presen-

tation on the war of 1877 is also available in

the museum's auditorium. A cooperative

agreement between the National Park Service

and the Blaine County Museum provides that

the museum functions as a visitor center of

Nez Perce National Historical Park in return

for NPS funding of extended hours 'of opera-

tion in the summer.
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Bear Paw Battlefield, Montana Unit.

USGS Quads: Cleveland NW, Cleveland, Montana
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BIG HOLE
NATIONAL
BATTLEFIELD

Description, Location, and Issues

Big Hole National Battlefield is 10 miles west

of Wisdom, Montana, on Montana Highway
43. The Nez Perce were camped in this area in

1877 when they were attacked and overrun

by Col. John Gibbon's troops. The 655-acre

unit of the national park system is owned by

the National Park Service. A self-guiding trail

leads from the lower parking area to the loca-

tion of the camp at the time of the attack. An-
other self-guiding trail leads to a site on the

hill overlooking the scene where a prolonged

battle took place, where the U.S. Army had
placed a 12-pound mountain howitzer. After

the army fired two rounds into the village,

Nez Perce warriors subdued the howitzer

detachment and captured and dismantled the

howitzer.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The exhibits and slide presentation are

outdated and inadequate.

• There is insufficient interpretive space.

• The trails are not accessible to visitors

with disabilities.

• There is an existing non-NPS water

right.

• The use of cavalry hats and feathers as

symbols may be offensive.

Alternatives— Big Hole National Battlefield
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PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Present level of development Same as 1, plus: visitor center Same as 2, except facilities

would be retained; NPS would would be rehabilitated and would be replaced instead of

rethink and redesign trail displays expanded on basis of rehabilitated and expanded.

interpretive media (instead of functional analysis; curatorial

hats and feathers); artifacts and maintenance space

from archeological survey expanded; NPS would
would be incorporated into facilitate understanding of

exhibits; NPS would continue entire park and nearby sites;

strong ties with FS; Shoshone- monument for Nez Perce

Bannock and Flathead Tribes would be established; a visitor

would be consulted about their circulation plan would be

traditional uses in the area; land developed and implemented;

acquisition of 355 acres would lower parking lot redesigned

be completed; historic scene to minimize visual impacts;

retained; curatorial and viewshed north and south of

maintenance facilities would be site would be preserved

rehabilitated; housing and (implementation methods to

parking intrusions would be be included in land protection

mitigated through redesign, plan).

realignment, and screening;

surveys for special concern

species conducted, any mitiga-

tion needed to avoid impacts on

such species would be imple-

mented.

\
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Management Zoning

The following management zones would be

established for Big Hole National Battlefield:

The historic zone would cover the battlefield

and would include the siege area, the

howitzer capture site, the Nez Perce

camp, and a section of the Nez Perce

(Nee-Me-Poo) National Historic Trail.

Lands in the development zone would be

those used for nonhistone park devel-

opment and intensive use. The devel-

opments in this zone serve the needs of

park management and park visitors.

When the battlefield was enlarged in

1963, the top of Ruby Bench was added

to be used for the developed area. It con-

tains the entrance road, the visitor cen-

ter, the employees' residence, the sew-

age lagoons, and the access road to the

battle area parking lot. The Battle Area

road and the lower parking lot would

also be in this zone.

The special use zone encompasses the irriga-

tion facilities used by the owners of pri-

vate water rights. Although the Na-

tional Park Service owns the land, the

deeds reserve the private use of four

irrigation ditches and the right of access

to maintain and repair them. Three

ditches are on the slope of Ruby Bench,

which includes a service road. The ve-

hicles of the owners of the water rights

vehicles traverse this special use zone

to maintain the ditches. The ditches on

the northeast and southeast corners of

the battlefield do not have service roads.

Each ditch has a different combination

of rights claimants.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. This unit of the national

park system, which is surrounded by ranch-

ing operations and Beaverhead National For-

est, retains much of the character of 1877 when
Col. John Gibbon's forces overran the Nez
Perce at their camp next to the Big Hole River.

The few visual intrusions are a visitor center

operated by the National Park Service, NPS
housing, and a single light-colored ranch out-

building in the distance. This area is tradition-

ally used by the Flathead and the Kootenai-

Salish Tribes.

Natural Resources. Wildlife habitat in the area

includes a calving area for moose and elk and

a sandhill crane breeding ground. There are

beaver, muskrat, and a wide variety of migra-

tory birds. Vegetation varies from montane

forest on the hillsides to willow riparian and

grassy areas along the North Fork of the Big

Hole River to grass/sage benchlands. Species

of special concern include the sensitive Lemhi

beardtongue and the fluvial arctic grayling.

Much of the battlefield and the trailhead park-

ing lot are in the floodplain and riparian zone

of the North Fork of the Big Hole River.

High water quality and streambank integrity

are an important resource issues. The historic

scene is dominated by the vegetation of the

area. Conifer, willow, and sagebrush encroach-

ment is occurring in all areas of the battlefield.

The viewshed is of major importance to the

integrity of the area, as are air quality and

natural quiet.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. Two
self-guided trails leave from the lower park-

ing area. One leads to the location of the Nez
Perce camp at the time of the attack; there are

tipi frames in this area. The other goes up the

hill overlooking the Nez Perce camp, where

the Nez Perce warriors besieged the soldiers

for nearly 24 hours while their families es-

caped. Each trail uses markers in the shape of

feathers or calvary hats to mark locations of

individuals involved in the battle. Park em-

ployees give formal guided walks on both

trails. The location of the howitzer capture is

also accessible by trail, and there is a replica

of the howitzer at an interpretive wayside.

Land Use. Land use in the vicinity is agricul-

tural. The National Park Service does not have

title to the subsurface minerals under some

DRAFT General Management Plan
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of the national battlefield; this could be a

potential threat.

Operations and Partnerships. As an addition

to the 655 acres now in federal ownership, 355

acres along the east boundary are being ap-

praised for NPS acquisition in cooperation

with the landowner. NPS visitor and opera-

tional facilities on the battlefield are a visitor

center, five residential structures (providing

ten living units), a water treatment plant, a

picnic area, interpretive trails, and parking

lots. There are minor roads for internal circula-

tion.

As a separate unit of the national park sys-

tem, Big Hole receives administrative support

and management oversight from Nez Perce

National Historical Park headquarters in Spal-

ding, Idaho. The battlefield is a site along the

Nez Perce (Nee-Me-Poo) National Historic

Trail, and the National Park Service works
closely with the Forest Service in managing
and interpreting associated resources.

Environmental Consequences— Big Hole National Battlefield

Element Alternative 1: No Action

Affected

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Intrusions into historic scene

Resources would be reduced; ground

disturbance for screening could

disturb unknown buried cultural

resources; curatorial services

would be improved.

Same as 1, plus: viewshed

preserved; expansion of

facilities could affect unknown
buried cultural resources.

Same as 2, except disturbance of a

larger area would make encoun-

tering unknown buried cultural

resources more likely.

Natural Depending on redesign of

Resources parking lots, significant amounts

of riparian habitat now unknown
could be restored; surveys

conducted to avoid disturbing

sensitive Lemhi beardtongue;

appropriate measures taken so

that fluvial arctic grayling would
not be impacted.

Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Interpretive experience on trails

Experience and would be improved; visitors'

Interpretation perception of cultural landscape

expanded to include traditional

use of area by other cultural

groups.

Socio-economic Construction could bring minor

Environment short-term increases in spending

in Wisdom.

Visitors would be able to gain

greater understanding of Nez
Perce culture, war of 1877, and Big

Hole battlefield; interpretive

media in visitor center more
accessible; visitors would be aware

of other park sites and could find

them easily.

Same as 1, except that more
construction would bring slightly

more economic benefits to

Wisdom.

Visitor center would no longer

visually intrude on historic

cultural landscape; would be large

enough to accommodate interpre-

tive media needed to meet park

goals for interpretation and

orientation.

Same as 2, except local economic

benefits would be somewhat
greater because level of construc-

tion greater.
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Big Hole National Battlefield, Montana Unit.

USGS Quad: Big Hole Battlefield, Montana.
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CAMAS
MEADOWS
BATTLE SITES

Description, Location, and Issues

Camas Meadows Battle Sites in southeastern

Idaho consist of Gen. Oliver O. Howard's
Camp Calloway and about 3 miles away, Capt.

Randolph B. Norwood's encounter site. These

two skirmish sites, which are associated with

the 1877 Nez Perce War, represent yet another

unsuccessful attempt by General Howard to

capture the fleeing nontreaty Nez Perce.

A concrete monument at the site contains an

interpretive plaque with a summary of the

1877 war and a detailed account of the Camas
Meadows battle. Access is over 25 miles of

seasonal unpaved road east of Interstate High-

way 15. Both sites are difficult to find.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• There is limited protection for the ex-

tant features from the 1877 war.

• The sites might best be intrepreted from

a different location.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. At Captain Norwood's
encounter site, on the slightly elevated ridges

on either side of the parking area are stacked

stone barricades a foot or so high. Some of

these have obviously been constructed re-

cently, but several seem to be authentic. There

are no modern structures in view, and visi-

tors can get a sense of what the siege might

have been like.

Alternatives— Camas Meadows Battle Sites

PROPOSED ACTION
Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Alternative 3:

Minimum Actions Beyond
Requirements Minimum

Requirements

NPS would continue working Same as 1, plus: NPS Same as 2, plus:

with FS on use and in- would develop offsite interpre-

terpretation of Nez Perce interpretation at 1-15 tation of these

National Historic Trail; NPS rest area to introduce sites would be
would develop cultural visitors to the concepts enhanced.
landscape report, develop of Nez Perce National

cooperative agreements for Historical Park and

resource protection; NPS would Nez Perce (Nee-Me-

continue communicating with Poo) National Historic

Shoshone-Bannock Tribes. Trail.

Environmental Consequences — Camas Meadows Battle Sites

Element Alternative 1: No Action
Affected

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Minimum Requirements

Cultural Protection of resources would be

Resources improved.

Same as 1. Same as 1.

Natural No significant impacts.

Resources

Development of 1-15 rest area

could cause some impacts.

Same as 2.

Visitor No new impacts.

Experience and
Interpretation

Visitors would be aware of

opportunities available at Nez
Perce National Historical Park and

Nez Perce (Nee-Me-Poo) National

Historic Trail.

Visitors would have more oppor-

tunities to understand events that

happened at these two sites.
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Stone rifle pits also are found at General

Howard's Camp on the elevated ridges. Very

little development is visible to interrupt the

feeling of the historic scene. Both sites are re-

mote and the horizon lines are far away; visi-

tors can get the feeling of the monumental ef-

fort it would take to cross the country on

horseback or on foot.

Natural Resources The general area is uncul-

tivated grazing land interspersed with volca-

nic rock outcroppings and sage. This site is in

the traditional area of the Shoshone-Bannock

Tribes.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation.A half-

mile dirt track through the sagebrush from

remote, gravel-surfaced County Road A-2

leads to Captain Norwood's encounter site.

There is one large interpretive sign. The con-

crete monument at the site summarizes the

1877 war and gives a detailed account of the

Camas Meadows battle. A small parking area

accommodates three to four cars.

To get to General Howard's camp, visitors

must hike across cattle pastures on private

property from a privately owned gated ranch

road. The campsite is marked by a white

gravestone inscribed "Bernard A. Brooks,

Michigan, Trumpeter 1 U.S. Cav., August 20,

1877."

At a rest stop on 1-15 at Dubois, Idaho, an in-

terpretive sign, "Nez Perce War," briefly sum-

marizes the events of the 1877 war in this area.

Land Use. The land at this site is used for grazing.

Operations and Partnerships. The Idaho State

Lands Department owns Norwood's en-

counter site. Howard's camp is on private

land. There are no existing agreements rela-

tive to these sites. There is much local interest

in their preservation but concern about

whether attention should be attracted to them.

The county recently decided not to participate

in the Nez Perce National Historic Trail auto

route for this reason.

Proposed Site

Boundary
Norwood
Encounter

one half mile

Camas Meadows Battle Sites, Montana Unit.

USGS Quads: Antelope Valley, Idmon, Killgore, Pine Butte, Idaho.
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CANYON CREEK
The Canyon Creek site is the site of a skirmish

in the continuing flight of the nontreaty Nez
Perce during the 1877 war. After emerging

from Yellowstone National Park, the Nez
Perce went north toward Canada. Just north

of the Yellowstone River they fought a series

of successful rear guard actions. Their success

delayed the pursuing army troops and per-

mitted the flight toward Canada to continue.

The site, which is 8 miles north of Laurel,

Montana, can be reached by the Buffalo Trail

Road. It is marked at a roadside pullout with

a stone monument erected by the Yellowstone

Historical Society.

The issues for this site are as follows:

• The visitor experience at the pullout is

poor; the area is littered with broken

glass and other trash.

• There is no way for visitors to under-

stand the events that took place here.

• The message on the plaque does not

reflect NPS or Nez Perce views.

• The importance of this site needs to be

scaled relative to the entire story.

• The land, in checkerboard private and

state ownership, is now in agricultural

use, but there is potential for quick con-

version to subdivisions.

• Vandalism is a concern.

• There is much local interest in the site.

The "friends" group has money and a

deadline for using it.

Affected Environment

Cultural Resources. When the Nez Perce went

north toward Canada after leaving Yellow-

stone National Park, they succeeded in delay-

ing the progress of the pursuing U.S. troops.

The battlefield site occupies a vast open

Alternatives — Canyon Creek

Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

NPS would help Friends of

Canyon Creek with develop-

ment of accurate, appropriate

interpretation at current

location; NPS would formally

consult with Crow Tribe about

interpretation of events;

viewshed and resources would
be inventoried.

Same as 1, plus: independent

portal on interstate would be

developed; strategies devel-

oped to protect viewsheds

(implementation methods to

be included in land protection

plan).

Same as 2, but instead of

independent portal on

interstate, a park/Nez Perce

National Historic Trail portal

would be developed in Laurel

with Friends of Canyon Creek,

Laurel Chamber of Commerce,
and other partners.
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ground accentuated by the monumental
proportions of Horse Cache Butte and adja-

cent rimrock landforms that form the entrance

and sides of Canyon Creek Canyon. The
battlefield is largely unaltered; it visually

evokes a strong feeling of its 1877 past, when
it consisted of undulating grassy sage-covered

ridges and plains.

Natural Resources. Wetlands and riparian

habitat are associated with Canyon Creek.

Talus slopes that occur from the rimrock pro-

vide excellent habitat for rattlesnakes. There

have been no natural resource inventories of

these sites.

Operations and Partnerships. The ownership

of the tract is mixed private and state. The state

sections are leased for grazing. There is no

NPS presence at the site. There is much local

interest in this site, particularly on the part of

the Friends of Canyon Creek, who have plans

and funding for interpretive development.

The National Park Service has a positive rela-

tionship with local citizens and government,

although immediate neighbors are concerned

about existing and potential vandalism and

other inappropriate behaviors.

Visitor Experience and Interpretation. The

site of the skirmishes is marked at the road-

side pulloff by a stone monument and bronze

plaque erected by the Yellowstone Historical

Society. At the Laurel Chamber of Commerce
visitor center is a statue of Chief Joseph with

a plaque that mentions that the "Battle of Can-

yon Creek" took place north of town.

The pulloff area is littered with broken glass

and other trash. There is no way for visitors

to understand the events that took place here.

Land Use. The land in the area is used for a

mixture of cultivation, grazing, and residences

with residential use least dominant.

Environmental Consequences— Canyon Creek

PROPOSED ACTION

Element Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions Beyond
Affected Requirements Minimum Requirements

Cultural No new impacts. Retention of agricultural and Same as 2.

Resources ranching uses would help

protect battle scene.

Natural No significant impacts. Development of a portal on No significant impacts.

Resources interstate could cause some
impacts on natural resources.

Visitor Visitors would get accurate and Interstate travelers near Laurel Visitors to Laurel would have

Experience and appropriate interpretation at site; would have opportunity to opportunity to increase knowl-

Interpretation more opportunities for interpreta- increase knowledge of Nez Perce edge of Nez Perce National

tion for visitors. National Historical Park and Historical Park, Nez Perce

nearby sites; visitation at Canyon National Historic Trail, and related

Creek would increase, and more local resources; visitation at

people would have opportunity to Canyon Creek would increase,

benefit from interpretive media. and more people would have

opportunity to benefit from

interpretive media.
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Table 1: Site Specific Comparison of

Alternatives

[Note: In the following two tables, the alter-

native preferred for each site is indicated by
gray shading. In many cases, implementation

methods for protection strategies would be

included in the land protection plan for that

site, as specified in the alternative tables for

individual sites in the "Site-Specific Informa-

tion" part of this document. For more infor-

mation about each site, see "Site-Specific In-

formation."
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Spalding Unit

Ant and Yellowjacket Sign would be revised; own- Same as 1, plus: additional Same as 2, plus: pullout moved
ership of features and viewshed information provided to put to another location where

identified; current memoran- site into context of other nearby feature can be seen better (for

dum of understanding with legend sites; large interpretive example, south of Spalding

IDOT (covering sign and sign replaced with a less Bridge),

pullout) retained; surveys for obtrusive wayside exhibit

special concern species con- properly oriented to the feature;

ducted, any mitigation needed feature and viewshed pro-

to avoid impacts on such tected.

species implemented.

Buffalo Eddy Interpretive materials devel- Same as 1, plus: seasonal Same as 2, plus: NPS employee

oped for owners and river employee stationed at the site would be stationed at site year-

users; NPS would provide for interpretation (this could round to provide interpretation

interpretive training for tour require upgrading utilities to and protect resources,

boat guides; agreements the onsite cabin); wayside
developed with landowners on exhibits added on Idaho side;

both sides of river; NPS would critical viewshed identified and

continue to work with Asotin protected; NPS would work
County on land use and with landowner to prevent

planning. visitor interference with

ranching and to protect

resources.

Coyote's Fishnet Fishnet feature would be Same as 1, plus: site interpreted Same as 2.

correctly identified and sign in context of other nearby Nez
revised; ownership of both Perce legend sites; sign

features ascertained; current replaced with a less obtrusive

memorandum of understand- wayside exhibit; features and
ing with IDOT (covering sign viewshed protected.

and pullout) would be retained;

surveys for special concern

species conducted, any

mitigation needed to avoid

impacts on such species

implemented.

Craig DonationLand Claim Information on signs would be Same as 1, plus: interpretive Same as 2.

upgraded; historic boundary emphasis would be changed
and present ownership of from ]and donation only to

original land donation deter- Craig's relationship with the
mined; memorandum of Nez Perce; cu itUral landscape
understanding with Idaho would be protected.
Department of Transportation

(covering sign and pullout)

retained.

Donald MacKenzie's Pacific Fur

Company Trading Post

Information at present site

would be revised; current

memorandum of understand-

ing with IDOT (covering sign

and pullout) would be retained.

Interpretation of MacKenzie Same as 2, plus: existing

would be revised and moved to pullout on U.S. 95 would be

a site nearer to the historic used to introduce the park and

location of the trading post; interpret the part of the Nez
memorandum of understand- Perce homeland that is visible

ing would be revised. from the overlook; site possibly

renamed to "Confluence

Overlook"; memorandum of

understanding revised to reflect

changes.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions
Requirements Beyond Minimum

Requirements

Fort Lapwai and Northern Interpretation would be Same as 1, plus: story of agency Same as 2, plus: visitor contact

Idaho Indian Agency corrected and updated; and military told more com- and interpretive station

ownership of officers' quarters pletely; way-finding directional developed in one structure;

building determined and signs placed on U.S. 95; NPS interpretation expanded to

building retained; NPS would would work with BIA, tribe, include Nez Perce cultural

offer technical assistance for its and other interested parties to continuum in Lapwai area,

adaptive reuse; NPS would facilitate preservation of parade along with a more in-depth

work with BIA, Nez Perce ground. interpretation of story of

Tribe, and Lapwai School agency and military; new
District to develop preservation agreements developed as

strategies for vacant Indian necessary to expand inter-

agency building. pretive services; strategies

developed for preservation of

entire site.

Hasotino Village Site Cooperative agreement would Interpretive strategy, including Same as 2.

be developed with U.S. Army strong preservation messages,

Corps of Engineers and Hell's would be developed with

Gate State Park. Corps of Engineers and Hell's

Gate State Park; strategies

developed for preservation of

site and its cultural resources.

Lapwai Mission Onsite interpretation would be Same as 1, plus: interpretive Same as 2, plus: information on

improved; visitors told about sign would be upgraded; early Nez Perce culture and
entire park, referred to strategies developed to protect history of immediate area

Spalding visitor center; actual site. would be included in interpre-

location of historic site and its tation.

ownership would be deter-

mined; current memorandum
of understanding among NPS,

IDOT, and Idaho Historical

Society would be continued.

Lenore Interpretive panel would be Same as 1, plus: NPS would Same as 2, plus: site would be

updated and corrected; visitors work with state to develop site developed as a staffed orienta-

told about entire park, referred as an orientation site with tion site, possibly with cultural

to Spalding visitor center; additional interpretation of Nez demonstrations.

current memorandum of Perce village and fishing;

understanding among NPS, strategies developed for

IDOT, and Idaho Historical preservation of site and its

Society would be continued. cultural resources.

Saint Joseph's Mission Current interpretive materials Same as 1, plus: Saint Joseph's Same as 2, plus: NPS would
would be revised to cover in Mission Historical Society offer personal interpretation at

depth the entire complex of would continue to provide site.

sites at this location; current access and interpretation;

arrangements to preserve preservation of structures

resources would continue. ensured and encroachment

prevented; strategy developed

for long-term protection of site.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Spalding Site, Spalding Interpretation of site's 11,000- Same as 1, plus: interpretation Same as 2, plus: structures

year history would continue; would emphasize changes recreated to represent tra-

involvement of Nez Perce made in Nez Perce culture by ditional Nez Perce lifestyle.

people in interpretation would missionary period; interpretive

continue; preservation and media updated to be more

protection of resources would historically accurate; in-

continue; existing cooperative terpretive trails developed from

agreements retained; plan visitor center to site and

developed for management of through Spalding site to

arboretum; directional signs manage delivery of interpreta-

improved; surveys for special tion; vegetation management
concern species conducted, any plan developed, including

mitigation needed to avoid screening of railroad; adaptive

impacts on such species use of agent's residence and

implemented. Watson's Store provided for,

possibly with leasing arrange-

ments; site development plan

implemented, including move
of parking, restrooms, and

picnicking to more appropriate

location east of cemetery,

removal of viaduct, and

rerouting road.

Spalding Visitor Center Orientation upgraded to Same as 1, plus: Visitor center Same as 2, except that park

include Nez Perce culture and building expanded to accom- administration would be

Nez Perce National Historical modate larger gatherings as moved, either to a nearby

Park; visitor experience revised well as administrative, cura- community or elsewhere on

to reflect a welcoming "Nez torial, and interpretive func- Spalding site (such as near

Perce feeling"; administrative tions; information desk maintenance storage buildings),

support would remain in relocated; access for visitors

temporary building and agent's with disabilities included;

residence; cultural resource parking circle redesigned for

space would still be too small. improved access to visitor

center; orientation to Spalding

and entire park offered outside

main entry; indoor cultural

demonstrations and craftwork

sales would be accommodated;

shade structure added contigu-

ous to both indoor and outdoor

demonstration spaces.

Upper Clearwater/White Bird Unit

\sa Smith Mission and Lewis NPS would work with IDOT to Same as 1, plus: NPS would Same as 2.

ind Clark Long Camp correct wording and move work with landowner to

signs if highway was relocated; conduct research; signs would
cultural resource documenta- be moved to correct location.

tion would be finished.

Zamas Prairie Ownership of viewshed would Same as 1, plus: pullout Same as 2.

be determined; interpretation redesigned so that large

would be revised; agreements vehicles would not block view;

developed as needed. NPS would try to influence

retention of landscape, view,

and vegetation not in public

ownership, especially Camas.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Canoe Camp NPS would work with local Same as 1.

groups to participate in Lewis

and Clark bicentennial and to

increase local appreciation of

the site; orientation wayside

would be installed; time

capsule removed or refur-

bished; vegetative screening

would be developed and

maintained to separate site

from external developments.

Same as 1.

Clearwater Battlefield New research (such as infor- Same as 1, plus: New wayside Same as 2.

mation about village) would be site developed at overlook west

incorporated into interpre- of river on Stites Road; direc-

tation; introductory sign text tional signs installed on roads

moved to a more appropriate and waysides near battlefield;

location; NPS would continue access to battlefield provided

to work with landowners to for NPS interpretation; battle-

protect village and battle site. field and viewsheds from and
to battlefield would be pro-

Cottonwood Skirmishes Site Interpretation would be Same as 1, plus: if a more Same as 2.

improved; sites where events appropriate site was found,

happened would be marked; interpretation would be moved;
special tours offered; brochures NPS would work with IDOT
created; cooperative agree- and others to upgrade present

ments developed to protect location to a full-service rest

sites of important events. area; strategies developed to

protect features and viewsheds.

East Kamiah / Heart of the

Monster

Visitor information and site Same as 1, plus: diversity of Same as 2.

map signs would be revised; interpretive information

programs developed to increase increased on the basis of nearby

community "ownership" of resources; visitor contact

site; grazing program evaluated facility added; McBeth House
and vegetation restored; site evaluated as potential addition;

plans developed to protect surrounding scenic values

viewshed and shoreline; NPS would be protected,

would work with IDOT on road

realignment and with commu-
nity on realignment of walking

path; agreements developed

with local law enforcement

agencies to have them patrol

Lolo Trail and Lolo Pass Efforts made to ensure consis- Same as 1.

tency in NPS and FS in-

terpretation; interpretation at

Lolo pass expanded to orient

visitors to entire park; NPS
would work with FS to manage
and preserve resources;

preservation/protection

alternative in forest plans

supported; agreements de-

veloped for Montana side.

Same as 1.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions
Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Looking Glass Camp NPS would continue to work Same as 1.

with local citizens on a visitor

information center at junction

of U.S. 12 and Idaho 13; NPS
would work with USFWS
through an agreement on trail

and interpretation, helping to

expand interpretation into Nez
Perce continuum; efforts made
to preserve viewshed and
remnants of occupational site.

Same as 1.

Musselshell Meadow NPS would continue working Same as 1.

with FS on interpretation for

this and nearby projects, and

agreement would be formal-

ized; in cooperation with FS

and Nez Perce Tribe, meadow
and scene maintained in

natural setting; traditional uses

documented and continued.

Same as 1.

Pierce Courthouse NPS would coordinate with Same as 1.

Idaho State Historical Society

and Pierce Historical Society to

upgrade interpretation; efforts

made to get IDOT sign re-

moved or replaced with a

directional sign; NPS would
continue to provide technical

help with preservation as

needed; agreements would be

retained.

Same as 1.

Tolo Lake NPS would offer technical Same as 1, plus: interpretive Same as 2.

assistance in interpretation to materials and waysides

interested local groups; would developed to include full range

work with Idaho Department of of events and resources,

Fish and Game and local including camas prairie and
property owners to retain status canyon; NPS would promote

quo in Fish and Game develop- preservation of wider area of

ment of site; directional signs to prairie and canyon; would
lake from major highways cooperate with Idaho Depart-

provided; cooperative agree- ment of Fish and Game and
ment with Idaho Fish and others to prevent encroachment

Game retained; cooperative on site.

agreements with others would
be developed.

Weippe Prairie Interpretation would be Same as 1, plus: strategy would Same as 2.

expanded beyond Lewis and be developed to protect site and
Clark's meeting the Nez Perce viewshed.

to include story of Nez Perce

continuum; directional signs to

site improved; research

conducted to identify critical

resources.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Weis Rockshelter Directional signs would be Same as 1, plus: pullout would , Same as 2.

improved, interpretive infor- be revised to remove cars from

mation corrected; sign at resource and allow visitors to

Cottonwood rest area possibly appreciate site more; artifacts

removed; interpretation of the from excavations restudied;

continuum would be included strategies developed to protect

(for example, route from Camas viewshed and road from

Prairie to canyon); NPS would encroachment,

work with Keuterville High-

way District to protect site.

White Bird Battlefield "Auto tour" would be contin-

ued; NPS would improve

interpretive trail and pedestrian

access; Nez Perce cultural

continuum would be in-

terpreted; vegetation manage-
ment plan upgraded; NPS
would conduct detailed

documentation and assessment

of natural and cultural re-

sources.

Same as 1, plus: highway Same as 2, plus: staffed visitor

overlook would be made into contact facility added; partner-

"portal" introducing visitors to ships with community encour-

park as a whole and entire Nez aged; guided interpretation

Perce story; shelter and would be offered,

overlook site redeveloped to

reduce noise; additional

agreements and easements

pursued to expand protection

of scenic values.

Oregon/Washington Unit

Dug Bar NPS would work with FS to Same as l> Plus: NTS would Same as 2.

upgrade signs on the site; work with Forest Service to

would work with tour opera- manage site (within national

tors and other agencies on recreation area) as a cultural

interpretation of stories of ^d natural resource site;

cultural resources and resource would explore with FS the

protection, including Nez Perce possibility of a job-share

perspective; NPS would seasonal interpretive position

encourage FS to keep road in or create a Student Conser-

current condition to keep use at vation Association interpretive

current level and avoid resource position to work with visitors;

damage; FS also encouraged to Nps would help FS maintain

maintain trail integrity. md sign tail.

Joseph Canyon Viewpoint NPS would continue to work Same as 1, plus: agencies would Alternative site would be

with FS to install new inter- work in partnership to enhance selected and developed;

pretive panels; NPS would site; overlook and wayside sign existing site obliterated and

work with public agencies and placed slightly below brow of restored,

private landowners to protect hill to remove it from highway
viewshed. noise; restrooms would be

added.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions
Beyond Minimum
Requirements

.ostine Campsite NPS would continue to

cooperate with local citizens

and nonprofit group; would
work with landowners to

identify and protect wayside

viewshed, riparian and wildlife

areas.

Same as 1, plus: NPS would Same as 2, except that instead

negotiate a cooperative of leasing a storefront facility,

agreement to install a wayside NPS would participate in

exhibit; storefront contact developing an interpretive

facility in Wallowa would be facility in Wallowa area, would
leased; wayside would be work with partners on opera-

installed on the Minam grade to tions and maintenance,

interpret Wallowa Valley

cultural stories; research

facilitated to identify informa-

tion about cultural resources

and Wallowa Valley locations

and share among bands;

strategies developed to protect

site and viewshed.

)ld Chief Joseph Gravesite

i

Interpretation would be

upgraded; tribes would decide

visitation levels, appropriate

activities, and timing for this

sacred site; NPS would
cooperate with others (Wallowa

Lake Basin Plan, irrigation

company, highway department)

to preserve setting and wildlife

corridor; surveys for special

concern species conducted, any

mitigation needed to avoid

impacts on such species

implemented. 8-acre buffer

would be added to site.

Same as 1, plus: methods Same as 2, plus: NPS would
developed to preserve land- cooperate with county and

scape between cemetery and Oregon DOT to analyze

lake; visitors discouraged from parking issues and options or

using cemetery as a shortcut to potential for moving parking

dam. and improving access for tribal

elders and visitors with

disabilities; site would be

seasonally staffed.

vfez Perce (Nespelem) Camp-
ites

There is no onsite interpretation Same as 1, plus: NPS would Nez Perce cultural center

of these sites; ownership would offer interpretation at an would be built in Nespelem, to

be identified; artifact removal alternative site; the Joseph Band be owned and operated by NPS
and other research that was would work with Coulee Dam and /or the tribe.

done before area was flooded and Nespelem city officials to

would be reevaluated. implement tribal desires for the

area, especially regarding

tourism.

sfez Perce Cemetery Working closely with the Same as 1, plus: visitation to Same as 2.

Joseph Band through the cemetery would not be en-

Colville Tribes, NPS would couraged; interpretation offered

review wording on Washington at a location other than cem-

DOT sign in Nespelem; would etery; the Joseph Band would
also work more closely with work with Coulee Dam and
NPS at Lake Roosevelt NRA Nespelem city officials to

and with Bureau of Reclama- implement tribal desires for the

tion to facilitate revision of area, especially regarding

interpretation at Coulee Dam; tourism,

all decisions about manage-

ment of cemetery would be

made by the Joseph Band
through the Colville Tribes;

NPS would help on manage-

ment issues only if requested.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Montana Unit

Bear Paw Battlefield Development and access would Same as 1, plus: NPS, Blaine Same as 2, plus: visitor facility

continue as at present; after- County Historical Society would be built on battlefield.

math of Bear Paw events would Museum would serve as a

be added to interpretive cooperative visitor center; site

program; trails rerouted to would be used as a portal to

avoid cultural resources; NPS expand on Nez Perce culture,

would conduct surveys, the park, and the Nez Perce

develop vegetation manage- (Nee-Me-Poo) National Historic

ment plan; existing cooperative Trail; NPS role in partnership

agreements would be contin- with museum would be

ued; consultation with Fort increased (technical assistance,

Belknap tribes also continued. staff); onsite ranger presence

increased; resource impacts

from "social trails" reduced;

strategies developed to protect

viewshed and resources outside

current boundaries (gun site,

Miles's camp).

Big Hole National Battlefield Present level of development Same as 1, plus: visitor center Same as 2, except facilities

would be retained; NPS would would be rehabilitated and would be replaced instead of

rethink and redesign trail displays expanded on basis of rehabilitated and expanded.

interpretive media; artifacts functional analysis; curatorial

from archeological survey and maintenance space

incorporated into exhibits; NPS expanded; NPS would facilitate

would continue strong ties with understanding of entire park

FS; Shoshone-Bannock and and nearby sites; monument for

Flathead Tribes consulted about Nez Perce would be estab-

their traditional uses in the lished; a visitor circulation plan

area; land acquisition of 355 would be developed and

acres would be completed; implemented; lower parking lot

historic scene retained; curato- redesigned to minimize visual

rial and maintenance facilities impacts; viewshed north and
would be rehabilitated; housing south of site would be pre-

and parking intrusions would served.

be mitigated through redesign,

realignment, and screening;

surveys for special concern

species conducted, any

mitigation needed to avoid

impacts on such species

implemented.

Camas Meadows Battle Sites NPS would continue working Same as 1, plus: NPS would Same as 2, plus: offsite interpre-

with FS on use and interpre- develop interpretation at 1-15 tation of these sites would be

tation of Nez Perce National rest area to introduce visitors to enhanced.

Historic Trail; NPS would concepts of Nez Perce National

develop cultural landscape Historical Park and Nez Perce

report, develop cooperative (Nee-Me-Poo) National Historic

agreements for resource Trail,

protection; NPS would con-

tinue communicating with

Shoshone-Bannock Tribes.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions
Requirements Beyond Minimum

Requirements

Canyon Creek NPS would help Friends of Same as 1, plus: independent Same as 2, but instead of

Canyon Creek with develop- portal on interstate would be independent portal on in-

ment of accurate, appropriate developed; strategies devel- terstate, a park/Nez Perce

interpretation at current oped to protect viewsheds. National Historic Trail portal

location; NPS would formally would be developed in Laurel

consult with Crow Tribe about with Friends of Canyon Creek,

interpretation of events; Laurel Chamber of Commerce,
viewshed and resources would and other partners.

be inventoried.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Spalding Unit

Ant and Yellowjacket

Cultural Resources Potential for encroachment by Feature and viewshed Same as 2, plus ground

excavation for highway protected. disturbance for new pullout

construction, insensitive right- could affect buried cultural

of-way fencing, or road signs resources.

blocking view of feature.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1

.

Visitor Experience and Visitors could easily find the Visitors could find the feature There would be less traffic

Interpretation geologic feature that is the easily, would have an noise at this location; feature is

focus of the story. opportunity to better appreciate farther away, and visitors might

the role legend sites play in Nez have a harder time visualizing

Perce culture; interpretive the two insects represented by

media would have less visual

impact on the site.

the formation.

Buffalo Eddy

Cultural Resources Increased unsupervised An onsite NPS presence would Same as 2, except protection

visitation could increase protect site better during would be expanded to year-

vandalism of petroglyphs; heaviest visitation season; round.

agreements and participation in ground disturbance from

land use planning would help upgrading cabin could disturb

avert adverse impacts from unknown buried cultural

road realignment and widen- resources.

ing, intrusive development near

the site.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and River users would be better All visitors to the Idaho side Same as alternative 2, but

Interpretation informed about importance, would be informed about extended to the entire year.

history, and preservation of history and preservation of

petroglyphs and pictographs; petroglyphs and pictographs;

NPS would provide presence of a seasonal inter-

interpretive training to tour preter would enhance interpre-

boat operators. tive experience on Idaho side

by giving information and
interpretation beyond that

available through permanent

interpretive media; seasonal

interpreter would inform

summer visitors to Washington

side about history and preser-

vation of petroglyphs.

Coyote's Fishnet
Cultural Resources Features and viewsheds could Features and viewshed Same as 2.

be adversely affected by further protected.

highway work, agriculture, or

other development.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and Visitors could easily find the Visitors would be able to find Same as 2.

Interpretation geologic features that are the feature easily and would have

focus of the story. an opportunity to better

appreciate the role legend sites

play in Nez Perce culture;

interpretive media would have

less visual impact on the site.

DRAFT General Management Plan
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions
Requirements Beyond Minimum

Requirements

Craig Donation Land Claim

Cultural Resources Highway improvements or Cultural landscape would be Same as 2.

changes in land use on flat protected.

plain or hillsides could

adversely affect site's suitability

as illustration of suitability for

agricultural use; potential for

adverse effects on unknown
archeological resources.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1

.

Same as 1

.

Visitor Experience and Visitors would receive more Visitors would better appreciate Same as 2.

Interpretation accurate information. Craig's relationship with Nez
Perce people.

Donald MacKenzie's Pacific

Fur Company Trading Post
Cultural Resources Scene would be degraded and

value as a regional overlook

diminished by more highway
development and change of

land use in immediate

foreground; view disrupted by

No significant impacts. Same as 2.

fences and signs.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and Visitors would get more Visitors would gain greater Visitors would learn that

Interpretation accurate information about appreciation of trading post Clearwater and Snake River

historic location of trading post. and its location along the drainages are part of Nez Perce

Clearwater River. historic homeland, become
aware of nearby Nez Perce

National Historical Park sites;

visitation to those sites would j

increase.

Fort Lapwai and Northern

Idaho Indian Agency

Cultural Resources Lack of active uses and Parade ground, officers' Entire site would benefit from

associated maintenance quarters, and agency building development and

attention would contribute to would benefit from implementation of preservation

continued deterioration of development and strategies.

structures; development of implementation of preservation

parade ground for other uses or strategies and/or adaptive

redevelopment of uses.

neighborhood around parade

ground would detract from its

character.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and Visitors would receive more Visitors would be able to find Visitors would gain

Interpretation accurate information about Fort Lapwai easily and gain appreciation of historical use of

fort's resources. better understanding of its

impacts on Nez Perce people.

Lapwai area by the Nez Perce.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

[ Fort Lapivai and Northern

Idaho Indian Agency (continued)

Socio-economic Environment No significant impacts. Improved signs on U.S. 95 Same as 2, except development

would increase visitation of an interpretive/visitor

slightly; adaptive use of Indian contact station at Fort Lapwai

agency and parade grounds would increase long-term

would further attract and retain expenditures at Lapwai.

visitors, with associated minor

long-term increases in

spending; short-term increase

in spending at Lapwai from

construction activities.

Hasotino Village Site

Cultural Resources Continued damage caused by Increased attention to site could Same as 2.

erosion from boat wakes, increase visitation, exposing
vandalism, and deterioration site to more damage;
caused by hikers, equestrians, agreements with Corps of

and motorcyclists; significant Engineers and state parks

reduction of site's open, department would offset

primitive character would potential damage.
continue from further

developments like utilities,

urban encroachment, and

recreational development.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1

.

Visitor Experience and Visitors' lack of understanding Visitors would have Same as 2.

Interpretation of site's significance would opportunity to understand

continue, so that resources site's significance, could take an

might be damaged or removed. active role in its preservation;

could learn about Nez Perce

lifeways.

Lapivai Mission
Cultural Resources No significant impacts. If found, actual mission site

would be protected.

Same as 2.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and Visitors would get more Same as 1, plus: interpretive Same as 2, plus: visitors would
Interpretation accurate information about site, media would be less visually have opportunity to appreciate

be able to understand story intrusive. broader story of Nez Perce

better through related sites at heritage.

Spalding.

Lenore

Cultural Resources No significant impacts. Remaining resources and

context of site would be

preserved.

Same as 2.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1

.

Visitor Experience and Visitors would get more Visitors could gain greater Site would become a visitor

Interpretation accurate information about site understanding of site's destination rather than a rest

and could visit related sites to significance; would be aware of stop; visitors could learn more
gain better understanding of other sites and activities in the about Nez Perce culture.

Nez Perce culture. area.

DRAFT General Management Plan
Environmental Impact Statement
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions
Requirements Beyond Minimum

Requirements

Lenore (continued)

Socio-economic Environment No significant impacts. Development of orientation site Same as 2, except staffed facility

would increase visitation and would enhance local long-term

length of stay. economic benefits somewhat
because visitors might stay

longer and staff would spend

some additional funds in area.

Saint Joseph's Mission

Cultural Resources Protection of resources at Protection of resources at Same as 2.

current level would continue, current level would continue;

but encroachment of structures preserved over the

development on landscape long term; encroachment on
would not be prevented. cultural landscape prevented.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1 Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and Visitors would gain better Same as 1, plus: visitors would Opportunities for visitors

Interpretation appreciation of site's cultural be assured of continued access. enhanced through trained

landscape. interpretive personnel.

Spalding Site, Spalding

Cultural Resources Preservation and protection of Move of visitor facilities to new Re-creation of structures to

cultural resources would locations could disturb buried represent traditional Nez Perce

continue. cultural resources; adaptive lifestyle could create a cultural

reuse of structures would help landscape that never existed

ensure their active preservation historically.

and maintenance.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and Visitors would be able to find Visitors would get more Visitors would have
Interpretation site resources more easily. historically accurate opportunity to experience

information and be able to gain traditional Nez Perce structures

better understanding of and their traditional uses.

Spalding's historic landscape;

more recreational opportunities

available away from sensitive

cultural sites.

Socio-economic Environment No significant impacts. Adaptive use of structures

would lead to increased

visitation and length of stay;

construction activities and

Same as 2.

increased length of visitors'

stay would bring minor short-

term and long-term economic

benefits to local community.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions
Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Spalding Visitor Center

Inadequate space would
continue to make research and

maintenance of museum
collection difficult.

Space for research and

maintenance of museum
collection would be adequate.

Same as 2.Cultural Resources

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and

Interpretation

Visitors' experience in visitor

center would be more
representative of Nez Perce

cultural values; visitor

awareness of nearby park sites

and information for finding

sites easily would improve.

Visitors would have more
opportunities to increase

knowledge of Nez Perce culture

and history; more opportunities

available for interaction with

Nez Perce people; visitor flow

improved in visitor center,

various functions would be

more obvious.

Same as 2.

Upper Clearwater/W lite Bird Unit

Asa Smith Mission and

Industrial activity would
continue to adversely affect the

actual sites.

Improved historical

information would be

recovered.

Same as 2.

Leivis and Clark Long Camp
Cultural Resources

Statural Resources
If signs were moved there

could be impacts on natural

resources, but probably

insignificant.

Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and

Interpretation

Visitors would receive more
accurate information.

Visitors would receive better

information at actual sites of

events.

Same as 2.

Camas Prairie

Development of agreements

would help maintain viewshed

in its current state.

Broader land protection

strategy would help prevent

intrusion into viewshed.

Same as 2.Cultural Resources

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and
Interpretation

Visitors would get more
accurate information and know
what camas looks like.

The ambiance of the

interpretive site would be

improved.

Visitors would get a better view

of Camas Prairie.

Canoe Camp
Site would remain stable and
protected; surrounding

intrusions would continue to be

screened by existing vegetation.

Same as 1. Same as 1.Cultural Resources

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and
Interpretation

Visitors would be aware of

other nearby Nez Perce and

Lewis and Clark sites.

Same as 1. Same as 1.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions
Requirements Beyond Minimum

Requirements

Clearwater Battlefield

Cultural Resources Protection of resources Formal agreements would Same as 2.

probably would continue as further protect sites and
long as ownership or owners' viewsheds.

cooperative attitudes did not

change; any change from

agricultural land use could

result in intrusions on the

scene.

Natural Resources Some disturbed land owned by Same as 1, plus: agricultural Same as 2, plus: small amount
IDOT would be converted to a land along Stites Road would of grazing land lost to

pullout for a relocated be converted to a pullout for a battlefield access trail and
introductory sign. new wayside. waysides; trail-related erosion

could cause loss of a small

amount of soil.

Visitor Experience and Visitors would get more Visitors would be able to find Visitors would have

Interpretation accurate information and better different parts of battlefield opportunity to physically

understand various battlefield easily and have opportunity to experience battlefield site;

components; site used for learn more about battle; could information about battle not
interpretation would be more see most of battlefield from one limited by onsite media.
conducive to understanding location and understand the

flow of battle's action.battle.

Cottonwood Skirmishes Site

Cultural Resources No direct threats at this time, Resources and viewsheds Same as 2.

but continued development in would be better protected by

area probably would adversely implementation of land

affect historic scene and could protection strategies.

disturb or destroy remnants of

the sites of historic events.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1; provision of a visitor Same as 2.

contact facility could cause

some impacts.

Visitor Experience and Visitors would get more Detailed way-finding Same as 2.

Interpretation accurate information, have orientation to park sites

opportunity to relate story to available; visitors would get

actual locations of events; more background information

guided tours would make it on Nez Perce culture and
history.possible to experience the flow

of events as they happened.

East Kamiah 1 Heart of the

Monster
Cultural Resources Cultural resources would Scenic values would be Same as 2.

continue to be stable and protected.

protected; additional
i

development in vicinity would
increase visual intrusions.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.
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5ite Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

East Kamiah 1 Heart of the

Visitors would be better able to Visitors could learn more about Same as 2.

Moiister (continued)

Visitor Experience and

nterpretation use site's facilities; more
visitors would benefit from

interpretive media.

site's significance in Nez Perce

culture and history would have

access to more detailed way-
finding orientation to park;

visitors could learn more about

Nez Perce culture and history.

socio-economic Environment No significant impacts. Added visitor contact station

would increase visitation and

length of stay; construction

activities and increased length

of stay would bring short-term

and long-term benefits to the

local community.

Same as 2.

Lolo Trail and Lolo Pass

Cultural Resources Partnership with Clearwater

National Forest would continue

protection of resources; an

agreement with Lolo National

Forest would protect important

cultural sites in Montana;

viewshed protection

emphasized to prevent further

intrusions into the scene.

Same as 1. Same as 1.

Statural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and Visitors would receive Same as 1. Same as 1.

jnterpretation consistent interpretation; would
be aware of opportunity to

expand their experience of Nez
Perce culture and history in

other park locations.

looking Glass Camp
Cultural Resources Viewshed and remnants of site

would be protected.

Same as 1. Same as 1.

Natural Resources Planned trail would cause loss

of a small amount of riparian

habitat with some soil that

supports grasses; use of trail

would somewhat disturb

waterfowl that use the area.

Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and Visitors' experience expanded Same as 1. Same as 1.

[nterpretation to include broader elements of

Nez Perce culture and history;

visitors would be aware of

opportunity to expand

experience at other park

locations and FS locations;

ability to find park locations

along Clearwater River would
be enhanced.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions
Requirements Beyond Minimum

Requirements

Musselshell Meadow
Cultural Resources Meadow and scene would be

kept in current condition;

traditional uses would
continue.

Same as 1. Same as 1.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and Visitors would have more Same as 1

.

Same as 1.

Interpretation opportunities for interpretation

in immediate area; interpretive

messages from NPS and FS

would be consistent.

Pierce Courthouse
Cultural Resources Building would continue to be

in stable condition.

Same as 1. Same as 1.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and Visitors would be able to find Same as 1. Same as 1.

Interpretation site more easily; interpretive

experience enhanced by new
and renovated exhibits.

Tolo Lake
Cultural Resources Resources in immediate vicinity Resources at Tolo Lake, in the Same as 2.

of Tolo Lake would be broader Camas Prairie, and in

protected. Rocky Canyon would be

protected.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and Visitors would have more Visitors would be able to gain Same as 2.

Interpretation opportunities for interpretation. better understanding of site's

significance to Nez Perce

culture and history and site's

connection to nearby sites;

would be aware of

opportunities to experience

nearby related sites.

Weippe Prairie

Cultural Resources Cultural resources would Resources and viewsheds Same as 2.

remain unidentified and would be better protected.

unprotected.

Same as 1.Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and Visitors could easily find site; Same as 1. Same as 1.

Interpretation would better understand site's

significance to Nez Perce

culture and history.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Weis Rockshelter

Cultural Resources No significant impacts. Making more information

about occupation of this site

available would improve

understanding of Nez Perce

cultural continuum; viewshed

would be protected.

Same as 2.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1; revision of pullout

could cause some impacts.

Same as 2.

Visitor Experience and Visitors would find site more Site's ambiance would be Same as 2.

Interpretation easily and get more accurate

information; would gain better

understanding of site's

significance to Nez Perce

culture and history; would be

aware of site's connection to

nearby sites.

improved.

White Bird Battlefield

Cultural Resources Additional access to battlefield Same as 1, plus: protection of Same as 2.

could lead to vandalism; scenic values would be

detailed documentation and expanded.

assessment would help NPS
monitor resource conditions

and identify needs for

preservation funds.

Natural Resources Improvement of interpretive Same as 1. Development of contact facility

trail and access could cause could cause some impacts.

some impacts.

Visitor Experience and Visitors would be able to Ambiance of overlook shelter Visitors would get more
Interpretation experience battle story from would be improved; visitors accurate messages;

perspective of battlefield rather made aware of opportunities interpretation enhanced by

than overlook; would better available at other park sites. programs conducted by trained

understand site's significance to interpretive staff; visitors made
Nez Perce culture and history. aware of opportunities at other

park sites; staffed facility would
enhance wayfinding and

orientation.

Socio-economic Environment No significant impacts. Same as 1. Construction of a staffed visitor

facility would increase

visitation and length of stay at

battlefield; from these changes

would come minor long-term

and short-term economic

benefits to the local community.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Oregon/Washington Unit

Dug Bar
Cultural Resources

Natural Resources

Visitor Experience and

Interpretation

No impacts. Cultural resources would be Same as 2.

better protected and preserved.

No significant impacts. Same as 1. , Same as 1.

Visitors would get more Same as 1, plus: interpretation ; Same as 2.

accurate interpretive would be enhanced by
information; interpretation programs led by trained

from NPS, FS, and commercial interpretive staff; trail would be

tour operators would be easier to follow.

consistent; visitors would better

understand site's significance to

Nez Perce culture and history.

Joseph Canyon Viewpoint

Cultural Resources

Natural Resources

Visitor Experience and

Interpretation

Protection of viewshed would Disturbance of surface could Larger amounts of ground
be encouraged. disturb unknown buried disturbance would be more

cultural resources.
j likely to disturb unknown
cultural resources.

No significant impacts. Actions proposed could affect No net change in effects on
some natural resources. natural resources.

Visitors would get more New facilities would increase Visitors would have a better

accurate information and better number of visitors; improved view of Joseph Creek and its

understand site's significance to ambiance of site would offer a riparian areas; would
Nez Perce culture and history. better environment for delivery experience Joseph Canyon

of interpretive massages. away from highway intrusions.

Lostine Campsite

Cultural Resources

Natural Resources

Visitor Experience and

Interpretation

Socio-economic Environment

Site and viewshed from

wayside would be protected

through informal agreements.

No significant impacts.

No further impacts.

No significant impacts.

Formal agreements would Same as 2, plus: development

better ensure protection of site of a facility could disturb

and viewshed; research into unknown buried cultural

this and other cultural resources and intrude into the

resources in Wallowa Valley cultural landscape,

would provide useful

information for protecting and

preserving them.

Same as 1. Development of interpretive

facility could affect natural

resources.

Visitors would be able to gain Visitors would have more

greater understanding of site's opportunities for interpretation

significance; could improve to expand knowledge of Nez

knowledge of Nez Perce Perce culture and history in

culture; this and related park Wallowa Valley

sites would be easier to find.

Visitation and length of stay in Same as 2, except construction

Wallowa would be increased by would bring short-term

presence of leased contact economic benefits; additional

facility; longer stays would staff spending funds in the area

bring minor long-term would slightly increase long-

economic benefits to local term benefits,

community.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum
Requirements

Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Old ChiefJoseph Gravesite

Cultural Resources Disruption of traditional

practices and observances

would be prevented.

Same as 1, plus: additional

intrusions into the scene also

would be prevented.

Same as 2, plus: development

of new parking area could

disturb unknown buried

cultural resources and intrude

on scene.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Same as 1. Same as 1.

Visitor Experience and

Interpretation

Visitors would receive more
interpretation about site and

Nez Perce history in Wallowa

Valley; would become sensitive

to the site's sacred nature.

Visitors' experience would not

be interrupted by people using

trail through cemetery to get to

dam and flume.

Interpretation of site and
orientation to park would be

enhanced by programs led by
trained interpretive staff.

Nez Perce (Nespelem)

Campsites
Cultural Resources No impacts. Same as 1. Construction of cultural center

could disturb unknown buried

cultural resources.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Providing interpretation at

alternative sites could cause

Same as 2.

some impacts.

Visitor Experience and

Interpretation

Visitors would not understand

or appreciate these sites.

Visitors would have

opportunity to understand

significance of sites.

Visitors could learn about Nez
Perce culture and history;

would be aware of other park

sites and could receive

orientation and wayfinding

information.

Nez Perce Cemetery

Cultural Resources

Natural Resources

No additional impacts. Interpretation at an alternative

site would reduce visitation to

the cemetery and thus reduce

adverse effects on traditional

uses and observances.

Same as 2.

No significant impacts. Offering interpretation at an

alternative site could result in

Same as 2.

impacts on natural resources.

Visitor Experience and

Interpretation

Visitors could learn Nez Perce

exile story at Coulee Dam;
information presented would
be accurate and consistent with

desires of the Joseph Band.

Same as 1. Same as 1.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2:

Requirements
Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Montana Unit

Bear Paw Battlefield

Cultural Resources

Natural Resources

Visitor Experience and

Interpretation

Socio-economic Environment

Preservation of cultural

resources would improve

slightly.

Conversion to rerouted trails

would adversely affect mixed
riparian area and high-country

grassland, but most mitigated

by restoration of current trails

to natural condition.

Visitors would get information

about what happened to the

Nez Perce after the battle.

Better protection of onsite

resources and viewshed and of

resources outside current

boundaries.

Same as 1.

Construction of a visitor facility

at battlefield would intrude on

cultural landscape and could

disturb unknown buried

cultural resources.

Same as 1.

Visitors would understand Nez
Perce culture and history better;

would be aware of other park

sites and other parks, have

more opportunities to get Nez
Perce-related interpretation at

museum; more interpretive

programs led by trained staff

would be available at

battlefield.

Visitors would be oriented to

other sites at battlefield; visitor

facility would be a visual

intrusion on battlefield and

detract from visitors'

experience of historic site.

No significant impacts. Development of cooperative

visitor contact facility in

Chinook would increase visitor

spending in town.

Same as 2, except visitor

spending in town might be

somewhat less because facility

would be at battlefield, not in

town.

Big Hole National Battlefield

Cultural Resources

Natural Resources

Visitor Experience and
Interpretation

Intrusions into historic scene

would be reduced; ground

disturbance for screening could

disturb unknown buried

cultural resources; curatorial

services would be improved.

Depending on redesign of

parking lots, significant

amounts of riparian habitat

now unknown could be

restored; NPS would conduct

surveys to avoid disturbing

sensitive Lemhi beardtongue;

appropriate measures taken so

that fluvial arctic grayling

would not be impacted.

Interpretive experience on trails

would be improved; visitors'

perception of cultural

landscape expanded to include

traditional use of area by other

cultural groups.

Same as 1, plus: viewshed

preserved; expansion of

facilities could affect unknown
buried cultural resources.

Same as 1.

Same as 2, except disturbance

of a larger area would make
encountering unknown buried

cultural resources more likely.

Same as 1

.

Visitors would be able to gain

greater understanding of Nez
Perce culture, war of 1877, and

battlefield; interpretive media

in visitor center more
accessible; visitors would be

aware of other park sites and

could find them easily.

Visitor center would no longer

visually intrude on historic

cultural landscape; would be

large enough to accommodate
interpretive media needed to

meet park goals for

interpretation and orientation.
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Site Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 2: Minimum Alternative 3: Actions

Requirements Beyond Minimum
Requirements

Big Hole National Battlefield

(continued)

Socio-economic Environment Construction could bring minor Same as 1, except that more Same as 2, except local

short-term increases in construction would bring economic benefits would be

spending in Wisdom. slightly more economic benefits somewhat greater because level

to Wisdom. of construction greater.

Camas Meadows Battle Sites

Cultural Resources Protection of resources would
be improved.

Same as 1. Same as 1.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Development of 1-15 rest area

could cause some impacts.

Same as 2.

Visitor Experience and No new impacts. Visitors would be aware of Visitors would have more

Interpretation opportunities available at Nez opportunities to understand

Perce National Historical Park events that happened at these

and Nez Perce (Nee-Me-Poo) two sites.

National Historic Trail.

Cam/on Creek

Cultural Resources No new impacts. Retention of agricultural and

ranching uses would help

protect battle scene.

Same as 2.

Natural Resources No significant impacts. Development of a portal on

interstate could cause some
impacts on natural resources.

No significant impacts.

Visitor Experience and Visitors would get accurate and Interstate travelers near Laurel Visitors to Laurel would have

Interpretation appropriate interpretation at would have opportunity to opportunity to increase

site; more opportunities for increase knowledge of Nez knowledge of Nez Perce

interpretation for visitors. Perce National Historical Park National Historical Park, Nez
and nearby sites; visitation at Perce National Historic Trail,

Canyon Creek would increase, and related local resources;

and more people would have visitation to Canyon Creek

opportunity to benefit from would increase, and more
interpretive media. people would have opportunity

to benefit from interpretive

media.
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CONSULTATION AND
COORDINATION

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

Public Scoping

The National Park Service held 21 public

meetings in Idaho, Washington, Oregon, and

Montana in January and February 1995. A
newsletter that was mailed to approximately

1,600 addresses on the park mailing list an-

nounced the meetings and presented the pur-

pose, significance, and interpretive themes for

the park. It also outlined the schedule for the

creation of the General Management Plan and

noted points in the process for public

participation. The newsletters and stand-alone

mailbacks were also available at park visitor

centers and other public locations. In addition,

news releases were distributed to regional and

local media.

During the public meetings, the planning

team asked three basic questions:

What would you like Nez Perce National

Historical Park to be like 20 years from

now?

What do you see as opportunities?

What are your concerns?

Over 350 people attended the public scoping

meetings. The summarized results of these

meetings and the 85 mailbacks that were re-

ceived were made available to the public in a

second newsletter in July 1995. The second

newsletter also announced the desired future

that the full planning team had developed in

May 1995. Few comments were received.

Further Mailings

The 50-page Alternatives Newsbook was distrib-

uted to the mailing list in April 1996. The
newsbook included a summary of the plan-

ning process to that time, information that had
been presented in earlier newsletters, and a

request for comments on the parkwide and

site-specific alternatives. Simultaneously, park

management scheduled informal meetings

where feedback on the alternatives was solic-

ited. Information gathered at these meetings

and from the 48 returned mailback forms was
used to select the proposed action.

Postcards were sent in July 1996 to all ad-

dresses on the mailing list, announcing which

alternative was selected parkwide and for

each site, and asking if the addressee wanted

to receive the full Draft General Management

Plan / Environmental Impact Statement.

Consultation With States and Other
Federal Agencies

The National Park Service consulted with the

states involved and with other federal agen-

cies regarding the presence of sensitive re-

sources. Replies received are reproduced in

appendix F.

Reviewers of the Draft Document

Copies of this General Management Plan/Envi-

ronmental Impact Statement will be sent to the

following agencies and organizations for re-

view. A complete list of individuals receiv-

ing the document is available from Nez Perce

National Historical Park upon written request.

Federal Agencies
U.S. Department of the Interior

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

Bureau of Indian Affairs

Bureau of Land Management

National Park Service

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

USDA-Forest Service

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
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Indian Tribes

Chippewa-Cree Indians of the Rocky Boy's

Reservation

Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes

Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation

Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian

Reservation

Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs

Reservation

Crow Tribe

Fort Belknap Tribes

Nez Perce Tribe

Shoshone-Bannock Tribes

Idaho Congressional Delegation

Senator Larry Craig

Senator Dirk Kempthorne

Representative Helen Chenoweth

Representative Mike Crapo

State of Idaho
Idaho Department of Commerce

Idaho Department of Fish and Game
Idaho Department of Lands

Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation

Idaho Department of Transportation

Idaho State Historical Society

Idaho Local Governments and
Organizations
City of Kamiah

City of Lapwai

City of Orofino

City of Riggins

Clark County Board of Commissioners

Cottonwood Chamber of Commerce

Grangeville Chamber of Commerce

Idaho Heritage Trust

Idaho Museum of Natural History

Lewiston Chamber of Commerce

The Nature Conservancy of Idaho

Nez Perce County

Nez Perce County Historical Society

Orofino Chamber of Commerce

Oregon Congressional Delegation

Senator Mark Hatfield

Senator Ron Wyden
Representative Wes Cooley

State of Oregon
Oregon State Historic Preservation Office

Oregon State Parks and Recreation Department

Oregon Local Governments and
Organizations

City of Enterprise

City of Joseph

City of Wallowa

Oregon Historical Society

Oregon Trail Coordinating Council

Oregon Trail Interpretive Center

Wallowa County Chamber of Commerce

Wallowa County Court

Wallowa County Planning Department

Montana Congressional Delegation
Senator Conrad Burns

Senator Max Baucus

Representative Pat Williams

State of Montana
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks

Montana State Historical Society

Montana State Historic Preservation Office

Montana Local Governments and
Organizations
Beaverhead County Commission

Blaine County Commission

Blaine County Museum
City of Chinook

City of Harlem

City of Havre

City of Laurel

Friends of Canyon Creek

Western Heritage Center

Yellowstone County Commission

Yellowstone County Planning Department

Washington Congressional Delegation

Senator Slade Gorton

Senator Patty Murray

Representative Doc Hastings

State of Washington
Washington State Capital Museum
Washington State Department of Transportation

Washington State Office of Archaeology and

Historic Preservation
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Other Organizations

Lewis & Clark Trail Heritage Foundation

National Parks and Conservation Association

Nez Perce Trail Foundation

Order of Indian Wars

Public Meetings

Public meetings will be held during October

and November of 1996 to solicit comment on

the Draft General Management Plan /Environ-

mental Impact Statement. These meetings will

take place at approximately 14 locations in

Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Montana.

COMPLIANCE

This General Management Plan/Environmental

Impact Statement provides disclosure of the

planning and decision-making process and

potential environmental consequences of the

alternatives proposed. The analysis of envi-

ronmental consequences was prepared on the

basis of a need to adequately analyze and

understand the consequences of the impacts

related to the proposed park developments

and to involve the public and other agencies

in the decision-making process.

The environmental analysis was prepared in

accordance with the regulations of the Coun-

cil on Environmental Quality pertaining to

implementation of the procedural provisions

of the National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA) (40 CFR 1500 et seq.) And in part 516

of the U.S. Department of the Interior's De-

partmental Manual (516 DM). Various agencies

have been contacted and consulted as part of

this planning and environmental analysis ef-

fort. Appropriate federal, state, and local agen-

cies have been contacted for input, review, and
permitting in coordination with other legisla-

tive and executive requirements.

Wetlands

Executive Order 11990, ("Protection of Wet-

lands") directed federal agencies to avoid de-

velopment in wetlands whenever there is a

practicable alternative and to avoid, to the

extent possible, adverse impacts associated

with modification of wetlands. Implementa-

tion of the proposed actions would avoid any

adverse impacts on wetlands with the result

that there would be no significant long-term

or short-term adverse effects on wetlands.

Threatened or Endangered Species

The Endangered Species Act of 1973 requires

federal agencies to ensure that their activities

will not jeopardize existence of any endan-

gered or threatened species or result in the

destruction or adverse modification of criti-

cal habitat of such species. Implementation of

the proposed actions would avoid any ad-

verse impacts on any endangered or threat-

ened species, or that would result in the de-
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struction or adverse modification of critical

habitat of such species.

Cultural Resources

The National Park Service is mandated to pre-

serve and protect its resources through the

establishing legislation of August 25, 1916

(USC title 16). The cultural resources within

Nez Perce National Historical Park will be

managed in accordance with that act and the

Antiquities Act of 1906 (16 USC 431), the Na-

tional Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as

amended (16 USC 470), the National Environ-

mental Policy Act of 1969, as amended (42

USC 4321, 4331, 4332), the Archeological Re-

sources Protection Act of 1979 (16 USC 470),

and the Native American Graves Protection

and Repatriation Act of 1990 (25 USC 3001).

In addition, management of cultural resources

will be guided by chapter 5 of the National

Park Service Management Policies (1988), the

"Cultural Resources Management Guideline"

(NPS-28), and other relevant policy directives.

The National Park Service will consult with

the relevant tribes as required by the above

laws and regulations. In addition, consulta-

tion will be conducted with the state historic

preservation officers of Idaho, Washington,

Oregon, and Montana, and the Advisory

Council on Historic Preservation to meet the

requirements of section 106 and the National

Historic Preservation Act according to proce-

dures outlined in 36 CFR 800.

The October 1995 Service wide Programmatic

Agreement (PA) among the National Confer-

ence of State Historic Preservation Officers,

the Advisory Council on Historic Preserva-

tion, and the National Park Service provides

specific stipulations and guidance for the

National Park Service to follow in meeting the

requirements of section 106 of the National

Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended.

Stipulation V requires that "all undertakings

(as defined in 36 CFR Part 800), with the ex-

ception of those that meet provisions in Stipu-

lation IV, will be reviewed in accordance with

36 CFR Part 800." Stipulation IV.B lists a num-
ber of programmatic exclusions for specific

actions that are not likely to have adverse ef-

fects on cultural resources.

Based upon the National Park Service's de-

termination of how undertakings are ad-

dressed by the 1995 programmatic agreement,

undertakings proposed in this draft Nez Perce

National Historical Park General Manage-
ment Plan are categorized as either (a) pro-

grammatic exclusions (undertakings identi-

fied in stipulation IV.B of the programmatic

agreement and not requiring further review

by the state historic preservation officer or the

advisory council before implementation), or

(b) undertakings requiring consultation with

the state historic preservation officer and pos-

sibly the advisory council during project de-

sign stages.

Actions covered by programmatic exclu-

sions. The actions listed below will require

internal NPS section 106 compliance.

Preservation maintenance (housekeeping,

routine and cyclic maintenance, and stabili-

zation) as defined in NPS-28 (exclusion 1).

Installation of environmental monitoring

units, such as those for water and air quality

(exclusion 3).

Archeological monitoring and testing and in-

vestigations of historic structures and cultural

landscapes involving ground disturbance ac-

tivities or intrusion into historic fabric for re-

search or inventory purposes (exclusion 4).

Acquisition of lands for park purposes, in-

cluding additions to existing park areas (ex-

clusion 5).

Rehabilitation work limited to actions for re-

taining and preserving, protecting and main-

taining, and repairing and replacing in kind

materials and features, consistent with the

Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Re-

habilitation and the accompanying guidelines

(exclusion 9).

Installation of fire detection and suppression

systems, and security alarm systems, and up-

grading of HVAC systems (exclusion 11).

Undertakings requiring further consulta-

tion. Ground disturbance that would accom-

pany site development in known or to-be-dis-

covered archeological sites.
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APPENDIX A:
LEGISLATION

Nez Perce National Historical Park

1965 Enabling Legislation and 1992

Amendments

Public Law 89-19, 1965 legislation

shown in normal type

Public Law 102-576, 1992 amendments

shown in italic type

Deletions from 1965 legislation

shown stricken

AN ACT
To amend the Act ofMay 15, 1965, authorizing

the Secretary of Interior to designate the Nez

Perce National Historical Park in the State of

Idaho, andfor other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States ofAmerica

in Congress assembled,

Section 1. Short Title

This Act may be cited as the "Nez Perce

National Historical Park Additions Act of 1991

'

AN ACT
To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to

designate the Nez Perce National Historical

Park in the State of Idaho, and for other

purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States of

America in Congress assembled, That it is

the purpose of this Act to facilitate

protection and provide interpretation of

sites in the Nez Perce Country of Idaho and

in the States of Oregon, Washington, Montana,

and Wyoming that have exceptional value in

commemorating the history of the Nation

Sec. 2. To implement this purpose the

Secretary of Interior may designate as the

Nez Perce National Historical Park various

component sites in Federal and non-Federal

ownership relating to the early Nez Perce

culture, the Lewis and Clark Expedition

through the area, the fur trade, missionaries,

gold mining and logging, the Nez Perce war
of 1877, and such other sites as he finds will

depict the role of the Nez Perce country in

the westward expansion of the Nation.

Sites to be so designated shall include—

(1

)

Tolo Lake, Idaho;

(2) Looking Glass' 1877 Campsite, Idaho;

(3) Buffalo Eddy, Washington and Idaho;

(4) Traditional Crossing Near Doug Bar,

Oregon and Idaho;

(5) Camas Meadows Battle Sites, Idaho;

(6) Joseph Canyon Viewpoint, Oregon;

(7) Traditional Campsite at the Fork of the

Lostine and Wallowa Rivers, Oregon;

(8) Burial Site of ChiefJoseph the Younger,

Washington;

(9) Nez Perce Campsites, Washington;

(10) Big Hole National Battlefield,

Montana;

(11) Bear's Paw Battleground, Montana;

(12) Canyon Creek, Montana; and

(13) Hasotino Village, Idaho;

each as described in the National Park Service

document entitled 'Nez Perce National

Historical Park Additions Study', dated 1990

and Old ChiefJoseph's Gravesite and Cemetery,

Oregon, as depicted on the map entitled 'Nez

Perce Additions', numbered 429-20-018, and

dated September, 1991. Lands added to the Big

Hole National Battlefield, Montana, pursuant to

paragraph (10) shall become part of, and placed

under the administrative jurisdiction of, the Big

Hole National Battlefield, but may be interpreted

in accordance with the purposes of this Act.

Sec. 3. The Secretary of the Interior may
acquire by donation or with donated funds

such lands, or interests therein, and other

property which in his judgement will

further the purpose of this Act and he may
purchase with appropriated funds land, or

interest therein, required for the

administration of the Nez Perce National

Historical Park: Provided, Tha t he may
purchase no more than one thousand five
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hundred acres in scenic easemen ts Lands or

interests therein owned by a State or political

subdivision of a State may be acquired under this

section only by donation or exchange. In the

case of sites designated as components of the Nez

Perce National Historical Park after November

1, 1991, the Secretary may not acquire privately

owned land or interests in land without the

consent of the owner unless the Secretaryfinds

that—

(1) the nature of land use has changed

significantly or that the landowner has

demonstrated intent to change the land use

significantlyfrom the condition which

existed on the date of the enactment of the

Nez Perce National Historical Park

Addition Act of 1991;

(2) the acquisition by the Secretary of

such land or interest in land is essential to

assure its usefor purposes set forth in this

Act; and

(3) such lands or interests are located—
(A) within an area depicted on

Sheet 3, 4, or 5 of the map entitled 'Nez

Perce Additions', numbered 429-20018,

and dated September, 1991, or

(B) within the 8-acre parcel ofOld

ChiefJoseph's Gravesite and Cemetery,

Oregon, depicted as 'Parcel A' on Sheet

2 of such map.

Sec. 4. (a) Indian trust land may be

designated by the Secretary of the

Interior for inclusion in the Nez Perce

National Historical Park with the

concurrence of the beneficial owner.

Sites in Federal ownership under the

administrative jurisdiction of other

Government agencies may likewise be

designated by the Secretary of Interior

for inclusion in the Nez Perce National

Historical Park with the concurrence of

the agency having administrative

responsibility therefor, but such

designation shall effect no transfer of

administrative control unless the

administering agency consents thereto.

Not more than one thousand five

hundred acres overall shall be

desi rted-jigna tea pursuant to the foregoing

provisions of this subsection. The

Secretary of Interior may cooperate with

the Nez Perce Tribe or the administering

agency, as the case may be, in research

into and interpretation of the

significance of any site so designated

and in providing desirable interpretive

services and facilities and other facilities

required for public access to and use

and enjoyment of the site and in

conservation of the scenic and other

resources thereof.

(b) The Secretary of Interior may
enter into cooperative agreements with

the owners of property which, under

the provisions of this act, may be

designated for inclusion in Nez Perce

National Historical Park as sites in non-

Federal ownership, and he may assist in

the preservation, renewal, and

interpretation of the properties,

provided the cooperative agreements

shall contain, but not be limited to,

provisions that: (1) the Secretary has

right of access at all reasonable times to

all public portions of the property for

the purpose of conducting visitors

through the property and interpreting it

to the public, and (2) no changes or

alterations shall be made in the

properties, including buildings and

grounds, without the written consent of

the Secretary.

Sec. 5. When the Secretary of the Interior

determines that he has acquired title to,

or interest in, sufficient properties or

determines that he has entered into

appropriate cooperative agreements

with owners of non-Federal properties,

or any combination thereof including

the designation of sites already in

Federal ownership, he shall by

publication in the Federal Register

establish the Nez Perce National

Historical Park and thereafter

administer the Federal property under

his administrative jurisdiction in

accordance with the Act of August 25,

1916 (39 Stat. 535; 16 U.S.C. 1 et. seq.), as

amended and supplemented.

Sec. 6. (a) In order to carry out the

purpose of this Act the Secretary of the

Interior may contract and make
cooperative agreements with the Sta te

of Idaho, its States of Idaho, Oregon,

Washington, Montana, Wyoming, their

political subdivisions or agencies,

corporations, associations, the Nez
Perce Tribe, or individuals, to protect,
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preserve, maintain, or operate any site,

object, or property included within the

Nez Perce National Historical Park,

regardless of whether title thereto is in

the United States: Provided, That no

contract or cooperative agreement shall

be made or entered into which will

obligate the general fund of the

Treasury unless or until Congress has

appropriated money for such purpose.

(b) To facilitate the interpretation of

the Nez Perce country the Secretary is

authorized to erect and maintain tablets

or markers in accordance with the

provisions contained in the Act

approved August 21, 1935, entitled "An
Act to provide for the preservation of

historic American sites, buildings,

objects, and antiquities of national

significance, and for other purposes" (49

Stat. 666).

(c) The Secretary shall consult with

officials of the Nez Perce Tribe on the

interpretation of the park and its history.

Sec. 7. There are hereby authorized to be

appropriated the sums of not more than

$630,000 $2,130,000 for the acquisition of

lands and interests in land and not more
than $4,100,000 $9,300,000 for

construction, restoration work, and

other improvements at the Nez Perce

National Historical Park under this Act.

Approved May 15, 1965

Approved October 30, 1992
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Ant & Yellowjacket
exterior interpretive media

site improvements
$13,500 $13,500

$48,322 $9,222

$13,500

$57,544

total

Buffalo Eddy
exterior interpretive media

site improvements

improvements to structures

$13,500

$18,000

$13,073

$50,921
$2,495
$9,718

$13,500

$18,000

$15,568
$60,639

$13,073
$61,252

$2,495

$11,689

$71,044

$18,000

$15,568

$72,941

total

Coyotes Fishnet
exterior interpretive media

$18,000

$13,500

$94,207

$13,500

$106,509

$13,500

total

Craig Donation Land Claim
exterior interpretive media

$13,500

$9,000

$13,500

$9,000

$13,500

$9,000

total

Donald MacKenzie's Pacific Fur Company
exterior interpretive media

$9,000

Trading Post
$18,000

$9,000

$18,000

$9,000

$18,000

total

Fort Lapwai
interior interpretive media
exterior interpretive media

site improvements
improvements to structures

$18,000

$13,500

$18,000

$13,500

$31,126

$747,014

$5,940

$142,560

$18,000

$125,000

$13,500

$37,066

$889,574

total

HaSOtinO Village no action proposed

Lapwai Mission
exterior interpretive media

$13,500

$9,000

$13,500

$9,000

$1,065,140

$9,000

total

Lenore
exterior interpretive media

site improvements
improvements to structures

$9,000

$12,000

$9,000

$18,000

$34,238

$20,543

$6,534

$3,920

$9,000

$24,000

$40,772

$24,463

total

St. Josephs Mission
exterior interpretive media

$12,000

$9,000

$18,000

$9,000

$89,235

$9,000

total

Spalding
interior interpretive media
exterior interpretive media

site improvements $5,447

improvements to structures $2,236,158

$1,040

$426,748

$9,000

$930,000

$58,500

$6,486

$2,662,906

$1,877,172

$3,677,585

$358,239

$701,829

$9,000

Sl,230,000

$58,500

$2,235,412

$4,379,414

$1,877,172

$3,677,585

$358,239

$701,829

$9,000

$1,230,000

$58,500

$2,235,412

$4,379,414

total $3,657,892 57,903,325 $7,903,325
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APPENDIX B:
COST ESTIMATES
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Asa Smith Mission/Lewis & Clark
exterior interpretive media

site improvements

Long Camp
$13,500

$48,322 $9,222

$13,500

$57,544

$71,044

$9,000

$7,981 $49,801

$48,322

$13,500

$9,222 $57,544

$71,044

$9,000

$7,981 $49,801

total

Camas Prairie

exterior interpretive media
site improvements

$13,500

$9,000

$41,820 $41,820

total

Canoe Camp
exterior interpretive media

site improvements $28,695

$9,000

$4,500

$5,476 $34,171 $28,695 $5,476

$58,801

$4,500

$34,171 $28,695

$58,801

$4,500

$5,476 $34,171

total

Clearwater Battlefield

exterior interpretive media
site improvements $41,820

total

Cottonwood Skirmishes
exterior interpretive media

site improvements

$38,671

$13,500

$7,981 $49,801

$63,301

$18,000

$7,960 $49,668

$46,883 $8,947

$38,671

$31,500

$55,830

$87,330

$18,000

$49,668

S46,8S3 1947

$38,671

$31,500

$55,830

$41,708 $41,708 $7,960 $41,708 $7,960

$87,330

$18,000

$49,668

total $67,668

East Kamiah
interior interpretive media
exterior interpretive media $18,000

site improvements $163,279 $31,160 $194,439

improvements to structures

$163,279

$674,803

$67,668

$125,000

$18,000

$31,160 $194,439

$128,779 $803,582

total

White Bird Battlefield

interior interpretive media
exterior interpretive media

site improvements $155,628

improvements to structures

$12,892

$27,000

$29,700 $185,328 $180,276

$37,351

$35,528

$27,000

$34,404 $214,680

$7,128 $44,479

$67,668

$125,000

$18,000

$163,279 $31,160 $194,439

$674,803 $128,779 $803,582

total

Lolo Trail and Lolo Pass
exterior interpretive media

$212,439

$9,000

$1,141,021

$9,000

$1,141,021

$9,000

total

Looking Glass Camp
exterior interpretive media

$9,000

$9,000

$9,000

$9,000

$9,000

$9,000

total

Musselshell Meadow
exterior interpretive media

$9,000

$4,500

$9,000

$4,500

$9,000

$4,500

total

Pierce Courthouse
exterior interpretive media

site improvements $2,179 $416

$4,500

$4,500

$2,595 $2,179 $416

$4,500

$4,500

$2,595 $2,179 $416

$4,500

$4,500

$2,595

total

Tolo Lake
exterior interpretive media

site improvements $3,268 $624

$7,095

$3,892 $3,268 $624

$7,095

$13,500

$3,892 $3,268 $624

$7,095

$13,500

$3,892

total

Weippe Prairie

exterior interpretive media
site improvements $3,268 $624

$3,892

$9,000

$3,892 $3,268 $624

$17,392

$9,000

$3,892 $3,268 $624

$17,392

$9,000

$3,892

total

Weis Rockshelter
exterior interpretive media

site improvements

$3,268

$3,268

$624

$624

$12,892

$9,000

$3,892

$3,268

$22,276

$624

$4,251

$12,892

$9,000

$26,528

$3,268

$22,276

$624

$4,251

$12,892

$9,000

$26,528

$35,528

$125,000

$27,000

$180,276 $34,404 $214,680

$712,154 $135,907 $848,061

total $212,328 $286,159 $1,214,741
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Dug Bar
exterior interpretive media $9,000 $9,000 $9,000

total

Joseph Canyon
exterior interpretive media

site improvements

$9,000

$9,000

$144,812 $27,636

$9,000

$13,500

$172,448 $839,426

$9,000

$13,500

$160,196 $999,622

total

Lostine Campsite
interior interpretive media
exterior interpretive media

site improvements
improvements to structures

$9,000

$22,277

$116,721

$4,251

$22,275

$185,948

$125,000
$9,000

$26,528

$138,996

$22,277

$116,721

$1,013,122

$125,000
$9,000

$4,251 $26,528

$22,275 $138,996

total

Nez Perce Campsites
interior interpretive media

exterior interpretive media
site improvements

improvements to structures

$299,524

$9,000

$840,242

$2,678,825

$299,524

$600,000

$36,000

$160,351 $1,000,593

$511,226 $3,190,051

total

Nez Perce Cemetery

Old Joseph Gravesite

exterior interpretive media
site improvements

no action proposed

$9,000

$7,781 $1,485

$9,000

$9,000

$9,266 $32,059

$4,826,644

$9,000

$6,118 $38,178

total $9,000 $18,266 $47,178

Montana Unit
Bear Paw Battlefield

interior interpretive media
exterior interpretive media

site improvements
improvements to structures

$39,544 $7,546

$22,500

$47,090 $39,544

$185,197

$225,000

$22,500

$7,546 $47,090

$35,343 $220,540

$39,544

$860,000

$225,125

$22,500

$7,546 $47,090

$164,122 $1,024,123

total

Big Hole
interior interpretive media
exterior interpretive media

site improvements
improvements to structures

$840,242

$408,524

$69,590

$160,351 $1,000,593

$77,963 $486,486

$515,130

$600,000

$22,500
$840,242 $160,351 $1,000,593

$1,682,572 $321,102 $2,003,674

Total Construction Budget Alternative 1: $6,042,239 Alternative 2: $14,642,268

First Priority:

Second Priority:

Third Priority

Spalding:

Big Hole:

$1,510,579

$4,918,604

$5,609,414

$2,603,674

$1,318,838

$600,000

$22,500
$840,242 $160,351 $1,000,593

$2,678,825 $511,226 $3,190,051

total

Camas Meadows Battle Sites

exterior interpretive media

$1,487,079 $3,626,767

$13,500

$4,813,144

$27,000

total

Canyon Creek
exterior interpretive media $9,000

$13,500

$18,000

$27,000

$18,000
total $9,000 $18,000 $18,000

Summary

$24,440,886

$2,398,467

$6,810,739

Alternative 3:

First Priority:

Second Priority:

Third Priority

Spalding:

Big Hole:

Fort Lapwai:

Nez Perce Campsites: $4,826,644

$5,609,414

$3,790,051

$1,014,574
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APPENDIX C:
CULTURAL RESOURCES—

STATUS AND PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION

All the sites in Nez Perce National Historical

Park are eligible for listing on the National

Register of Historic Places, and documenta-

tion is being developed to describe the char-

acteristics that make them eligible for listing.

The summaries in this appendix are adapted

from the 1994 Nez Perce National Historical Park

Resource Management Plan.

STATUS OF CULTURAL RESOURCES

Archeological Resources

Archeological sites in and adjacent to Nez
Perce National Historical Park represent the

full range of currently identified prehistory in

Nez Perce country. The status of archeologi-

cal resources and their investigation was care-

fully described by David Chance in his report

to the National Park Service, "A Review of the

Archaeology of the Nez Perce Country,"

(Chance, Chance, Paul 1987).

The study of the archeology of the Nez Perce

country has been inconsistent. Important sites

have been only partially analyzed, and col-

lections remain relatively inaccessible because

field notes are lacking. Site records for identi-

fied archeological features are often scanty,

inconsistent, and poorly described.

Unauthorized uses, primarily the use of metal

detectors, have occurred on park sites. Infre-

quent cases of vandalism also have adversely

affected archeological resources. Authorized

visitor uses such as horseback riding and
mountain bike use can also affect archeologi-

cal sites.

At present the park has little direct manage-
rial control of the archeological resources at

the many non-NPS sites. As the park estab-

lishes and reestablishes agreements regarding

those sites, stronger resource protection ele-

ments can be added.

Sites in Nez Perce National Historical Park

that contain significant archeological remains

or the potential for such remains, are as fol-

lows:

Ant and Yellowjacket

Asa Smith Mission

Bear Paw
Big Hole

Buffalo Eddy

Camas Prairie

Canyon Creek

Clearwater Battlefield

Coyote's Fishnet

Craig Donation

Dug Bar

East Kamiah

Fort Lapwai

Hasotino Village

loseph Canyon

Lenore

Lewis and Clark Long Camp
Looking Glass Camp
Lostine Camp
Musselshell Meadow
Nespelem Camps

Pierce

Spalding

St. Joseph Mission

Tolo Lake

Weippe

Weis Rockshelter

White Bird

Museum Collection

The museum collection of Nez Perce National

Historical Park contains nearly 150,000 pieces.

This collection, which is kept at Spalding, rep-

resents a primary cultural resource. It docu-

ments the archeological record of the four sites

of the national park system in Idaho, preserves

the contents of Watson's Store as it was found

in 1965, and includes the remainder of the
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Evans Collection of Plateau material, long

housed at the Spalding Site. It also includes

the Spalding Allen collection, which the Nez
Perce Tribe recently bought from the Ohio

Historical Society. Important ethnographic

pieces have been added over the years by gift,

exchange, or purchase. The permanent exhibit

brings together the richest collection of Nez
Perce material on display anywhere. Docu-

mentary materials contribute to an under-

standing of recent Nez Perce culture through

photographs, oral histories, and manuscript

collections.

There is a small collection of natural history

specimens, most of which were collected by a

park interpreter. Others were collected dur-

ing an inventory of White Bird vegetation.

None was mounted to NPS standards, and

many specimens are damaged or lack essen-

tial information. A collection of ethnobotani-

cal specimens documenting plants used by
Nez Perce over time is needed.

There are also significant museum collections

at Big Hole National Battlefield.

Ethnographic Data

Some properties in the park are culturally sen-

sitive, including cemeteries, legend sites, and

traditional use areas. These properties present

special challenges, especially when different

groups in the Nez Perce community view the

same site in different ways and associate dif-

ferent sets of values with it.

The following sites contain significant ethno-

graphic data.

Ant & Yellowjacket

Bear Paw
Big Hole

Camas Prairie

Coyote's Fishnet

Dug Bar

East Kamiah

Lostine Camp
Musselshell Meadow
Nez Perce Camps
Spalding

Weippe

Historic Resources

The park sites contain a complex mixture of

historic structures, earthworks, cultural land-

scapes, historically significant plantings, and

monuments. Resources of different periods

are often found close together. This can lead

to special management problems in maintain-

ing one without affecting the integrity of an-

other.

There are significant historic resources at the

following sites:

Bear Paw
Big Hole

Camas Meadows Battle Site

Canoe Camp
Dug Bar

East Kamiah

Fort Lapwai

Nez Perce Cemetery

Old Joseph Gravesite

Pierce Courthouse

Spalding

St. Joseph Mission

White Bird Battlefield

CULTURAL RESOURCES PROGRAM
OVERVIEW AND NEEDS

Staffing

The park staff is inadequate to handle the

workload of documenting and maintaining its

museum collections and library. Because of the

park's intense interest in the history and cul-

ture of the Nez Perce, an onsite anthropolo-

gist or ethnohistorian is needed to work co-

operatively with the tribe in conducting re-

search while providing professional assistance

to the park staff and management, as well as

the public. More clerical support also is

needed.

Museum Collection Management and
Maintenance

The management of the museum collection is

the most fully developed component of the

park's cultural resource management pro-

gram, but many other projects need to be

handled. The backlog of accession and indi-

vidual catalog records has not yet been com-
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pleted, nor has deaccessioning of items not

related to the park. More complete photo-

graphic documentation of the collection is

needed. Copy negatives of the park's historic

photographs are being created as a means of

preserving the images; this work continues as

the park continues to acquire photographs.

In general, the collection facilities at Nez Perce

National Historical Park meets NPS museum
standards for climate control, security, and

storage and record-keeping facilities. Space for

curatorial work is needed, and collection

housekeeping and preservation has suffered

from a lack of adequate funding and staffing.

Additional interest in the use of the collection

for research has added to the demands on

cultural resource staff time.

Management of Archeological

Resources

University and private archeologists under

contract have surveyed and tested most of the

NPS-owned acreage in the park. More thor-

ough study is needed at White Bird because

surveys there were not up to today's stan-

dards. Archeological study of the newly au-

thorized sites is needed, particularly if devel-

opment is proposed. Collections and field

notes from sites that were excavated in the

past need to be reexamined in the light ofnew
knowledge about Nez Perce cultural history.

The park has not yet taken full advantage of

its legislatively authorized ability to work
cooperatively with other agencies and private

landowners in conducting archeological in-

vestigations.

Management of Historic Resources

A number of valuable studies of Nez Perce

sites were made in the 1970s, including his-

toric resource studies for Spalding and Fort

Lapwai. Better storage facilities and work
spaces are needed for the collections at Big

Hole National Battlefield. Cultural landscape

reports for White Bird Battlefield and East

Kamiah are underway. They will fulfill much
of the need for additional historic resource

studies at these sites. Several other special

studies would be helpful in historic site man-
agement. The documentation for eligibility for

the National Register of Historic Places for all

Nez Perce sites is being brought to current

standards.

The documentation and preservation of the

park's historic buildings has been a strong and

fairly consistent component of the cultural

resource program. All six remaining historic

buildings have been stabilized, and preserva-

tion maintenance activities are performed

regularly. However, except for the St. Joseph

Mission, the details of the buildings' histories

and occupations have not been fully studied.

The park's list of classified structures was re-

cently expanded to include a wider range of

structures. Added to the list were monuments
and markers, historic rockwork, and con-

structed landforms such as raceways and
ponds.

Cultural Landscapes

Cultural landscapes are important elements

of nearly all the park sites. Landscape docu-

mentation efforts have begun, as has a sys-

tematic program to photomonitor these dy-

namic resources. Specific strategies for man-
aging these landscapes still need to be devel-

oped. NPS personnel are documenting the

Montana sites for a cultural landscapes inven-

tory. Strategies for protecting the resources

and landscapes on non-NPS lands also are

needed.

Ethnographic Program

The park's ethnographic program needs to

reflect the unique relationship between the

Nez Perce people and Nez Perce National

Historical Park. All activities must be per-

formed in full cooperation and partnership

with the tribes. To augment this important

effort, a comprehensive ethnographic pro-

gram should be developed that would meet
the needs and use the resources of all inter-

ested agencies and the tribes. A formalized

consultation process is needed, especially rela-

tive to the Native American Graves Protection

and Repatriation Act.
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APPENDIX D: NATURAL
RESOURCES PROGRAM
OVERVIEW AND NEEDS

Staffing

The park lacks adequate staff for the workload

necessary to manage the natural resources

encompassed within the boundaries of the

park. A stronger natural resource understand-

ing needs to take place within the park staff,

cooperators, and the local areas. The park's

intense interest in the history and culture of

the Nez Perce leads to the need for an on-site

botanist/biologist to work cooperatively with

the Nez Perce in conducting research, while

providing professional assistance to park staff,

management, and the public. This person

would also work with the native vegetation,

fire management and integrated pest manage-

ment programs. A staff resource management
specialist is also needed to conduct base line

inventories of natural resources of the Na-

tional Park Service managed sites and the con-

tinued monitoring of those resources over

time. This person would also map and de-

velop park resource information for inclusion

into a geographic information system for plan-

ning and management of resources.

Maintenance of and Return to Native

Vegetation

Of prime importance to the cultural landscape

is the maintenance of the native vegetation at

each site. Native vegetation at many sites has

been severely compromised by agricultural

practices, land alterations, construction, and

other practices. The spread of exotic and nox-

ious weeds continues to be a major natural

resource issue at all park sites. Species such

as yellow starthistle, scotch thistle, field bind-

weed, poison hemlock, and others are rapidly

outcompeting existing vegetation. The park

has established an Integrated Pest Manage-
ment Program to combat the effects of nox-

ious weeds, non-native plants and also ani-

mals that have deleterious effects upon the

resources. Efforts to extinguish wildland fires

have also promoted vegetative changes to the

cultural landscapes. A Management Ignited

Prescribed Fire Program is needed to reintro-

duce fire in the ecosystem and aid in the con-

trol of native and non-native species and the

maintenance of the historic landscape.

Inventory and Monitoring Program

With resources in as many provinces and
throughout such a wide area, it is imperative

that basic inventories be conducted to docu-

ment the resources of park sites, including the

presence/absence of threatened or endan-

gered species. These inventories need to be

followed by systematic monitoring protocols

that allow documentation of change, for bet-

ter or worse, to park resources. One of the

most promising methods to document and
monitor change is by photomonitoring. This

allows documentation of not only historic

structures, but also of landscapes and envi-

ronmental factors such as vegetation, geology,

and hydrology.

Hydrology

The Clearwater and Snake Rivers, adjacent to

several park sites, are major recreational re-

sources. Fishermen from many parts of the

United States, Canada, and other parts of the

world, enjoy this year-round trophy fishery.

Many portions of the Snake River and tribu-

taries and the Clearwater River are critical

habitat for several species of anadromous
fishes. These rivers also provide opportuni-

ties for boating, other river associated recre-

ation, and limited hunting. The Big Hole val-

ley is an internationally renowned fly fishing

locale and is one reach of the federally listed

arctic grayling. Big game hunting is also a

major source of income for many of the asso-

ciated areas in this region. Park sites along

these rivers also provide walk-in access for

some of these types of recreation.
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Water quality and quantity are major re-

sources of many park sites. It was and is the

water that created much of the environment

supported other resources utilized by the Nez
Perce, Lewis and Clark, MacKenzie, mission-

aries, prospectors, and even the agriculture,

industry, power, and recreation activities of

today.

Air Quality

Nez Perce National Historical Park is desig-

nated as a class II site for air quality. Most of

the park sites are located in rural areas with

few sources of air quality degradation. How-
ever, lumber and papermill activity near the

Spalding and East Kamiah sites have nega-

tively impacted air and visual quality nearby.

While no active monitoring program is cur-

rently being performed by park staff, state and

federal agencies have monitoring responsibili-

ties at many locations surrounding park sites.

Natural Quiet

Many park sites are located in rural or wild

settings which provide visitors with the op-

portunity to experience natural quiet.

Cultural Landscapes and Viewshed

A resource of concern at all part sites is the

preservation of the historic scene. This in-

cludes preserving, as much as possible, the

viewshed in a manner that visitors to the sites

can get an appreciation of the land, the re-

sources, and/or the people who are the sub-

ject of the site.
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APPENDIX E:

THREATENED,
ENDANGERED, OR SPECIAL

CONCERN SPECIES
[Note: Status codes are explained in the list at the bottom of the table.]

Common Name Scientific Name Federal Status State Status

Gray wolf Canis lupus FE IE

Peregrine falcon Falco peregrinus FE

Snake River sockeye salmon Oncorhynchyus nerka FE

MacFarlane's four o'clock Mirabilis macfarlanei FE

Pygmy gentian Gentiana prostrata MSI

California wolverine Gulo gulo luteus OT

Bald eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus FT IE,OT

Chinook salmon Oncorhynchus tschawytscha FT OT

White-margined knotweed Polygonum polygaliodes MS2

Lemhi beardtongue Penstemon lemhiensis MS2

Candystick Allotropa virgata MS2, MS3

Stalk-leaved monkeyflower Mimulus patulus OT

Swift fox Vulpes velox FC

Mountain plover Charadrius montanus FC

Great gray owl Strix nebulosa MS3

Boreal owl Aegolius funereus MS3, MS4

Bull trout Salvelinus confluentus FC

Fluvial arctic grayling Thymallus arcticus FC

Westslope cutthroat trout Oncorhynchus clarki lewisi MS3

FE Federally endangered. Listed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as a species that is in

danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range.

FT Federally threatened. Listed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as a species that is likely to

become an endangered species within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant

portion of its range.

FC Federal candidate. Species that are under consideration for listing by the U.S. Fish and
wildlife Service as threatened or endangered, for which conclusive data on biological vulner-

ability and threat are not available to support proposed rules.

IE Listed by the state of Idaho as a species that is in danger of extinction throughout all or a

significant portion of its range.

MSI Listed by the state of Montana as critically imperiled because of extreme rarity (5 or fewer

occurrences or very few remaining individuals) or because of some factor of its biology

making it especially vulnerable to extinction.

MS2 Listed by the state of Montana as imperiled because of rarity (6 to 20 occurrences) or because

of other factors demonstrably making it very vulnerable to extinction throughout its range.

MS3 Listed by the state of Montana as either very rare and local throughout its range, or found

locally (even abundantly at some of its locations) in a restricted range, or vulnerable to

extinction throughout its range because of other factors; in the range of 21 to 100 occurrences.

MS4 Listed by the state of Montana as apparently secure, though it may be quite rare in parts of its

range, especially at the periphery.

OT Listed by the State of Oregon as threatened.
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APPENDIX F:

VISITATION, SPALDING AND
BIG HOLE BATTLEFIELD

Table F-l: Spalding Site Visitation 1986--1995

Month 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

January 3,779 4,169 1,661 3,494 3,460 7,438 12,079 3,130 6,125 3,966

February 3,999 5,606 2,488 3,139 2,968 9,876 14,429 4,464 2,749 13,540

March 6,563 8,470 3,465 5,285 3,731 10,986 9,347 8,166 8,337 6,405

April 5,307 9,021 3,477 7,580 4,800 2,832 17,720 8,962 7,691 9,600

May 9,470 9,658 5,770 9,701 9,045 11,120 21,638 13,262 14,432 11,749

June 13,066 13,229 6,282 7,809 9,792 25,266 26,018 14,208 18,682 15,989

July 13,712 15,240 6,504 12,626 12,145 18,630 29,060 14,712 18,397 15,344

August 12,228 16,575 7,901 11,666 12,400 30,336 22,502 17,406 20,485 12,960

September 10,165 12,284 5,661 8,265 6,928 19,531 19,551 14,879 9,939 11,204

October 7,996 10,092 5,715 6,454 4,660 10,498 12,075 9,041 7,881 7,068

November 5,072 10,042 4,235 5,049 4,304 13,851 8,667 7,203 13,139 3,804

December 3,988 3,757 3,894 3,590 2,310 10,352 4,401 4,303 5,896 1,180

Total 95,345 118,143 57,053 84,658 76,543 170,716 197,487 119,736 133,753 112,809

Table F-2: Big Hole Battlefield VlSITATIC)N 1986-1995

Month 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

January 216 152 373 225 188 247 435 317 389 268

February 472 311 393 177 291 498 707 447 462 446

March 584 721 469 407 585 615 1,206 918 1,006 698

April 919 921 894 1,141 1,165 847 1,894 1,607 1,464 1,055

May 3,527 4,159 4,868 4,374 3,718 4,936 6,711 6,373 6,012 6,778

June 6,396 5,617 7,135 7,609 7,875 9,840 9,544 8,803 9,651 9,501

July 11,054 5,630 12,036 12,321 10,103 13,379 15,196 19,834 16,951 15,998

August 9,589 8,200 10,081 14,814 10,710 12,152 14,897 12,702 15,615 16,533

September 4,083 3,894 4,554 6,408 6,714 7,578 7,912 7,145 10,078 8,544

October 1,906 2,375 1,876 1,983 1,834 2,977 4,782 2,996 3,277 3,784

November 345 548 367 444 501 581 651 663 443 391

December 297 166 305 128 136 415 242 393 323 129

Total 39,388 32,694 43,351 50,031 43,820 54,065 64,177 62,198 65,671 64,125
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APPENDIX G:
CONSULTATION LETTERS
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Received DSC-PM

MAY 2 3 1996

United States Department of the Interior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Snake River Basin Office, Columbia River Basin Ecoregion

4696 Overland Road, Room 576

Boise, Idaho 83705

May 20, 1996

Clifford L. Hawkes
Natural Resources Specialist

National Park Service

Denver Service Center

12795 West Alameda Parkway

P.O. Box 25287

Denver, Colorado 80225-0287

Subject: Nez Perce National Historical Park — Species List

SP#l-4-96-SP-190 File #1035.0140

ROUTE -DENVER SERVICE CENTER
1. DSC-JLT '/M-u.'&cds

2. DSC-

3. DSC-

a. osr-

REMARKS:

*TTa <>-' \?;>r s TO PIFS

Dear Mr. Hawkes:

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) is providing you with a list of endangered,

threatened, candidate, and/or proposed species which may be present in the Nez Perce National

Historical Park project area. You requested this species list in a letter dated April 30, 1996

received by this office on May 6, 1996. The list fulfills requirements for a species list under

Section 7(c) of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (Act), as amended. The requirements for

Federal agency compliance under the Act are outlined in Enclosure 2. Ifthe project is not started

within 180 days of this letter, regulations require that you request an updated list Please refer to

the number shown on the list (Enclosure 1 ) in all correspondence and reports.

Section 7 of the Act requires Federal agencies to assure that their actions are not likely to

jeopardize the continued existence ofendangered or threatened species. If a listed species

appears on Enclosure 1, and ifthe proposed action involves a major construction activity that may
affect the species, agencies are required to prepare a Biological Assessment. It would be prudent

for you to consult informally with the Service in development ofBiological Assessments. Ifyou

determine that a listed species is likely to be affected adversely by the proposed project, the Act

requires that you request formal Section 7 consultation through this office. If a proposed species

is likely to be jeopardized by a Federal action, regulations require a conference between the

Federal agency and the Service.

Candidate species that appear on Enclosure 1 have no protection under the Act, but are included

for your early planning consideration. Candidate species could be proposed or listed during the
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project planning period, and would then be covered under Section 7 of the Act. The Service

advises an evaluation of potential effects on proposed and/or candidate species that may occur in

the project area.

The list we are providing you reflects the Candidate Notice of Review published in the February

28, 1996 Federal Register. You will note that the Service is no longer categorizing candidates as

CI, C2, and C3. Beginning with the referenced Notice, candidate species are those formerly

identified as category 1, plants and animals for which the Service has sufficient information to

support issuing a proposed rule for listing under the Endangered Species Act (Act). Species that

do not meet that information standard are no longer regarded as candidates and do not appear in

the Notice of Review. Further, you will note that several Idaho species that were listed as CI in

previous Notices do not appear on this most recent list. In preparing the Notice, the Service

evaluated all species and revised the list to include only those that met the aforementioned

information requirements. Candidates that appear in the Notice for Idaho are the bull trout,

Northern Idaho ground squirrel, the Great Basin population of spotted frog, and Christ's

paintbrush. The list ofthreatened and endangered species remains unchanged.

The Snake River Basin Office continues to have interest in a number ofplants and animals that are

not designated as endangered, threatened, or candidate species under the Act. We are concerned

about their population status and threats to their long-term viability. In your efforts toward

ecosystem-level management, we suggest that you consider these species and their habitats in

project planning and review. The Service will continue to provide you with information that we
have about those species. Any concerns we raise about those species will be in context with the

National Environmental Policy Act, Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, Migratory Bird Treaty

Act, and other authorities.

Ifyou have any questions regarding Federal consultation responsibilities under the Act, please

contact Bob Kibler of this office at 208-334- 193 1. Thank you for your continued interest in

endangered species conservation.

Sincerely,

Enclosures

cc: D3FG, Lewiston

j4<v£*ASupervisor, Snake River Basin Office
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Received DSC-PM

JUN 3 1996

United States Department of the Interior

IN REPLY REFER TO:

M. 25 (I)

Clifford L. Hawkes
National Park Service
Denver Service Center
12795 W. Alameda Parkway
P.O. Box 25287
Denver, CO 80225-0287

Dear Mr. Hawkes:

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

ECOLOGICAL SERVICES
100 N. PARK AV., SUITE 320

HELENA, MT 59601

ROUTE - DENVER SERVICE Cc'NTER

DSC-.££
0SC- -

DSC- -
DSC- _

May 29,
REMARKS:

1996

CRIG.NAl CEMT TO PIFS

AFTER RG..m;\3. SZWD
ATTACHMENTS tc. :;FS .

.st of

t^-

This is in response to your letter of April 30, 1996, requesting a

Federally threatened and endangered species that may occur on two National
Park Service sites in Montana, Bear Paw Battlefield and Big Hole National
Battle Ground, that are covered under a general management plan/environmental
impact statement that is being prepared for the Nez Perce Historical Park.

In accordance with Section 7(c) of the Endangered Species Act (Act) of 1973 as

amended, we have determined that the following listed, proposed, and candidate

threatened or endangered (T/E) species may be present in the project area.

Because the distribution of listed species is not uniform across either site,

we are including separate species lists for each site.

BIO HOLE NATIONAL BATTLEGROUND

Listed Species

Bald eagle; threatened
(Haliaeetua leucocephalus)

Gray wolf; nonessential experimental
(Cania lupus)

Peregrine falcon; endangered
(Falco peregrxnus)

Proposed Species

None

Expected Occurrence

Spring/fall migrant, nesting

Occasional transient

Spring/fall migrant

Candidate Species

Fluvial arctic grayling (Thymallus arcticus) Big Hole River drainage

On November 22, 1994, the Service published final rules in the Federal
Register designating wolves reintroduced into Yellowstone National Park and
Central Idaho as nonessential experimental populations. Within the designated
nonessential experimental population areas described and depicted in the
rules, all gray wolves will be managed in accordance with the provisions
outlined in the rules. The project area involved in this consultation lies
within the Central Idaho Nonessential Experimental Population Area.

For section 7 consultation purposes, wolves designated as nonessential
experimental that are within the boundaries of any unit of the National Park
system or the National Wildlife Refuge system are treated as a threatened
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species. As such, the section 7 consultation procedures for listed species
would apply to Federal actions within National Parks and National Wildlife
Refuges.

Wolves designated as nonessential experimental that are not within units of
the National Park or National Wildlife Refuge systems but are within the
boundaries of the nonessential experimental population area are treated as

proposed species for section 7 purposes. As such, Federal agencies are only
required to confer with the Service when they determine that an action they
authorize fund or carry out "is likely to jeopardize the continued existence"
of the species. Gray wolveB occurring outside the Central Idaho and
Yellowstone nonessential experimental population areas retain their status as

endangered.

BEAR PAW BATTLEFIELD

Listed Species

None

Proposed Species

None

Candidate Species

Mountain plover (Charadrius montanus)

Swift fox (Vulpes velox)

Expected Occurrence

Possible occurrence in shortgrass
prairie habitat

Possible occurrence in shortgrass
prairie/grassland habitats

Section 7(c) of the Act requires that Federal agencies proposing major
construction activities complete a biological assessment to determine the
effects of the proposed actions on listed and proposed species and use the
biological assessment to determine whether formal consultation is required. A
major construction activity is defined as "a construction project (or other
undertaking having similar physical impacts) which is a major Federal action
significantly affecting the quality of the human environment as referred to in
the National Environmental Policy Act" (50 CFR Part 402). If a biological
assessment is not required (i.e. all other actions), the Federal agency is
still required to review their proposed activities to determine whether listed
species may be affected. If such a determination is made, formal consultation
with the Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) is required.

For those actions wherein a biological assessment is required, the assessment
should be completed within 180 days of initiation. This timeframe can be
extended by mutual agreement between the Federal agency or its designated non-
Federal representative and the Service. If an assessment is not initiated
within 90 days, this list of threatened and endangered species should be
verified with the Service prior to initiation of the assessment. The
biological assessment may be undertaken as part of the Federal agency's
compliance of section 102 of the National Environment Policy Act (NEPA) and
incorporated into the NEPA documents. We recommend that biological
assessments include the following:

1. A description of the project.

2. A description of the specific area that may be affected by the action.

3. The current status, habitat use, and behavior of T/E species in the
project area.
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4. Discussion of the methods used to determine the information in Item 3.

5. An analysis of the affects of the action on listed species and proposed
species and their habitats, including an analysis of any cumulative
effects.

6. Coordination/mitigation measures that will reduce/eliminate adverse
impacts to T/E species.

7. The expected status of T/E species in the future (short and long term)
during and after project completion.

8. A determination of "is likely to adversely affect" or "is not likely to
adversely affect" for listed species.

9. A determination of "is likely to jeopardize" or "is not likely to
jeopardize" for proposed species.

10. Citation of literature and personal contacts used in developing the
assessment.

If it is determined that a proposed program or project "is likely to adversely
affect" any listed species, formal consultation should be initiated with this
office. If it is concluded that the project "is not likely to adversely
affect" listed species, the Service should be asked to review the assessment
and concur with the determination of no adverse effect.

Pursuant to section 7(a)(4) of the Act, if it is determined that any proposed
species may be jeopardized, the Federal agency should initiate a conference
with the Service to discuss conservation measures for those species. Although
candidate species have no legal status and are accorded no protection under
the Act, they are included here to alert your agency of potential proposals or
listings.

A Federal agency may designate a non-Federal representative to conduct
informal consultation or prepare biological assessments. However, the
ultimate responsibility for section 7 compliance remains with the Federal
agency and written notice should be provided to the Service upon such a
designation. We recommend that Federal agencies provide their non-Federal
representatives with proper guidance and oversight during preparation of
biological assessments and evaluation of potential impacts to listed species.

Section 7(d) of the Act requires that the Federal agency and permit/license
applicant shall not make any irreversible or irretrievable commitment of
resources which would preclude the formulation of reasonable and prudent
alternatives until consultation on listed species is completed.

If we can be of further assistance, please contact Lori Nordstrom at the
address above or by phone (406)449-5225. Your interest and cooperation in
meeting our joint responsibilities under the Endangered Species Act are
appreciated.

Sincerely,

£mper M. McMaster
Field Supervisor
Montana Field Office

LHN/lhn

c: Billings Suboffice, ES, USFWS
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United States Department of the Interior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Oregon State Office

2600 S.E. 98th Avenue, Suite 100

Portland, Oregon 97266

(503)231-6179 FAX: (503) 231-6195

June 10, 1996

In reply refer to:

1-7-96-SP-324

Clifford Hawkes

National Park Service

PO Box 25287

Denver, CO 80225-0287

Dear Mr. Hawkes:

This is in response to your letter, dated 27 May 1996, requesting information on listed and

proposed endangered and threatened species that may be present within the area of the Nez Perce

National Historic Park Project in Wallowa County, Oregon. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

(Service) received your letter on 4 June 1996.

We have attached a list (Attachment A) of threatened and endangered species that may occur

within the area of the Nez Perce Park Project. The list fulfills the requirement of the Service

under section 7© of the Endangered Species Act (Act) of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et

seq.). National Park Service (NPS) requirements under the Act are outlined in Attachment B.

The purpose of the Act is to provide a means whereby threatened and endangered species and the

ecosystems on which they depend may be conserved. Under section 7(a)(1) and 7(a)(2) of the

Act and pursuant to 50 CFR 402 et seq., NPS is required to utilize their authorities to carry out

programs which further species conservation and to determine whether projects may affect

threatened and endangered species, and/or critical habitat. A Biological Assessment is required

for construction projects (or other undertakings having similar physical impacts) which are major

Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment as defined in NEPA
(42 U.S.C. 4332 (2)(c)). For projects other than major construction activities, the Service

suggests that a biological evaluation similar to the Biological Assessment be prepared to

determine whether they may affect listed and proposed species. Recommended contents of a

Biological Assessment are described in Attachment B, as well as 50 CFR 401.12.

IfNPS determines, based on the Biological Assessment or evaluation, that threatened and

endangered species and/or critical habitat may be affected by the project, NPS is required to

consult with the Service following the requirements of 50 CFR 402 which implement the Act.

printed on unbleached recycled paper
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Attachment A includes a list of candidate species under review for listing. The list reflects

changes to the candidate species list published February 28. 1996, in the Federal Register

(Vol. 61, No. 40, 7596) and the addition of ''species of concern." Candidate species have no

protection under the Act but are included for consideration as it is possible candidates could be

listed prior to project completion. Species of concern are those taxa whose conservation status is

of concern to the Service (many previously known as Category 2 candidates), but for

which further information is still needed.

If a proposed project may affect candidate species or species of concern, NPS is not required to

perform a Biological Assessment or evaluation or consult with the Service. However, the

Service recommends addressing potential impacts to these species in order to prevent future

conflicts. Therefore, if early evaluation of the project indicates that it is likely to adversely

impact a candidate species or species of concern, NPS may wish to request technical assistance

from this office.

Your interest in endangered species is appreciated. The Service encourages NPS to investigate

opportunities for incorporating conservation of threatened and endangered species into project

planning processes as a means of complying with the Act. If you have questions regarding your

responsibilities under the Act, please contact Diana Hwang at (503) 23 1 -6 1 79. For questions

regarding anadromous fish, please contact National Marine Fisheries Service, 525 NE Oregon

St., Suite 500, Portland, Oregon 97232, (503) 230-5400. All correspondence should include the

above referenced file number.

W

Sincerely,

Russell D. Peterson

State Supervisor

Attachments

SP324
cc: PFO-ES

ODFW (nongame)

Snake River Basin Office
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Received DSC-PM

MAY 1 3 1996

IDAHO CONSERVATION DATA CENTER
Idaho Department of Fish and Came • 600 South Walnut • P.O. Box 25 Boise, Idaho 83707 (208) 334-3402 • FAX 334-2114

9 May 1996

ROUTE -DENVER SERVICE CENTER

i. oscftE 'N*~*Z>
2. 0SC-

3. DSC-

4. DSC- -

REMARKS:

CRICi'NAl :'MT TO PlrS ^
AF^R ROUTING, S*:ND

ATTACHMENTS TO PIFS

Clifford L. Hawkes, Natural Resource Specialist
National Park Service
12795 W. Alameda Parkway
P.O. Box 25287
Denver, CO 80225-0287

Dear Mr. Hawkes:

I am responding to your request for information on state
Threatened or Endangered (T&E) species associated with multiple
Nez Perce National Historical Park sites in Idaho.

In general, all federal Threatened and Endangered species are
considered by the state of Idaho as (state) Threatened or
Endangered species . Despite the lack of a state Endangered
Species Act, the Department of Fish and Game has designated a few
fish species, other than federal T&E species, as T&E.

The following page provides a listing of state T&E species for
each of your project areas. If you have questions, please
contact me.

Sincerely,

George Stephens
Fish and Game Data Coordinator
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M MONTANA NATURAL HERITAGE PROGRAM
1515 East Sixth Avenue

P.O. Box 201800
Helena, Montana 59620-1800

(406) 444-3009

192

Clifford L. Hawkes

Natural Resource Specialist

U.S. Department of the Interior

National Park Service Denver Service Center

12795 W. Alameda Parkway

P.O. Box 25287

Denver, Colorado 80225-0287

Dear Mr. Hawkes,

May 6, 1996

In response to your request of April 30, 1996, 1 am enclosing a total of 12 element occurrence

records describing species of special concern which occur in the areas that you are interested in. I am

also including 2 maps showing these record locations and an explanatory document. The enclosed maps

conveys information relevant to the requested areas only and is applicable only to these areas.

These maps are not intended as comprehensive displays of all sensitive species data within their

boundaries.

You will find that three of the enclosed records represent plant communities. Some of the plant

community records that we track represent communities which are widespread in Montana. We include

certain locations as sensitive records, however, because they represent exemplary, relatively pristine

examples of certain community types, or because they have been established as study plots.

Please note that this report includes sensitive data intended for use within your agency and not for

general distribution or publication. In particular, public release of specific location information may
jeopardize the welfare of a threatened, endangered, or sensitive species or community. Individuals wishing

to obtain additional information should contact the Heritage Program directly. This report may also

include data from privately-owned lands, and approval by the landowner may be advisable if specific

location information is considered for publication.

I hope that the enclosed information is helpful to you. Should you have any questions or require

further information, please feel free to contact me.

.i
Project Information Coordinator

The Mature Conservancv and Montana State Library

WNez Perce
A National Historical Park
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Oregon
June 17, 1996

Clifford Hawkes

National Park Service, Denver Service Center

PO Box 25287

Denver, CO 80225-0287

NATURAL
H ERITAGE

PROCR A VI

Dear Mr. Hawkes:

We have conducted a data system search for rare, threatened and endangered plant and animal

records for your Nez Perce Historical Park projects in Wallow County, Oregon.

No records were noted within a two-mile radius of the Joseph Canyon Project. Six records were

noted within a two-mile radius of the Dug Bar project; 4 records for the Lostine Campsite

project. These records are included on the enclosed computer printout. A key to the fields is

also included.

Please remember that the lack of rare element information from a given area does not mean that

there are no significant elements there, only that there is no information known to us from the

site. To assure that there are no important elements present, you should inventory the site, at the

appropriate season.

This data is confidential and for the specific purposes of your project and is not to be

distributed.

Please call if you should have any questions.

Sincerely,

flw*L ^/^
Connie Levesque

Data Handler

encl: invoice

A COOPERATIVE
PROJECT OF:

\lllUI P
821 SE 14th Avenue

Portland, Oregon 97214

(503)731-3070

FAX (503) 230-9639

vY -
-
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January 18, 1996

Oregon

Franklin C. Walker

Superintendent

Nez Perce National Historical Park

PO Box 93

Spalding ID 83551-0093

c/o Paul Henderson

National Park Service

PO Box U
Joseph OR 97846

PARKS AND
R E CREATION
D E I" A R T M i: N T

STATE HISTORIC
I'RI-Sr.RVATION OITIC

Dear Mr. Walker:

Thank you for inviting comments of the Oregon State Historic Preservation Office

on the Alternative Strategies Handbook, which was prepared under National Park

Service auspices for the forthcoming workshop at Lewiston, Idaho, January 29 to

February 2, 1996.

General

It has been a pleasure to review this product of field investigation, planning

workshops, and public information meetings. It is first rate both in terms of

content and graphic output. The half-tone illustrations and mapping are very

effective in evoking the relative locations, features and broader settings of various

units of the National Historical Park. If excerpts from USGS Topographic

Quadrangles are to be used in the final Environmental Impact Statement, it would

be helpful to give the name of the quadrangle that is reproduced in an unobtrusive

legend.

We appreciate the fact that the alternative management and development

strategies stress the importance of recognizing a continuum of traditional use of

the Nez Perce Homeland as well as the dramatic events of 1 877. We also support

the strong sense conveyed in the report that inter-agency, inter-governmental and

inter-tribal coordination is vital to success in implementing the selected strategies.

We learned today that an initiative complementary to your planning effort,

namely, the USDA Forest Service cooperative program to designate an auto tour

route on roads paralleling the Nez Perce National Historic Trail, is nearing

completion. Orville Gaylor, sign specialist for the Traffic Engineering Section of

the Oregon Department of Transportation, reports that half a dozen highway signs

have been fabricated and are being sent by the Forest Service for installation on

Oregon Highways 3 (Enterprise to Oregon-Washington border) and 82 (Enterprise

to Wallowa). Funding for installation will come from the Oregon Department of

'I- if". 2:0

II IS Commcivi.il Si NK
Saliw, OKV73IO-|IM)I

(503) 378-5001

TAX (303) 37S-MI7

7"!
I Id K07
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Franklin C. Walker

January 18, 1996

Page 2

Transportation's regular budgeted funds. The signs are expected to be in place

this spring.

Dug Bar Unit

Our records do not show an individual listing of the Dug Bar complex in the

National Register of Historic Places. Rather, the Dug Bar Cabin and Blacksmith

Shop were determined by the Oregon SHPO to be considered eligible for listing in

1982. In 1984, these two features were listed in the National Register as features

contributing to the significance of the encompassing Hells Canyon Archeological

District. The text could be simplified to reflect the status ofDug Bar features in

the National Register as part of a district listing.

We support Alternatives 1 or 2 as practicable strategies. Since the four miles of

trail westerly of Dug Bar make up the only traceable Nee-Me-Poo Trail tread in

Oregon, we believe it would be desirable to maintain and sign the segment in a

manner that is consistent with the Hells Canyon NRA Management Plan.

Joseph Canyon Viewpoint Unit

Our office supports Alternatives 2 or 3, since we believe in the value of

interpreting the seasonal movements of the Nez Perce from the best vantage point

that is practicable. Also, it appears that the development of associated rest station

facilities is imperative.

Lostinc Campsite Unit

The assumption that the Lostine Campsite area is unrepresented in listings of the

National Register of Historic Places thus far is correct. Depending upon the

support of property owners, a cultural landscape documentation project could be

undertaken in the future to evaluate the eligibility of the area for registration and

protective zoning. We prefer a strategy that combines aspects of Alternatives 1 an

2 since we believe it is important to protect the setting and its near viewshed, at

least. Improved interpretation in the immediate vicinity is desirable as long as

wayside development can be configured for safe access from Highway 82.

Since the original gravesite of Old Chief Joseph is not, now, the focus of

remembrance for the majority of the public, it may be more practicable to

permanently monument the site in a land survey sense and provide remote

interpretation at the wayside.
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Franklin C. Walker

January 18, 1996

Page 3

Old Chief Joseph Gravesite Unit

We support the present efforts to protect the immediate setting of the National

Historic Landmark from the visual encroachment of incompatible development.

Whether Alternative 1 or 2 is more practicable depends somewhat upon proposed

highway improvements which might affect options for gateway access and

parking. Since the site holds spiritual significance, it would seem that modest

passive interpretation is in order within the bounds. We wholeheartedly support

measures to restrict through traffic to the adjacent dam site.

Under auspices of the Wallowa County Planning Department and the Community

Assistance and Review Division of the Oregon Department of Land Conservation

and Development, last year, a preliminary step was taken toward documenting the

upper elevations of the East Moraine as a Traditional Cultural Property according

to criteria of the National Register. As a means of protecting the greater

viewshcd, this effort could be expanded, perhaps, and casements and other zoning

options under Oregon's statewide land use planning program could be explored.

Oregon is pleased to claim four of the 38 separate Nez Perce National Historical

Park sites which extend from Wallowa Lake north to the Colville Indian

Reservation in Washington, across north central Idaho and into Montana. We will

continue to watch the cooperative planning efforts for park management

and development with special interest.

Thank you, again, for the opportunity to offer our comments, which we hope will

be helpful.

Sincerely,

ftL frn*dvwHF>7r*r~x *

Elisabeth Walton Potter

National Register Coordinator

cc: James M. Hamrick, Deputy SHPO
Stephanie Toothman, NPS Columbia Cascades SSO
Wendy Herrett, USDA Forest Service PNW Region

Rich Tobin, Recreation Officer, Wallowa-Whitman NF
Diane Shetler, Wallowa County Planning Director

Doug White, Rural Review Specialist, DLCD
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation
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As the nation's principal conservation agency, the Department of the Interior has responsibil-

ity for most of our nationally owned public lands and natural resources. This includes foster-

ing sound use of our land and water resources; protecting our fish, wildlife, and biological

diversity; preserving the environmental and cultural values of our national parks and histori-

cal places; and providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoor recreation. The depart-

ment assesses our energy and mineral resources and works to ensure that their development

is in the best interests of all our people by encouraging stewardship and citizen participation

in their care. The department also has a major responsibility for American Indian reservation

communities and for people who live in island territories under U.S. administration.
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